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Experiencedwet naval officers and sailors with gunnery and engineering
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Ling Personnel Systems office if interested. By Terrence R. Mclnnes
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An early-tech design supplement.
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Machines in the Shadows
In its projectionof the technological future, Shadowrun incorporatesvirtual
reality, cybertechnology and simsense, among other elements. One would
think that this vision of the future would include robots as well. Alas, it does
not. Hence, these rules for robots in Shadowmn.
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Adisgruntled Hartz Securities employee has suffered a mental breakdown
and fled into the combat zone. The only problem is that she took her vehicle
with her when she left-an armed VTA 6 aircraft.
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monster by using enchanted computer disks.
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The whole KLR combat programming may have to be scrapped. The
programs we designed to make the KLRs the most cunning and efficient
'droids on the battlefield are flawed. Were we to leave these 'droids active,
it is very possible we'd end up with mechanical psychopaths on our hands.
By James B. King
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Kenseng 4 is an excellent example of what mankind can do to a world.
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New Orieans SF and Fantasy Festival, June 5-7 at the
Clarion Hotel, 1500 Canal St., New Orleans, LA 70112.
NOSF,, June5-7at theclarion HotelMewOrleans,LA. Write
to NOSF%PO Box 791089, New Orleans, LA 70179-1089.
Lagacon 14, June 6 at the FraternalOrder of Eagles, 116 N.
8th St., Lebanon, P k Contact the Lebanon Area Gamers
Assn., 806 Cumberland St, Lebanon, PA 17042.
TanelomOpenGarningTiles,June68 at RobeltsonGardens
Convention Centre, Queensland, Australia. Contact Club
Tanelom, GPO Box 2148, BrisbaneQld 4C01, Australia
St. Joseph Valley Gamrs Convention, June 12-13 at the
IUSBcampus in South Bend, IN. Send an SASE b S t Joseph
Vallq, Gamers, 121 W. Cotfax, Souh Bend, IN46601.

Mobi-Con, June 12-14. Write to Mobi-Con, Box 161257,
Mobile, AL 36616.
Madison Games Day, June 14 at the Quality Inn South,
4916 East Broadway, Madison, WI. Contact PegasusGames,
6640 Odana Road, Madison, WI 53719.
MichiCon Gamefest '92, June 19-21 at SouthfieldPavilion
in Southfield, MI. Write to MichiCon Gamefest '92, PO Box
656, Wyandotte, MI 48192.
Organized Kahn-Fusion IV, June 20-21 at the Embers in
Carlisle, PA. Contact M. Fonier's Games Only Emporium,
200 Third St, New Cumberland, PA 17070.
Legacy '92, June 26-28 at the Comfort Inn Convention
Center in Arlington, TX(betweenDallasandF t Worth). Write
to Legacy '92,1604 Canfield, # I 107, F t Worth, TX 76120.

PolyCONX, June 26-28 at the EmbassySuites Hotelin San
Luis Obispo, CA. Write to PolyCon, PO Box4526, San Luis
Obispo, CA 93403.
ARCON 8, June 26-28 at the University of Oslo, Vilhelm
Bjerknes' BuiMing, Norway. Write to ARCON, PO Box 46,
Blindem, N-a714 Oslo, Norway.
Capital Con VIII, June 27-28 at the Prairie Capital Convention Center in Springfield, IL Write to Capital Con VIII, d o
Tom Lawrence, 2557SomertonRoad, Springfield, IL62702.
KingCon '92, July 3-5 at the University of Dayton in Dayton,
OH. Write toKingCon'92, PO Box31174, Dayton,0H45431.
Atlanticon '92, July 3-5 at the University of Maryland, College Park. Write to ADF, Box 91, Beltsville, MD X)704M)91.
Memphis Fantasy Con '92, July 17-19 at the downtown
RadissonHotel. Write to Memphis Fantasy Con, 4730 Poplar
#2, Memphis, TN 38117.
Quincon VII, July 17-19 at the Days Inn, 200 Maine St.,
Quincy, ILSend an SASEto Quincon VII, c/o Quincy Hobby
Center, 3632 Maine St., Quincy, IL 62301.
DragonCon '92, July 17-19 attheAtlantaHiltonandTowers,
Atlanta, G k Send an SASE to Dragon Con '92, Box 47696,
Atlanta, GA 30362-0S96.
Economy Con VI, July 17-19 at the Campus Village West
Shopping Center, 4920 W. Thunderbird Road, Phoenix, AZ
Contact the Roaming Panther Game Company.
Cubicon, July 24-26 on the University of Michigan-Dearborn
campus Recreation and Organizations Center, Write to

Cubicon, c/o SF3, 4901 Evergreen, ROC building, Room
210, Dearborn, MI 48128.
CanGams '92, July 31-August 3 at the Skyline Hotel in
downtownOttawa, Ontario. Write toCanGames 92, PO Box
3358, Station D, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KIP 6H8.
Gateway12, Sept 4-7at the LAAjrport Hyatt Hotel. Contact
Strategicon, PO Box 3849, Torrance, CA 90510-3849.
Operation Green Flag: BattleTech, Sept 12-13 at the
Embers in Carlisle, P A Contact M. Fonier's Games Only
Emporium, 200 Third St., New Cumberland, PA 17070.
Oklanomlcon Games Show and Con, Sept 25-27. Write to
OWanomicon, c/oJohn Hunter, Box 7743, Moore, OK73159.
RoVaConSF, Oct 24. Send a SASE to RoVaCon, PO Box
117, Salem, VA 24153.
NOVAG V11, Oct 16-18 at the West Park hotel in Leesburg,
VA, less than an hour's drive from Washington, D.C. Contact
NOVAG, c/o Ralph Allen, PO Box 122, Sterling, VA 22170.
Con of the Weird and Supernatural, Oct 31-Nov. 1 at the
Embers in Carlisle, P A Contact M. Fonier's Games Only
Emporium, 200 Third St., New Cumberland, PA 17070.
SheunCon V, Nov. 6-8 at the Roadway Inn, Sixth and Main,
Kansas City, Mo. Write to the Role-Players Guild of Kansas
City,doShaunConV, PO Box 7457, KansasCity,Mo64116.
Comnd.Con.4, Nov. 7 at the cafeteria of S t Louis Community College at Forest Park, 5MX) Oakland, S t Louis, MO.
Write to Command.Con.4, PO Box 9107, S t Louis, MO
63117.
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Something about spooktek always
fascinates people.The technology used
by spies intheir missionsis so far out of
the experience of the ordinary person
that spooktek almost atways draws
amazement fromciviliansand immediately generates ideas for applications
from those who have an interest in
such 1ore.This articleexploresthe tech
aspecl of spooklore by showing off
some of the more unusual devices.
Game descriptions are provided for
Twilfght: 2000 and, where necessary,
are divided into "current tech" and "hitek." Current tech gives 1990s capabilities for the items, while hi-tek gives
capabilities for the near future world of
Dark Conspliracy. Availability for devices is usuallythroughvery goodconfacts in the espionagellaw enforcement community, untess otherwise
noted. Price estimates are basedupon
current 1990s prices, and referees
should adjust these as required. Any
special skills required for the device
are listed in the description,

SmWIk,
GI3
DEMCEB
Spooktek suweillance devices include the following:
The RFscanner is anincrediblyusefuj device for SlGlNT (Signab fntelligence) spooks, This device is capable
of picking up RF emissions across a
wide band and passing them along to
other devices for processing. To operate the scannerfiitter property is AVG:
Electronics, What can be done with
this device is nothingshort of amazing.
For example, the device could detect
RF emissions of computer mongers,
allowingothermonitors-foflowingsignat processing, DIF: Electronics-to
reproduce what is displayed on the
eavesdropped monitor. f he same can

By Roman J- A n d r ~

be done with computer microprocessors. Or cordless and cellular letephones. Or radio transmissions. The
scannerfiilter can pick up Iransmissions within the range of the transmit.
For low-power emissions, such as
monitors and microprocessors, this is
limited to 200 meters. For cordless4
cellular telephones, this is one kitometer. For all others, range is indefinite
and depends on transmitter strength.
Also, such devices can be used as
direction-findinggearlo tocate RFemissions. This is DIF; Electronics.
GurrenlTeclr:This deviceis a small,
hand-held unit with an LCD display
showingthe currentfrequency and signal strength. An attached speaker]
headphone jack can be fed into processingequipment.Thisdevice isavailable to any civilian in Western nations.
tL%: 2 kg.
Cust:$750.
Hi-T&: Unchangedfromcurremtech.

Fibe~OpaeSensors

It:isa r i l e knownfactthat the pattern
of modulation in a fiber-optic cable
varies with the pressure placed on the
cable. NATOmnsideredusingthisprincipfe in an array of ground-sensor
mechanisms in Europe to pick up advancingtankvibrations.The fiber-optic
sensor can also be used as a microphoneinsidebuifdings.Thefibersmust
be placed within the targeted building,
either inside a wall or attachedthrough
adhesives, then illuminated by a tiny
diode laser. A photo receptor on the
other end of the fiberpicks up the laser
light, modulated by any sound in the
environment, and passes the data on
for transmissionor storage.
Current Tech: This kit consists of a
five-meter spool of optical fibres, a
diode laser and transformer so the
laser can feed off of houseAC current,
and a photo receptor module with a
serial output jack. Available to the general public in Western nations in comRF Emfdhr
ponent form. Assembled kits are only
The RF emitter can create RF emis- available to government personnel,
sions at frequencies ss?t by the user.
Wf:1.3 kg.
Cost: $120,
This is most commonly used for jamming other devices, especially comNbfek: Unchangedfromcurrenttech.
municationsdevices. However, the RF
emitter has several advanced usesField Sowe9 Processor
DIF: Eleclronks'to succeed-such as
Roughly the size of a small briefjamming microprocessors, video case, the field sound processor (FSP)
screensandmicroprocessor-controlted is packedwithelectronics, ailowingthe
equipment. Success means that the user to record audio inputs and perequipment is jammed and inoperable. form real-time analog processing at
Range for such jamming is limited to the same time. Capabilities include a
the strength of the emitler, but for the high-gainllow-noise amplifier, speech
passbandfilter,compressorandequalmodels shown below is 200 meters.
Current Tech: This is a hand-held izer. Essentialiy, this means the unit is
unit with an integral transmission an- able to take in aweak signai and boost
tenna and an LCD display showing it to within a set range, to filter out all
current frequency. This device is avail- noisebyondthe humanspeechrange,
able to any civilianin a Western nation, and to improvethe quality of the sound
but spraying RF emissions without re- withinthat range. To work properly, this
gard for radio communications guide- requires the new skilt of Sound Processing, which is a cascade of Eleclines is illegal in all jurisdictions.
w: 1 kg.
tronics.
Cost: $200.
Current Teck: Current tech field
Hi-T&: Unchangedfrom current techechsoundprocessinggear is asdescribed
r

I
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above. The unit runs on a set of rechargeable 9.6V batteries,with a duration of seven hours before recharging.
This item must be custom built.
Wt: 7 kg.
Cost: $850.
W I-Tek: No newfeatures, aside from
smaller size and manufacture by government contractor. This unit is only
available to government personnel.
Wt:5 kg (aboutthe size of a handbag).

Didtal Sound Processor
Digital sound processing (DSP)
manipulates sound waveforms as bits
of data and allows much greater alteration of audio input than the analog
sound processordescribedabove. This
item requires the Sound Processing
cascade skill or DlF: Computers skill to
useproperly. Becauseit is heavilycomputer based, the DSP has the same
processing capability the FSP does,
but also has the following:
Speech Repair/Extrapolation: This
is the synthesization of words missing
in the audio input but either identified
by computer or deduced by context in
the conversation.
Trans/ation:Qnce identified,thecomputercansynthesizethe speech as if it
were spoken in another language.
Voiceprinting: The computer automatically generates a voiceprint from
the spoken sample.
Switching: The computer is able to
synthesize the speech as if it were
spoken by a different person.
Voice StressAnalysis:The computer
can also add or eliminatemicrotremors
which indicate voice stress.
KeywordScanning:The computeris
able to search for specific keywords
and phrases in the speech, then flag
them for the surveillance experf's attention.
Wxing: The DSP allows the bfending of multiple audio sources so as to

appearthat only one source was used.
Curmnl Tech: In current iechnotogy, the DSP is limiled to post-processing because of its bulk and povver
requiremenls.The DSPpresentedhere
is actually a special board for a personal computer. The board allows all
DSP functions except speech repair/
extrapolationandtranstalion, Functions
at this stage require custom software
and much more powerful computers.
This system is available to all civilians
in Western nations.
Wt: NIA.
Cost: $800 (board), $500-$2000
(software).
Wf-Tek: The DSP is shrunk down so
that it will fit within a palmtopcomputer
for real-time processing, Speech repair/extrapolationandtranslationfunctidns become available lo laptop and
desktop computers, but require custom software. The custom software is
only available lo government agencies.

rnAG)CIrnY
Ail weaponry is currently available ar'id
is not expected lo change over time.

Sap Glove
A glove which has had 170grams of
lead shot sewn into the knuckles. This
adds 3 to the user's Damage rating.
Wt: 0.5 kg per pair.
Cost: $80.

Silell%;hmunitjirsn
This is the development of a round
used by Tunnef Rats in Vietnam, A
piston inthe casing launchesthebullet
forward, then rams itself against a rim
on the casing mouth, seating the propellant gases within the casing. The
only sound is that of the hammer falling. This is available to government
personnel only for .38 and .357 revolvers, for i2-gauge manual shotguns,

Silent Aaamurnidion
Ammunition

Dam
1 medium

Weapon
7.62R

8

ROF
SA
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Darn
3

SS

Pen

Pen
2-Nil

Burst

Rng

Nil

and for a special Win-barrel 7.62R
launcher.
See the Silent Ammun#ionTable for
statistics. Launcher stats folbw:
Ammo: 7.62R individual,
Wf: 2.5 g.
Mag: 2 individual
Price: $500 (NATO Availability: -;
Soviet Availability: R)

12-Gauge

unilioai

This round uses incendiary chemicals as a payload and is only usable in
manual shotguns, The round is ignited
in the shotgun, and the composition
bums poweiiully, spewing high-temperature metalsout in a brilliantfireball
lvvo meters in diameter by 100 meters
in length. The fireball lasts for three
seconds, and the fireball spray can be
swept from side to side in an arc up to
90 degrees.
A player firing this round must declare up to three (one-second-long)
two-meter-wide swaths in a 90-degree
arc. If less than three swaths are declared, the remaining swaths are simply added onto an existing swath, so a
person holdingthe shotgun oniy to one
swathwouldhavethe equivaient effect
of three swaths for damage purposes,
To beontarget,thefirer mustrollahit as
if kwerefiringaslug-amissmeansthat
the swath goes up into the air without.
hiiing anything. if the swath Ms, every
target in that swath rolls ID5. On a 3-6at
shorZ range and a 56 at M u m range,
the target is hit and takes 2D6 flame
damageper body part,with all body parts
being hit.This procedure is repeated for
each swath, even if t k later swath covers
tf7esamc!areaasapreviousone,withlater
swaths subject to recoil mod'rf'ications.
Targets bracketed by two hitting
swaths are also subject to injury and
take damage on a roll of 4-6 at short
range and 5 at medium range. If one
swath of the two misses, these targets
are safe. The flamer acts like a flamethrower for incendiary purposes and
antivehicfe attacks.
See the 12-Gauge FlamerAmmunition Table for statistics.

'VesiealrrdPen
f31k

S5

3

2

Burst

-

Rng
20

The vesicanl pen is an ordinary felt-tip
er pen uvh'& has k e n filled with a
blister agent. Tt7e user coaamiwies dis-

Fanus y, Science Fiction, Horror.. .
Vorhhzxt Magazine provides you with a fresh, unbiased approach to gaming in all it's varied
forms. Adventures, articles, expansion ideas, and more are yours in every issue. Ask for
V U F ~ at
X ~finer game stores and hobby shops in your area.
A one- year subscription, consisting of four fabulous issues, can be yours for only $10,
(California residents, unfortunately, must add 8 114% sales tax). Send check or money order
to: MrlPxt Publishing, 5506 Ueaudry St #C, Emeryville, Ca. 94608
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silencer and thermal imager.
Magazine: 10130 RDS. Variable feed
angle bull-pup configuration.
Ammo: .45 ACP FMJ, .45-caliber automatic Colt pistol, full metal jacketed (standard issue).
-45 ACP FMJ HLR, high-lethality round.
.45 ACP HJHP XLR, half jacketed
hollowpoint, extreme-lethality round.
Price: $5000 (W-). All special rounds:
$2 per round.

By Captatrh Thomas I?. MuIPes U.

NO&& CaroIina Shte Mlifia

S Special Operations Command
(USSOCOM) in 1991 issued a
Joint Services Operational Requirement (JSOR) for an offensive handgunfor issue to Special
Forces, Delta, Ranger, SEALand other elements of the command.
The principle reason behind the JSOR
was the perceived need for a light weapon
abletotakeout sentriessilentlywith assured
single-shot effectiveness. The 9mmP Mk22, then the standard weapon, lacked the
lethal trauma-producing effects needed to
ensurethat thetarget went down and stayed
down. Already in the inventory and capable
of doing just that was the venerable .45caliber automatic Colt pistol (.45ACP) bullet.
The new weapon would be in that caliber
and use both standard .45 rounds and a
family of new high-lethality rounds as well. It
10
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would be silenced and equipped with both
conventional and laser dot sights. The
weapon had to be airdrop and underwater
swim capable. The specificationsappearing
inthe JSOR led one publicationof the day to
refer to the weapon as an SOF "Supergun."
The final selection, Freedom Firearms Inc.'s.
"SOF-100," brought into the inventory in
1994, was just that. The M-100 SOF has
since become ''the weapon of special operations forces," the hallmark of USSOCOM.
Weight: 1.4 kg, empty without silencer
and attachments; 2.5 kg, loaded with I 0 RD
magazine and silencer; 3.1 kg, loaded with

Sights: Adjustable front and rear rectangular iron sights with three-dot Tritium illumination.
Adjustable electro-optical beam sights,
water resistant (to 50 meters), shock resistant (to 12G). With red laser dot sight visible
to 25 meters in full daylight, infrared laser
sight visible to 25 meters in full moonlight
using current passive night vision goggles,
white light flash light able to recognize individual human faces at 25 meters.
Quick installation attachment for thermal
imagerlvision intensive sights with retained
battle sight zero.
Firing Stability Aids: Adjustable folding
shoulder stock, adjustiblefoldingbipod legs.
Silenced Features: Silencer inaudible
beyond 10 meters, retain silenced function
up to 100 full autofire shots, retain silenced
function up to 300 semiautomatic shots,
retardedblowbackandslidedampeningpads
to eliminate the need for a slide lock.
Selectable Functions: Single or double
action, semiautomatic or three-round controlled burst fire, ambidextrous decocking
lever, safetylselect fire switch magazine release, action and cocked, bolt grip safety,
detachable silencer, barrel extension and
sight packages, single-round manual feed
and magazineless fire function. Uses special 10-round or standard 30-round M-3
magazines, uses standard .45-caliber ACP
FMJ ball service rounds or specialized high
lethality andlor armor piecing rounds.
.45ACP FMJKeflon-coated,armor-piercing HLR.
.45 ACP half jacketed, hollowpoint, extremely HLR.
Reliability: 100,000 rounds between
malfunctions.
Compatible with current equipment and
doctrine in Halo and static line airborne
operations.
Fullyfunctionableand reliablein any SOF
mission environment. Able to evade current
metallic security scanners (unloaded).

Wea~on
Stats With Silene:erand f i P a Sight Package
A

Weapon
.45 ACP FMJ
FMJ HLR
HJHP XHLR

ROF Dam
2
3
3
3
3
5

Pen
Nil
11Nil
Iflil

Blk
1l2
1/2
If2

Mag
10130
10130
10130

SS
312
42
4/2

Burst
513
814
814

Range
12m
15m
15m R
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Military Situation
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LovrenyifSenledAlliance

I-.-cl Air base

some ground because of surprise, the ground war has
become a stalemate in the mountainous center of the
Bheroven continent. The Alliance has developed a potent
wet navy of TL6 surface vessels. With this navy, the Alliance
is cutting Lanax off from the resources of Klavisur, a nation
on Lowestowe continent, and has landed Alliance amphibious raidingparties behind Lanaxian lines. If the Alliance fleet
is not stopped soon, a major amphibious invasion may
decidethe war inthe Alliance's favor and replace a representative democracy with harsh autocratic rule.
To counter this, Lanax has developed a fleet of its own.
Although indigenous sailors form the bulk of the naval
personnel, Lanaxian sailors lack solid naval combat experience. To remedy this, the Lanax government has hired LPS
to recruit experienced wet naval officers from off-world.
The recruiter can offer the PCs each a one-year contract,
with a base pay of Cr500,000, plus a mid-passage ticket to
Aramanx. Officer PCs will each be commissioned as officers
in the Lanaxian Navy, with at least the rank of lieutenant
(volunteer). Officers with a rank higher than lieutenant will
receive acommissionwith a rankone lowerthantheircurrent
rank. Sailor PCs with Gunnery, Electronic or Technical skills
will be hired as warrant officer specialists at the same pay.
If the war continues past the end of the contract, the
characters will be paid their salary and given a mid-passage
ticket to the world of their choice. They will also be given the
opportunity to re-enlist for one year for an additional
Cr500,OOO.
Should the war end within the yearwith a Lanaxianvictory,
PCs will be mustered out of the Lanaxian Navy with full pay
and a mid-passageticket on the day peace is declared. If the
Alliance wins within a year, LPS will guarantee a repatriation
bond for each PC, with 10% of the remaining unpaid salary
and a low-passage ticket to Aramis.
If the characters accept, they are immediately handed
their mid-passagetickets and hustled aboard a ship's launch
that has landed on the building roof. The launchtakes off for
a rendezvous in orbit with aTypeA2 far trader about to jump
out-system.

REFEREE9S
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Veteran PCs should infer that Ling Personnel Systems is
a subsidiaryof the LingStandardProducts megacorporation.
That and the hefty salaries mean that they are not recruited
to fight forfreedom and democracy. They are fightingfor Ling
Standard Products, a megacorporation specializing in mining and manufacturing,which has had a long-term interest in
exploiting the rich mineral resources of Aramanx and preventing its arch-rival, Sternmetal Horizons LIC, from gaining
control of the planet.

Treaty betweenLovrenyiandthe Unionof Senled, Sternmetal
seemed poised to take Aramanx via its puppet governments.
However, the nation of Lanax, seemingly doomed by the
forces arrayed against it, looked for help ofl-world and
eventually offered its mineral resources to Ling Standard
Products (LSP) if the megacorporationwould help it against
its enemies. LSP brought in its own mercenaries, including
the Kforuzeng and other Vargr corsair bands.
These wars have ragedfrom 1100, with the interruption of
the Fifth Frontier War and the Rebellion. The former reduced
trade to such low levels that the megacorps temporarily
abandoned their claims, and the disruption from the latter
allowed the Kforuzengtoslip in and occupyAramanx and the
entire Towers Cluster.
Two years later, in 1118, Duke Norris'forces re-took parts
of the Towers Cluster, including Aramanx. The megacorporations returned as well, the nations of Bheroven rearmed against each other, and conflict resumed.
In 1122, SternmetalHorizonsdecidedto settle theAramanx
questiononce and for all. Sternmetalsupportedthe Lovrenyil
Senled Alliance in a campaign to annex Lanax, eliminate
LSP influence from the world and gain control of the richest
section of Bheroven.This includedfinancingthe Alliance and
employing ground, air and nautical mercenaries to advise,
stiffen and spearhead local forces. With Sternmetal's help,
the Alliance acquired a wing of Cheyenne-class jet fighters,
more than a match for the propeller-driven Tucsons and
Chicagos flown by the Lanaxian Air Force. Sternmetal also
helped the Alliance build a fleet of nautical destroyers and
cruisers to be used to bombard Lanaxian coastal cities and
support amphibious raids. The Alliance attacked in mid-1122
and touched off a long-dreaded world war.
Lanax replied with its own wet navy. This fleet initially
included destroyers and cruisers used in a coastal defense
role, as well as diesel-electricsubmarines to raid commerce
between the Alliance ports on Bheroven and Klavisur on
Lowestowe, a neutral nation supplying mineral and agricultural resources to both sides.
More recently, LSP has secretly imported several fission
reactors and plutonium fuel into Lanax, and installed three
reactors into three hulls nearing complelion.

GEmmG T-RE
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The TypeA2 far traderwill follow acircuitous route through
backwater systems to Aramanx, as secrecy is of the utmost
importance.
Ling Standard Product's introduction of fission reaclors is
a violation of the Imperial Rules of War against excessive
extraplanetary interference and could result in Imperial
intervention on Aramanx if the interference is too blatant.
That's why the characters were suddenly hustled into orbii
and aboard the far trader. Ling Standard Products wants to
HISTORIGAIL, BAGKGRO
The true story of Aramanx is a long megacorporate struggle conceal its hiring of wet mercenaries from both Duke Norris'
for mineral resources. Rather than spend the money to government and Sternmetal Horizons.
Sternmetal is aware of Ling's intentions to import mercecontrolAramanx directly, Sternmetal has taken advantage of
the long years of violent balkanization on the Bheroven naries, and its corporate patrol cruisers are searching for
continent by backing Lovrenyi, a small but industrialized Ling ships bound for Aramanx. Norris' patrol ships may also
nation, in its struggle with its neighbors. By introducing stop and challenge the far trader. And Vargr corsairs are
mercenary forces to help Lovrenyi annex its neighbors, active, making deep raids into the coreward half of the
Dalelo and Renitza, then engineeringthe BherovenAlliance Spinward Marches. Encounters with Sternmetal, Domain
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naval ships and Vargr corsair ships are likely during the
voyage to Aramanx, and can result in everything from
boarding and searches to running space battles. Refueling
and resupply attempts at one or more interdictedworlds may
require dealing with Scout Service vessels.

patrolled by a Domain of Deneb cruiser squadron. The
squadron has two purposes: to ward off any attack from
Vargr-controlled worlds only two parsecs away and to enforce the Imperial Rules of War. The latter task includes
policing against the use of nuclear weapons in the Aramanx
war, and prohibiting the introduction of excess extraplanetary technology and support.
Any use of nuclear weapons will result in an immediate
response from Norris' marines aboard the cruiser squadron.
The squadron will destroy any reconnaissance satellites
launched from Aramanx and attack any orbiting starship
giving fire support to any of the combatants on planet.
Domainclose escorts and system defense boats
search all arrivingstarships. The characters havefals
indicatingthey are wet merchant ship officers returningto work in
the neutral nation of Klavi
charmer should roll this task
when his documents are
To avoid detection of forgery:
Simple, Persuasion, 1 min (fateful).

major seaport. It is also under frequent air attack by Alliance
Chicago-class ground-attack aircraft escorted by Cheyenneclass jet fighters. When the characters arrive, they will see
that buildings, dockyards and some ships are obviously
damaged. One or more fires may be burning, and within
hours of the PCs'arrival, Alliance aircraft attack the dockyard
area around the Equalizer.
The local population appears to be quite demoralized by
the attacks. Chance meetings and casual conversations at
the Rusty Porthole, a nearby sailors'bar, may revealthat the
war is not going well. Alliance forces occupy about 20% of
Lanax in two areas--the eastern mountain region adjacent
to Renitza and Lovrenyi, and the forested area between the
Senled border and the north bank of the Dunbur River.
Alliance engineers have built a forward air base inside
occupiedLanax territory usedto mountthe raids on both Port
Lanax and Lanax City, the capital. Most of the locals feel it is
only a matter of time before forces push south toward Port
Lanax, possibly supported by amphibious landings near the
port, then drive east toward the capital.
The Equalizer is a battlecruiser armed with a 36cm main
battery,the heaviest guns on the planet. The ship is powered
with a fission reactor, a clear violation of the rules of war. The
characters may also see an aircraft carrier and a submarine
under the final stages of construction at fitting out piers near
the battlecruiser. An experienced wet navy sailor will notice
that these ships are fission-powered as well.

mTO THE W m
Once cleared into the system, the far trader docks at
Aramanx Orbital Starport. There are no downports on
Aramanx. However, shuttle service is provided to airports
outside each nation's capital. While the orbital starport
enjoys extrality and is treated as a neutral territory, surface
airports are under their nation's jurisdiction. The shuttles
themselves are regarded as neutral vessels and are not to
be fired on by combatant forces. However, the airports are
vulnerable to air raids at any time.
Agents of both megacorporationsare aboard the orbiting
starport and are on the lookout for any off-planet mercenaries their opponents may import to Aramanx. Arriving mercenaries have been assaulted and killed by megacorporation
agents while transitingthrough the starport. If the characters'
true identities become known, they may be attacked by
Sternmetal agents.
To maintain their identities as Klavisur citizens, the PCs
should take the shuttle to the Klavisur capital. From there,
they take ship aboard a neutral Klavisur wet freighter bound
for Lanax. Before reaching Lanax, however, the freighter
must pass through an Alliance blockade. If detected by
blockading vessels, the freighter will be stopped and
searched. If boarding parties find the PCs without proper
documentation, the PCs will be arrested and imprisoned in
Lovrenyi.

The PCs should be assigned in relatively close proximity
to each other aboard the Equalizer. If they are officers and/
or have Large Watercraft or Navigationskills, they should be
assigned to the bridge as either watch standers or advisors
to indigenous naval officers. If they have gunnery skills, they
are assigned to a main battery turret.
Optionally,characters may be generatedwith the COACC
advanced flyers character generation tables for flight positions aboard Talon.
Existing MegaTraveller characters with either Engineering or Navigation skills may be used on any of the three
vessels. Engineeringskill is neededto operate and maintain
the fission power plants aboard these vessels. Characters
with FA Gunnery skills may use these skills with the
Equalizer's batteries. Characters with Forward Observer
skills may be employed as either airborne or shore party FOs
to direct fire from the Equalizeror call in air strikes by Talon
aircraft.

FLEEW

Lanax: The Lanax Navy is expected to play a major role
in fending off the expected invasion and carrying the war
home to the Alliance. However, most of its vessels are
currently bottled up in Port Lanax. As of 001-1124, the navy
includes:
1 Equalizer-classbattlecruiser at Port Lanax.
1 Talon-class aircraft carrier (fitting out) at Port Lanax.
1 Krakemclass nuclear attack submarine (fitting out) at
Once the characters arrived in Lanax, they are assigned
to the Equalizer, which is berthed at Port Lanax on that Port Lanax.
3 Hero-class light cruisers, 2 at Port Lanax, 1 at sea off
nation's west coast, along with a sizable portionof the Lanax
fleet. Port Lanax is that nation's primary naval base and is a Klavisur.
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10 BaitIe-class destroyers, 4 at Port Lanax, 4 at sea off
Klavisur, 2 on convoy escort.
9 Province-class frigates, 3 at Port Lanax, 6 at sea on
convoy escort.
2 City-class diesel electric attack submarines, at sea off
Senled.
Alliance: Consisting mostly of the Senled Navy, the
Alliance fleet is blockading Lanax seaports and raiding
Lanax convoys. An amphibious task force has been formed
for raiding and invading Lanax territory.
2 heavy cruisers, 1 on blockade duty off Port Lanax, I
attached to the amphibious task force at Bandar Senled, the
main Alliance naval base.
4 light cruisers, 1 on blockadeduty off Port Lanax, 1off the
Lanax south coast, 1 raiding convoys off Klavisur.
16 destroyers, 6 on blockade duty off Port Lanax, 6 raiding
convoys off Klavisur, 4 attached to amphibious task force at
Bandar Senled.
6 diesel-electric attack submarines, 2 off Port Lanax, 1 off
Klavisur, 3 at Bandar Senled.
4 Frigates, Lovrenyi Navy based at Lovrenyi.
1 frigate, Dalelo Coast Guard, based at Dalelo.

MISSIONS
The Equalizer has just finished fitting out and is loading
stores and ammunition as the characters arrive. She will be
sailing on her first war patrol within 36 hours after the
characters arrive and are assigned their duty stations. The
Equalizer has sealed orders for a number of missions
including:
Breakout: Go head-to-head against the allied blockade
off Port Lanax. The objective is to break the blockade,

sinking as many enemy ships as possible, andto headforthe
open sea. The Equalizerwill be supported by all available
combat vessels. In addition, one wing of Chicago atlack
aircraft (36 planes) and one squadron of Tucson fighter
aircraft are available from Port Lanax air base lo supgort the
breakout. Two coast artillery batteries with two 36cm highvelocity cannons each can support the Equalizer up to 95
kilometers from the coast.
Blue Water Sweep: Once the blockade is broken, the
Equalizer and supporting cruisers are lo sail lo the Klavisur
coast. There, they are to link up with Lanax Navy vessels on
station and search for and destroy Alliance convoy raiders.
Raid: The Equalizerand supporting cruisers are to return
to Bheroven via the Northern Sea and raid Bandar Senled
while en route home to Port Lanax. If they can conceal
themselves and maintain surprise in the foul weather expected in northern latitudes, the raidingforce should be able
to catch the Senled amphibious task force vessels at their
piers.
Air Strike: By the time the Equalizer and the two light
cruisers return home, the Talon will have completed fitting
out and will have received her air wing. The Equalizer will
escort the Talon on her first mission, attacks from the sea
against the Alliance Cheyenne lighter bases north of the
Dunbur River and nearlhe Senled capital. Pilots servingwith
the mercenary air wing aboard the Talon should expect
heavy air-to-air and air-to-ground action while attacking
these bases. They are heavily defended with both Cheyenne-class jet fighter aircraft and TL6 antiaircraft artillery.
\Mar Patrol: Characters serving aboard the Kraken will
sail her to the Klavisur west coast to search for and destroy
Alliance warships and merchantmen. Because of supply
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Heavy high-velocity guns may be mounted in turrets aboard naval ships, in fixed coastal defense installations and as
railway artillery. The rates of fire noted above are for naval gun turrets and coastal defense installations with powered shell
hoists and rammers. Halve the rates of fire for railway artillery guns.
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constraints, the Kraken will remain on station for 30 days.
Rollonce each day onthe encountertable below for shipping
encounters.
Roll
1
2
3
4
5
6

Result
Alliance wars hi^
Alliance merchantman
Alliance merchantman convoy
Neutral merchantman
Lanax merchantman
Lanax warship

If all three ships survive until the end of the war, the
Lanaxians' numerically superior groundforces score a decisive victory against the Alliance forces and occupy Alliance
territory. Ling Standard Products receives rights to all Alliance minerals and becomes a major on-planet political
influence, well-situated for conquering the remaining
BheroveWEast Bheroven land mass.
If either surface ship is sunk before the end of the war, the
Lanaxians score a marginal victory, forcing the Alliance to
sue for peace. LSP gains political influence and additional,
temporary mineral rights in Alliance territory. However, Alliance territory is not occupied, and some Sternmetal influence remains.
If either surface ship and the nuclear submarine sink, the
Alliance scores a marginal victory, forcing Lanax to sue for
peace. LSP loses political influence and must temporarily
surrender its Lanaxian mineral rights to Sternmetal Horizons.
If all three ships are sunk before the end of the war, the
Alliance scores a decisive victory. It occupies Lanax, and
Sternmetal gains all the mineral rights in that country.
Sternmetal is also well-situated to conquer the remaining
nations on the BherovenIEast Bheroven land mass. And
because 60% of the planet's population and 80% of its
industry is located here, the nation that rules Bheroven is in
a good position to conquer all Aramanx.

Roll 1D6 again for the numberAlliance warships encountered,
and the number of merchantmen and warships in the Alliance
convoy. If you roll a 6 on the second roll, the Alliance lightcruiser is
included in the encounter. The result should be adjustedto reflect
the number of ships remaining after the Equalher9 blue water
sweep. All merchantmen are freighters.
A Lanax warship may detect the Kraken, treat her as
hostile and attack.
Invasion: After the Talon's air strikes cause panic in the
Senled population, the Alliance decides to force the war and
attacks in force on two fronts, one from the east through the
mountainsand one south across the Dunbur. The north-south
attack is supported by amphibious landings south of Port
Lanax. The amphibious task force includes all surviving
attached warships and 2D6+10 freighters used as troop
transports and assault cargo ships. All Lanax naval units are
THE M O m Y
RUN
If the Domain of Deneb government learns that Ling
to attack and sink as many of the troop transports as possible.
If the amphibious invasionfails, the Lanax army will be able to Standard Products introduced fission reactors to Aramanx,
repulse the remaining two attacks. If the invasion succeeds, it intervenes and stops the war, then throws LSP off the
planet. If Lanax and LSP win, and LSP becomes known as
Port Lanax will be captured, and Lanax will lose the war.
the source of the fission reactors, LSP is thrown off Aramanx
and loses hard-won mineral rights and influence. LSP feels
SFERS
The aircraft carrier Talon will be ready for combat one that the PCs know too much about the fission reactors
month after the characters arrive on planet. The nuclear installed in the Lanax fleet and does its best to make sure
attack submarine Kraken will be ready a month later. To they never leave Aramanx alive.
If the war ends in a Lanaxian defeat with the ships sunk,
provide a variety of combat experience, the player characters may be transferred to either vessel after Equalizer paradoxically, the characters are safe.
Should the war continue past the end of the characters'
returns to port.
Talonwill embark a specially trained off -planet TL7 merce- contracts, LSP representatives at first do their best to connary air wing equipped with 12 Dodge City light jet fighters, vince the PCs to sign up for another year. Ifthis fails, or if the
36 San Diego-classattack aircraft, and four San Diego-class war ends sooner with a Lanax victory, LSP pays off the
two-seat variants used as command and control aircraft. characters as promised to achieve surprise. However, imTalon will provide air cover for Equalizer, raid Alliance con- mediately thereafter, LSP agents attempt to kill the PCs,
voys and, most importantly, attack Cheyennefighter bases. forcing them to flee for their lives.
The characters have two basic choices to survive: blend in
Because of Talon's unlimited range and the lack of reconnaissance satellites around Aramanx, the Alliance would not with the local population and remain on Aramanx, or flee to
know when or from where the next Talon attack will come. a neutral country such as Klavisur and take a shuttle to the
Krakenwill hunt and sink Alliance shipping. This will slow orbiting starport. Once off Aramanx, they can approach the
the Alliance's war effort by cutting Lovrenyi and Senled off Domaingovernment and disclosewhat they know for prolecfrom critical minerals and food from Klavisar. Gunnery skills tion against LSP, or begin another series of adventures as
they attempt to hide from the megacorporation.
may be used to crew the torpedo tubes aboard Kraken.

a

EmffEb;lGTHE W m
The warwill last 3D6 months afterthe charactersarrive onplanet. The three nuclear-poweredships give Lanax a major
advantage in determining the outcome of the war, assuming
they stay afloat and in operation. Their influence is abstractly
reflected in these possible war outcomes:

DonY miss the ship profiles starting on the followingpage.
For more inf~rmation,see "Wet Navy 1'' (nautical vessel
design rules) in Challenge53,"Wet NavyZ"(nava1 weapons
and design sequences) in Challenge 54 and "Wet Navy 3"
(maritime environment and navalcombat) in Challenge60.
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If they make it, we can get it...FAST!
Let our knowledgeable staff help you build a miniatures
army or find that out of print game or module.
109b College Avenue
Blacksburg, Virginia 24060

This is representedas an armor rating against melee
attacks. The following table indicates the correspondence between armor modifier values and melee
armor ratings.
No hull may be construdedwith an armor modifier
of less than 0.05. Such a hull is structurally unsound.

hardness and weight separately. In the table below,
all armors with a hardness rating of 1 can follow the
he UCPdfs'gnseqwnceintheRefreel8 procedures outlined in the UCP design sequence
Manualreflectstheinterstellar-leveltech- without modifications, ignoring any calculations that
nological focus of the pre-Rhllion Im- involve hardness. Hulls constructed from any mats
p i u m . But in the Hard Times era of rial with a hardnessratingof less than 1 must use the
1125-1130, many of those items have followingprocedures when determining their design
beendestroyed, and t h m that remainare clusteredin charaderistics.
the Safes or Frontiers, or in the hands of local govern
Step 1:Hull Thichss: After selectinga hull from
ments. New technolog'i are being producedto fill the the Bas'i Hull DesignTatde, dedde on the thickness in
void, but a great many of these postwar products are centimeters. The minimum permitted thickness (reextremely primitive.
gardless of the hull materialselected) is 0.25 an.
Step 2: HullWeight: Findthe UCPbasichullweigM
and multiply it by the appropriate weight modifier from
the revised Hull MaterialsTable. Mulipiy this value by
the hull's actual thickness in centimeters. The resul is
the hull's true weight.
Step 3: Hull's Armor:To determinethehun's m o r
S T O M O L C r a k Refereesmay modifythe hulls
of aircraft and spacecraft so they are VTOLor STOL value, mulply the hull material's hardness modifer by
capable. VTOLs need no runway, and STOLs need the hull's thickness in centimeters. The result is the
only very shorl stretches of level ground in order to hull's equivalent armor modifier.
condud routine operations. Other performance advantages of VTOUSTOL designs can be found in
COACC.
VTOL hulls add 10%to the weight and 50% to the
cost of the hull. They become available at TL7. STOL HuR Designsection(Refarw'stVlanual, page63)for more
hulls add 5% toweight and 30% tothecost of the hull. on armor facta ratings.
They become available at TL6.
Armor Modifes ofless than 0.25:It is possibleto
build a hull with an armor modifier of less than 0.25.
OR (117)
However, such hulls have no resistance to pnetraEarly-tech hull materials often have a poor hard- tion by missiles (an armor rating of 0). They have
ness: weight ratio. Therefore,you must calculatetheir some resistanceto less powerfulblows and impacts.

By Charles E. Gannon

Armor M d h r
(rated in an of steel)
[I]
I21
[31
[41

MeleeArmor
Rating
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2

Step 2: Power Supply
B0FKE.R SWBLY (W1)
Several new forms of power are available,including
muscle power, sails, rotary sails, steam engines, diesels and hydrogen combustion.

Muscle Power (211a)
This is the most basic p e r source, a v d W at TLO.
Musdepa~vermbeusedtotowvd.li&,andmnbe

ated byacreature is determinedby itsweight and body
construction. Creatures with four or more legs enjoy a
strong advantage when towing abjeds--more of their
total body mass and strength is elfedivdy in contad
with theground. Determinethepowef inwattsatowing
creature cul generate as follows:
Three orFewr1egs:Body weight (kg)x2.!%watts.
Four or Mole Legs: Boely weight (kg)x5= waits.
Towing creatures that are stored inside a vehicle
require a volume allotment of 1 W per 10 kg of creature
mass. If they are outside the hull, they require no
volume or other considerations, but since they are not
protectedby the hull's armor, they are very vulnerable
to all forms of attack
W a n l m l l y Transfarable Musde Power: Any
e of generating mechanical power via
sw
muscular work generates a number of wans equal to
one-half the species' average weight in kilograms. For
humans, the average is 35 watts when generating
mechanical power.
Working Ablllty: Basic wattage values can be
modified by an individuals'workingability. Working
ability is determined by totaling the die modifiersan
individual receives as a result of his Strength attribute and Endurance attribute. For each point of
working ability, an individual can increase his basic
mechanical power output by 40%. So an average
human with STR 7 (DMt1) and END7 (DMtl) has
2 points of working ability. So his basic mechanical
power output is increased by 2 ~ 4 0 %or myo.In the
case of a human, this would mean: 35 watts basic
outputx1.8=63 watts total mechanical power. Values for average Vargr and Aslan workers are indicated below:
Average
Basic
Average
species
Mass
Wattage
Individual
/
argr
50

HighlyfitindividuakcaneasilydoubletheWi:level
of output. Professionalwork crews can be assumed to
produce two times the wattage of average individuals.
Muscle Engines: Muscle engines are mechanismsthatconvert mechanicallytransferablemusclepower to useable wattage. They are of two basic
types: leverslcranks and turnstileshreadmills.
LeveMCranks: Available at TL3, these devices
can only be usedby sophonts or creatures which can
betrainedtoperform a repetitive, nonindustrialphysical task. All workers require at least cramped crew
positions. Species that are much larger or smaller
than humans may have greater or lesser requirements: approximately 1 kl of space per 40 kg (or
fractionthereof) of average weight. Leversandcranks
haveinsignificantvolume, weight and monetarycosts.
TurnstileslTreadmills: These devices are available at TLI and can be powered by any type of
creature that has a movement rate of greater than 0.
All workers require 1 kl of space per 10 kg of weight.
Therefore, an average human (weighing 70 kg) would
require7kl of space. Turnstiles/treadmills haveinsignificant volume, weight and monetary costs.

Sails (2ILb)
Wind pressure against sails generates power capable of pushing vehicles forward. The amount of
power generated is determined by the sail area and
the force of the wind.
The following information is similar to the data
presented in the wet navy design supplement. However, there are important distinctions, since the early
tech data deals with land vehicles, not sailing ships.
Sail Area: The total sail area determines the
maximum amount of force available to power a sailequipped craft. The sail area depends on the height
and number of the craft's masts and the length of the
yards (beams that run at right angles to the mast).
Number of Masts:All craft may mount at least one
mast.Additionalmasts my beadded if the hull is large
enough. Determine the minimum hull displacement
(in tons) required to mount a given number of additional sails as follows: (x3)x10, where x equals the
number of additionalsails desired.
For example, a craft with three masts requires
enough space fortwo additionalmasts.The minimum
hull size permittingthis is 80 displacement tons (x=2
additional masts, 23=8,8~10=8Odisplacement
tons).
Mast Height and Yards: Maximum mast height in
meters for a craft equals two times the square root of
its hull displacement. Maximum mast height for any
vessel is 50 meters. The length of a yard may be up
to 50% of the mast height.
For example, a vehicle with a UCP 20 hull could
mount two masts. Maximum mast height would be
approximately nine meters, which means the yards
could be a maximum of 4.5 meters in length.
Calculating Sail Area: To calculate sail area, multiply the height of the mast by the length of the yard.
Muttiilythe result by the number of masts.Add 1% to
thetotaltoallowforstaysailsriggedbetweenthemasts.
Let's return to the preceding example. Our S t o n
vehicle has twomasts.Thesailareapermast is9x4.5
(mast heightxyard length) or 40.5 square meters.
The total sail areaof both masts is 91 square meters.
Adding the additional sail area (10%) from the stay
sails (nine meters) produces an total sail area of 100
square meters.

Sall Force: The force generated by wind on sails
in a standard atmosphere is determined as follows:
force in kilowatts=l.3xsailareaxvvindveiocity(meters
per second).
In other words, wind blowing at one meter p r
second exerts a force of 1.3 kw on one square meter
of sail. Wind velocity is usually measuredin kph, but
can be easily converted to mps using the following
equation: wind velocity in mps=wind velocity in
kphx0.28.
On a world with a dense atmosphere, multiply the
resulting force by 1.5. On a world with a thin atmcsphere, muitiply by 0.75. Sails are impractical on
worlds with very thin or trace atmospheres.
When the power output (in kw) of wind on a
vehicle's sails exceedsthe craft's hull volume (in kl),
the sails begin to take damage equal to 1 point per
kilowatt of excess power. In rough weather, sails
should be reduced (shortened or stowed away) to
prevent this kind of damage.
Sail Costs: Saik cost Cr100 per square meter.
Sail Welght: Sails weigh approximately 1 kg per
square meter. When sails are wet, increase their
weight to 2 kg per square meter. Synthetic sails
(available at TL7) weigh 0.9 kg per square meter, wet
or dry. Extra-strength synthetic (availabb at TL8)
weigh 0.3 kg per square meter, wet or dry.
Sail Stowage Volume: Sails require 1klof volume
for every25 square meters of sail areawhen stowed.
They may also be furled and lefi on the yard arms.
Synthetic sails require 0.5 kl of volume per 25 meters,
and extra-strength synthetics require 0.3 W per 25
square meters.
Mast Weight and Cost: Wooden masts weigh 15
kg and cost Cr15 per meter of height. Iron masts,
available at TL4, weigh 0.125 tons and cost Crl00 per
meter of height. Steel masts, available at TL5, weigh
0.1 tons and cost Cr100 per meter. Titanium masts,
available at TL7, weigh 60 kg and cost Cr200 per
meter.
Auxiliary Power: Sails need not be the vehicle's
only source of power and locomotion; auxiliary systems can be added on as space, weight, tech level
and cost allowing.

Robry Sails (21le)
Rotary sails are based on the same principle as
windmills and become available at TL2. A rotary sail
has two yards, placed perpendicular one another.

Imagine the mast of the rotary sail as a y-axis or
vertical axle. Oneyard lays along hex-axis,the other
along the z-axis. With saib in place, the two yards
create fourtallvanesarrangedturnstilefashionabout
the masUaxle. This apparatus is en
columnar screen. The columnar screen has one
narrow aperture that runs from the top to the bottom
of the screen. The screen is rotated so that this
aperture alwaysfacesthe wind. Theaperture funnels
the wind in toward the vanes. The wind pressure
against the vanes causes the mastiaxle to rotate.
Rotarysailstend to w u p y agreat deal of volume,
althoughthey are not veryheavy. Most of theirvolume
is on the outside of the vehide hull; only a small
portion is subtraded from the available hull volume.
Dasigning Rotary Sails: Any craft may mount at
lest one rotary sail. Additional rotary saib may be
added at the rate of one per 1000 kl of hullvolume. A
vehicle that mounts both standard sails and rotary
sails must usethedesign limitationsforthe maximum
number of additionalsaik when calculating the total
number of both standard and rotary sails it is permitted to mount (see the Number of Masts section
above). Therefore, avehide that may mount atotal of
three masts can have either two standard sails and
one rotary, or vice versa. In vehicles with such mixed
sailarrangements, the "one per 1OOO kiloliters" rule
for rotary sails is ignored.
Sall Area: Determine the height of the rotating
mast according to the rules used for normal sails.
However, rotary sails do not really have yards but are
instead quipped with vanes.
The maximumlengthof each vane isthequad root
of the hull's volume in kiloliters.This is the onlyfador
which limitsthelengthof arotary sail's vane. So a hull
with a 16 kl volume cannot have a rotary sail with
vanes more than two meters long. However, the
vanes can be two meters long even if the rotary sail's
mast is only one meter high.
Determine a rotary sail's area (in square meters)
usingthe following equation: lengthof vanexheight of
mast=sail area.
Thewidlhofarotarysailisqualtot~cethelength
of its vanes (i.e., a single vane defines the radius of
thestrudure, not thediameter).Todeterminethetotal
volume of a rotary sail (in kiloliters), use the following
equation: 0.785x(2xlength of ~ane)~xmast
height.
Only 20% of the rotary sail's total volume is subtraded from the available hull volume. The rest of the
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ent panels may not exceedthe square rod of the hull's
volume in kildters.
Control Point R q u l r m n l s for Eariy-T& VB-

All other accommodation ratings are the same as
listed in the Refarm's Manual, although at TLO-3,
there are no powercosts for any type of accommodatbn.
T~pe

Power

Volume

Weight

Cr

final resul by 2 to reflecttheincreasedwlnerability of
the suqwnsion.

CONa'ACT-BMEID VIGIHIIC-S
VehidesV\nthoulTransmlsslons:Vehi~es
which
have standard sails, are towed or have sledlrunner
suspensions do not require transmissions of any
type. These vehides are pushed or pulled, not propelled by an on-board power plant. Calculate their
performance in accordance with the procedures outlined for contad-based vehicles on page 86 of the
Referee's Manual.
Sall Power and Performance: Determine several wind velocities thevehicle is likely to encounter.
Calculate the sail power generated by the wind at
these velocities.
You may then calculate the vehicle's speed under
each of these wind conditions in accordance with the
procedure outlined for contact-based vehicles on
page 86 of the Referee's Manual. Normal sailed
vehicles do not require transmissions, only suspensions. Sails (both types) should also havetheir maximum safe power output calculatedand listed (i.e., the
maximum output they can handle before the sails
begin to take damage).
Low Power-to-WeightVehlcles:Many early-tech
ground vehicles have very low power-to-weight ratios. Therefore, it becomes necessary to expandthe
low-end of the Speed Table as presented on page 86
of the Referee's Manual. In the case of fractional
values, interpolatespeedby usingthe following equation: (PNV-1)xSkph.

r
0.25
25
At TL34, only three sections are included in the
control p'nt equation (step 8i2 on page 81 of the
Rderee's Bnual): power, locomotion and environment.All other sedions havenegligiMemtro1requirements or are operated via dired contrds.
NormalsailsincurnopowroriocomotimCPcosts.
They are always handMviaduedcontrds, regardless
ofthetechlevelofthecraft. Rotarysailsmay behandled
as normalsailsor maybedesignedwithcontrok(which
reduces the crew requirement).
Towed vehicles (which include those vehicles propelled by towing musde power) have no power CP
costs, regardless of tech level.
Seethetablebelowforcontrolpand unitsadditions.

GItEW (912)
Vehicle crewmembers manning dirsd controls do
not require accommodations.
Sails (both normal and rotary) require one
crewmember per 10 m2 of sail area (round fractions
up). Rotary sails equipped with controls ignore this
rule. Instead, follow the procedures for determining
engineering crew requirements, as presented in the
Referee's Mnual.
rnTZrn1EEb

ACCOWODATION (919)
The most basic type of extended accommodation
is the half bunk. The half bunk is a light-kamedouble
bunk or a hammock, with just enough space for the
individual's gear and provisions. Such accommodations are still found on many tightly-designed, lowtech spacecraft and submersibles.

Step 9: Fuel
corn
OF
Refer to the table below. The additional fuel types
are all hydrocarbons. However, each type indudes
important pnzperties that make it distind from the
basic petroleum-based hydrocarbons (as presented
on page 83 of the Referee's Wnual).
Wdhiofibars and methanolare availableon any
world with a carbon-based biosphere. Ethanol must
be produced from edible flora and is both more rare
and more expensive. Coal is usually available on any
planetthat has petroleum.Methanolcanbeprduced
from methane gas, which is plentiful in the atmospheres of many gas giants.

Design evaluation is conducted in accordance
with the procedures described in the Referee's
b8anual. The following rules are additions to that
process.

LWCDMCyp'IIOND

E POIMTS

Salls: Divide the total sail area by 15 to calculate
the inoperative level of a sail. Divideby 6 10 calculate
the destroyed level. Double these damage values for
extra-strength synthetic saik.
If the sails are destroyed and the masts are made
of wood, the vessel has also k e n demasted.
Earlvsch Wheels: When determiningthe locoLight Vehicles: To determine if an early-tech
motiondamageof avehicleequippedwith eitherearly vehicle is light, consul the table at left.
wheels or simple wheels, divide the final resutt by 2.
SledVRunnerS@ Increase: Vehicles equipped
OutbDardSuspndons: Whendaterminingdam- with sledlrunner suspension experience a speed
age points for an outboard suspension, divide the increase of fietimeswhen operating upon low-or nofriction surfaces, such as snow, ice or micro-grain
dust deserts.
Cold-Starting and Accalerating with Steam Engines: All cold-started steam engines require five
minutes beforethey can begin generating power. For
every50 kw of power output (or fraction thereof), they
require one additional minute. Therefore, a steam
engine with a maximum output of 100 kw would
require seven minutes to start.
Once a steam engine has been started, it can be
accelerated,which allows it to produce usable power.
Steam engines require one minute to increase their
power output by 50 kw. Therefore, if a 200 kw steam
engine was running at only 50 kw output, it would take
three minutes (of full fuel consumption)to increaseits
output Eevel all the way to the maximum of 200 kw.
Time requirementsfor accelerationareseparatefrom
cold-starting time costs.
For more on the wet navy, refer to articles by
Terrence R. Mclnnes: Wet Navy I" (nautical vessel
design rules) in Challenge 53, "Wet Navy Y (naval
weapons and design sequences) in Challenge 54,
and Wet Navy 3" (maritime environment and naval
combat) m CAelknp 60.

has a contest for you!
Rules
Write a unique Twilight: 2000 (2nd ed.) or
Merc: 2000 adventure set in the Pacific or
Asia.
Enter as many times as you like. Each entry
should be less than 3000 words in length and
include one or two maps. Entries must be
typed, double-spaced, on standard-sized white
or off-white paper. Staple each submission
separately. The first page must contain the
author's name, address and social security
number, as well as the title of the article and
the game it refers to (Twilight or Merc).
All manuscripts become the property of
GDW and cannot be returned. GDW is not
responsible for articles lost in the mail.

Judging
Entries will be judged on creativity, content,
organization/writing style and feasibility within
the gaming universe.

Prizes
Winners will receive a copy of every Twilight
product GDW publishes in 1993, plus a oneyear subscription to Challenge magazine. Also,
winning entries will be featured in upcoming
issues of Challenge.

Deadline
,411 entries must be postmarked by October 1,
1992. Send entries to Adventure Contest,
Challenge Managing Editor, PO Box 1646,
Bloomington, IL 6 1702-1646, USA.
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Theold house hadbeen in my friend's
family for generations. I remember her
telling me all the dark stories about it and
the side of her family that owned it. I
always thought they were just stories.
But now she and her husband are missing, and strange tidings are afoot.
ne of the PCs is contacted by an old
friend, Jake Calderon, who reports that
afriendof his recently
vanished from her
home along the Maine coast. Calderon
is familiar with the PCs' interest in the
mysterious, and he would like their help.
He is stayingat a hotelon the coast, near
Ellesworth, Maine. It is about an hour
from Bangor, which has an international
airport. At the referee's discretion,
Calderon may be able to provide the
PCs with some aid (air fare, etc.).
Calderon can provide the following
information: Hisfriend, DianneWellston,
and her husband, Kevin, are missing.
Dianne is asoftware designer, and Kevin
is a successful artist. Calderon reported
them missing four days ago, when he
went to visit their home outside of
Sandport and found it empty. The local
policesent an officerto investigate.There
were no signs of a forced entry or
struggle, and nothing was missing from
the house (Dianne's computer equipment isworth agreat deal, as are Kevin's
works of art). However, clues indicate
that the couple did not leave voluntarily
(foodwas found in the microwave, lights
were left on, the door was unlocked,
etc.).
Calderonsays he probablywouldhave
left the investigationto the police, except
for two incidents. First, the day after he
reported his friends missing, the local

By Michael C.
LaBossiere
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paper reported that a lobster boat had
been found adrift, with no one on-board.
The traps tended bythe boat's owner are
located off from the Wellstons' house,
and the boat was found adrat nearby.
The police and coast guard have no
clues.
Second, Calderonsays he saw something very strange, "vaguely manshaped, but wrong-looking" in the water
near the house two days after he reported the disappearance. He only saw
it for a minute, then it vanished beneath
the water.

LEGEmS
This part of the coast has a ratherdark
history. The town librarian and the curator of the local museum can provide all
the information given below. Others,
especially the older locals, will know bits
and pieces of the legends.
Indian Legend: According to one Indian legend, a band of young hunters
who went to swim in the ocean were
attacked, and all but one were slain by
evil spirits that rose from the sea. The
survivor fled back to his tribe and told
about what had happened. The brother
of one of the slain hunters, who was a
great warrior, led a group of warriors to
the site of his brother's death. According
to the legend, "Thewarriors did battlefor
three days and nights against the evil
sea spirits, until they were vanquished
and driven back through the hole in the
ocean from which they had come." According to the legend, a group of watchers was formed to await the return of the
evil sea spirits.
Abandoned Vessel: A sailing vessel
was seen in 1698 adrift off the coast,
nearwhat is now Massachusetts.Agroup
of Englishsoldiersboardedherandfound
no one aboard. According to a journal
kept by the officer in charge, there was
no sign of a struggle on the ship. He
suspected that the crewmembers had
beenstrickenwith a plague and hadcast
themselves into the ocean in their mad-

ness. The ship's log book
no indication of what happened. The last entry
noted that the ship was nearing a section of coast "where the Indians watch
the sea." The captain also writes that
one of the sailors saw a mermaid on the
night watch.
Captain Blake: The next chapter in
the dark reputation of the area opened
with the construction of a house on the
coast by Captain Blake in 1885. Blake
had been a sea captain for years and
had visited many strange places. According to the rumors of the day (taken
from surviving journals and diaries),
Blake came to Maine to avoid some
trouble he had gotten into in Massachusetts.The more superstitious locals suspectedthat Blakewas in leaguewith the
devil, while others thought he was involved in smuggling or piracy. Nearly
everyone found Blake rather odd and
disturbing. After 1885, journals begin to
mention disappearances in neighboring
towns, aswell as strange sightings inthe
ocean. There are numerous references
to a mysterious ship that would come in
the night and leave before dawn. According to the journals, Blake died in
1891, but no account is given of how he
died. If the PCs are persuasive, the
librarian or curator will reveal that Blake
was killed when a group from town attacked the mysterious ship when it appeared near Blake's home. The people
set the ship on fire and smashed holes
into its side until it sank into the depths.
Blake was on-board. According to legend, Blake's dying words were, "Fools!
You may kill me, but death will come to
this land! Deathwill come from the sea!"
A short while afterthe shipsank, abright
flash was seen from beneaththe ocean.
All the odd occurrences stopped after
Blake's death.
MurderISuicide: Blake's brother,
Donald, later took possession of the
house. He was well regarded by the
townspeople, despite their originalfears.
He died peacefully in 1924, and the
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house remained empty until 1930. Then
it was rented out for the first time, and it
was periodically inhabited by tenants
until 1982, when the man renting the
house hung himself in the laundry room
after shooting his wife. After that, the
house remainedempty, and peopletook
to calling it the "haunted house."

F'AGTS BEH
THE L E G E m S
A very old dimensional gateway to a
proto-dimension is located on the sea
floor off the coast.
Indian Legend: The young lndian
hunters were killed by a group of beings
from the proto-dimension,the ampharks,
who went through the gate by accident.
The Indian warriors killed many of the
creatures, and the rest fled into ocean
and were pursued by the lndians intheir
canoes. The lndians saw the gateway in
the ocean and watched in shock as the
beings passed through the portal.
Abandoned Vessel: The ampharks
later learned the operation of the portal
and came through to hunt terrestrial life.
A group of them encountered the vessel
mentioned above and killed the crew.
Captain Blake: Captain Blake eventually encountered these creatures and
persuaded them not to kill him. In return
for his life and for various other "benefits," he offered them his aid. The mysterious shipcarried materials and equipment the beings wanted but could not
manufacture in their own dimension.
Unfortunately for the beings, when the
townspeople sunk the mysterious ship,
it came to rest on top of the gateway and
damaged it, closing off access to this
dimension. The bright flash of light mentioned in the story was given off by the
damaged gate.
MurderISuicide: The incident of the
man shooting his wife and hanging himself was completely unrelated to the
other accounts.
Present:The inhabitantsofthe protodimension determined how to construct
their own portal. They opened one near
the originalgateway on daytheWellstons
were reported missing. Since time flows
differently in their dimension, and they
live longer than humans, they thought
Blake might still be alive. Instead of
finding Blake, they encountered the
Wellstons and killed them. Then they
attacked the lobster boat that was found
adrift. Calderon saw one of them in the
Challenge 61
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water, but (fortunately for him) he was
not noticed.

PORT
The coastal map details the section of
the Maine coast where the adventure
takes place. The sunken ship is the
mysterious vessel that the townspeople
sank. It lays atop the original portal.
Beside it is the new portal which was
recently constructed on the ocean floor.
The town consists of mostly residential areas, but it has a general store, a
sporting goods/fishing supply store and
a small hotel. A small port section now
serves only lobster boats.
Sandport has a population of about
1000. Many of the inhabitants commute
to work in Bangor, and the rest are
lobstermen. The locals are friendly, but
are wary of strangers. Two of the older
inhabitants (Bert and Jim) love to tell tall
tales to any non-Mainers they encounter.
Sandport has three police officers,
ExperiencedNPCs armedwith M9s and
Mossberg M500s. Most of the inhabitants do not own weapons and are not
trained fighters. About 40% of the adult
locals have hunting weapons or home
defense weapons (mostly shotguns,
hunting rifles and pistols). They should
be treated as Novice NPCs in combat
situations. Six locals have military experience andcount as ExperiencedMPCs.
Two of these have AR-15s; two have
hunting rifles; one has a shotgun; and
the other has a S&W Model 29116.5.

m
m
T
E
1
D HOUSE
The Wellstons inherited the house,
which has been in their family for generations. Skeptical of the rumors of
ghosts andgoblins, they decidedto make
the house their home. The building is a
well-built, New England coastal-style
house. But something about it looks a bit
spooky even during the day.
The house can be reached by a very
rough, single-lane road that runs from
the main road and through the woods.
The Wellstons' Range Rover II is parked
beside the house (the gas tank is 8O0/0
full). Police tape is strung across the
doors, and signs indicatethat the area is
under police investigation. The police
are not guarding the place, however, so
it would be easy for the PCs to examine
it.
Living Room: The living room con36
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tains expensive, comfortable furniture.
Severalof Kevin'spaintings,worlh $3000
to $5000, hang on the walls. They are
primarily of nature scenes, but one depicts a horror straight from the pages of
H. P. Lovecraft.
Dining Room: The dining room contains a solid oak table, a china cabinet
and so forth.
Kitchen:The kitchenis equippedwith
the latest in cooking devices. There is
food in the microwave, and two opened
sodas are on the counter.
Masler Bedroom: This is an expensively decorated room, with nice dressers, etc. A black powder pistol (an original) is hung on the wall.
Study: This room contains several
bookcases, with books on art, Eastern
mysticism, computer software design
and so forth. A custom-made computer
(40 MB RAM, 800 ME3 hard drive), with a
full range of peripherals (printer, modem, etc.) is equippedwith a CompuAlD
(see Daktek Sourcebook, page 29).
The harddrive contains numerous newly
written applicationswhkhwouldbeworth
quite a bit to the right buyer.
Basement Storage: This room contains various boxes and trunks. The
room smells of damp sea air, but the
proximity to the ocean makes this not
unexpected. A Difficult skill check using
Observation will reveal a mark on the
floor. If the mark is examined, it will be
found to be ocean satt, as if salt water
had dried on the spot. Once the mark is
found, and Easy check using Observation will reveal a trail of salt to the wall,
where the door to the secret room is
located. If the trail is followed to the door,
finding the unlocking mechanismwilt be
an Easy task using Observation.
Secret Room: The stairs leading to
the secret room are solid oak planks, but
they have become slimy in the damp air.
The smell of the sea is very strongon the
staircase, but it is underlain by a foul
odor. The secret room is dimly lit with
odd seaweed-like plants growing on the
ceiling. (An examination by a botanist
will reveal that they are no known species of plant.) The greenish glow of the
plants revealsagruesome sitehuman
bones and tattered clothes are strewn
aboutthefloor, and bloodis everywhere.
A tom-up wallet reveals the identily of
one of the '"bodies" as Kevin. The other
victimisobviouslyhiswife. If a PCexamines
the remains,sharpteeth marksonUlebone

willbeevident. If adoctororforensicsexpert
makes an examination, he will say some
kind of animal chewed on the bones. If the
examinerkmanythingaboutsharkbites,
he will say it b k s a lot like a shark bite, but
a very odd one.
Passagelo the Beack:The passage
slopes down and is filled with water at
the far end. The interior is slimy, and
small fish and crabs infest it. The far end
has a trap door to the beach. It is disguised with a layer of barnacle-covered
stone and seaweed.

BEWNTS
Events on days 1-3 occur prior to PC
involvement. The rest of the events will
occur in the order presented, unless the
PCs intervene. Because the PCs may
respond to events in a wide variety of
ways, details are left to the referee.
Day

Event
Wellstons reported missing.
2 Lobster boat found adrift.
3 Calderon sees something in the
ocean.
4 Second lobster boat found adrift.
No sign of the crew. (Attacked by
three ampharks, one in a shell
suit-see page 37.)
5 Sightseeing boat found adrift by
coast guard after failing to return
during the day. No sign of the
crew or passengers (about 40
people). (Attacked by 10 ampharks, two in shell suits.)
6 Coast guard vessel found adrift
by lobstermen, who tow it to
Sandport. No sign of the crew.
(Attacked by six Ampharks, one
in a shell suit.)
7 Three shreddedbodiesfoundina
home in Sandport.*
8 Four shredded bodies found in a
home in Sandport.*
9 Ten mysterious killings occur in
homes in Sandport.*
10 The sunken vessel rises from the
depths and docks at Sandport.
Skeletons and monsters spillfrom
the vessel, killing everyone in
town.
*The inland raidinggroup initially consists of three ampharks. The numberwill
increase if resistance is encountered.
1

D E m FROM THE SEA
Initial attacks reveal to the ampharks
that beingsfrom other protodimensions

Orgade Needea:
Developed by the bidogical experts among the ampharks, this pistol-like
weapon is an organism that poduces poison spines. When adivated, it expels
these spines using air pressure. The w e q m has a crustacean-like outer shell,
with air sacs on the sides, and it fires the needles from iis long, extended snout.
The needlerattaches itself to the operator'sforearm and draws upon his body for
itssustenance.ltproducesonereplacement needleperhour, uptothe "magazine"
maximum. The operator must consume 0.1 kilograms of raw meat for each shot
fired and 0.1 kilograms of meat for each needle regrown.
Ampharks can freely remove the weapon, but I)BBdlers can only !xremoved
from a humanby surgery(Dark1ing Empathycanalsobe usedtoordertheweapon
to let go). The weapon's needlesdoveryliitledamage, but they contain aparalytic
agent. A hit on a human-sized victim requiresa Diff~uN:Constitution roll. A failed
roll results in the victim being paralyzedfor20 minutesminusConstitution.Avictim
whosucceeds intherolllosesone Initiativelevelfor 10phases minusConstiiuton.
User Cost: Feed (special)
Weight: 1 kg
Mag: 10
Price: NIA (-I-)

SHlaeltl Suit
The shell suit is a product of amphark biologicalengineering.The organism is
roughlyhumanoidin shape, but has swimmingappendagesonthe front andsides
of its body. It looks roughly like a man-shaped, crab-f~hthing.
The outer layer is a thick, crustacean-like shell that is yellowish-green in color.
The face section consists of a transparent panel and the organism's gills. Under
theshellare the organism's intemalorgans (heart, rudimentarybrainand nervous
system, etc.). It has an Armor Value of 1, and its muscle structure multiplies the
operator's Strength by 1.5.
The shell suit provides oxygen to the operator by connecting itself to the
operafor'scardiovascular system. The suit is reliable down to about 300 meters.
AIIAGL-basedtasks are performedat one level in diffculy greater while using

Weapon
aganknedbr
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The organismfeeds mostly on its own, with its mouthparts,but it draws heavily
on its operator,causing himto feed on rawmeat. Since the ampharksareravenous
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have taken over sections of the continent, that many sections of the area are
no longer under the control of a central
authority, and that many human settlements are nearly isolated. In short, the
area ripe is for the picking.
Since the ampharks derive some sustenance and a great deal of pleasure
from the fear and suffering of other beings, they plan an attack designed to
maximize the fear and suffering of their
victims.
Toward this end, they prepare skeletonswith animationslime and put them
aboard the sunken vessel. They then
use their shell suits and inflated "balloons" to lift the ship to the surface and
bring it to Sandport.
The Ampharks and their animated
servants then go on a killing spree and
will exterminate the population of Sandport if they are not stopped. Prior to the
attack, they will cut the power and telephone lines and blockthetwo roads with
trees. The ampharks will fight until they
kill everyone in town or until they are
killed or driven off. Most of the townspeople will be lambs for the slaughter,
but the police and ex-military people will
put up a fight, as will some of those with
guns. The ampharks will flee if they

suffer more than 30% losses or lose all
their shell-suited individuals.
All the ampharkswill participate inthe
attack, and the portal will be lefi unguarded (theydo not believe any human
would be able to find it, let alone attack
it). If the portalisdamaged,the ampharks
will be aware of it (via their empathic link
to the portal), and they will stop the
attack immediately and headto the gate
as fast as they can. Naturally, they will
attempt to kill anyone they find near the
portal.
If the PCs learn about the gate by
piecing together the references to the
previous gate in the legends, they may
decide to attack it. The portal is a black
cube, 20 feet on each side, located
under 18 meters of water. Wrapped all
over it (except forthe projecting face) is
a pulsing organic mass. It glows faintly,
and from it extend numerous small tentacles that are constantly dragging sea
life into the body of the mass. The mass
is a mindless organism that generates
the electrical power required to run the
portal. Anyone getting within a meter of
it will be attackedby hundredsof tendrils
and drawn into the mass. Runthe attack
like an erector attack (DarkTek Sourcebook, page 12). The portal and the
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CONCLUSION
If the ampharksdestroythetown, they
will continue to attack coastal communities and ships, and will attempt to join up
with beingsfromotherprotodimensions.
If the ampharks aredrivenoff,theywill
bide their time. They will make contacts
among the human population, and try to
acquire weapons and other equipment.
They will also contact beings from other
proto-dimensionsand will eventually try
to destroy the town again.
If the portal is destroyed, the surviving
ampharks will flee. They will continue
their attacks on small vessels and isolated communities, but they will not be a
serious threat until they can build another portal.
If the portal is destroyed and most of
the ampharks are killed, the survivors
will become a minor nuisancefor awhile
until they are eventually killed off.
If the portal is destroyed and all the
ampharks are killed, there will be no
furthertrouble withthe creatures, unless
theones left inthe protodimension send
another expedition. !2
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organism can be destroyed by using
explosives (sinking a vessel on top of it
will also do the trick).
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By James L. Cambias
he player characters have
been invited to visit the noted
inventorTom Fleet at his home
in Nevada. Though just a lad,
Fleet attractedwidespread fame when
he patented a highly efficient steam
turbine. Since then, the press has christened him the "Boy Wonder of the Far
West." For months, rumors have circulated that he is about to reveal some
astounding new device.
If any PCs are scientists or inventors,
then it is easy to explain why Fleet has
invited them to see his new invention. If
the player characters know Cyrus Grant
(from the Luna adventure in the Space:
1889 rulebook),then Grant can arrange
the meeting. Reporterscan be there as
the result of string-pulling by their publishers. And it is entirely reasonable for
Fleet to invite adventurers who have
become famous through their exploits.

O M
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Fleet lives on the Harmony Ranch in
the Sierra Nevada mountains, not far
from Carson City, Nevada. The ranch is
a working spread, owned by Fleet's
backer and friend, "Tex" MacRoss.
MacRoss supplies capital for Fleet's
projects and has put a workshop at the
boy's disposal.The ranchisfull of amazing labor-saving gadgets dreamed up
by the boy. Fleet and his sister, Nell,
reside in the ranch's main house with
MacRoss and a Japanese houseboy
who does the cooking and laundry.
Arrival at the Ranch: Carson City is
on the main rail line, so getting there is
fairly simple. (The referee can add buffalo stampedes, Indian attacks and
natural disasters to make the trip an
interesting one.) It is a hard day's ride
from town to the ranch, so the PCs will
arrive late in the evening, dead tired
from their trip. MacRoss and Fleet will
greet the party and offer them refreshments, but before long everyone will
head off to bed.

STEEL Q;;
After the visitors have had a good
night's sleep and a hearty breakfast,
Fleet will lead the way to his workshop.
The doors of the building swing open by
themselves as the party approaches
("a little thingamajig I put together a
while back," Fleet explains), revealing

an astoundingsight. Within the building
loomtwo huge, man-shapedmachines.
"Ladies and gentlemen," Fleet says,
"may I present to you-the steam colossus!" Climbing aboard one of the
titanic devices, he starts the engine,
and the mechanical giant strides ponderously out of the workshop.
"From this day forward, no job will be
too big to tackle!" Fleet says expansively. "The steam colossus can level
mountains, redirect rivers and dig lakes.
A single one can do the workof an army
of men. Would anyone care to step
aboard and try it out?"
Fleet's steam colossus is a manshaped robot, about 30 feet tall. The
machine mimics the movements of its
operator via a pantagraph apparatus,
amplified by steam and hydraulic power.
The colossus walks at a speed of 15
miles per hour, and it can lift and carry
up to five tons. Its fuel bunker holds one
ton of coal, enough for 12 hours of
continuous operation. The steel skin
has an armor value of 1. There are two
versions of the steam colossus-the
Steam Soldier (armedwith a Hotchkiss
rotating cannon and two Gatling guns)
and the Steam Worker (which carries
only a single Gatling for protection).
To invent a steam colossus requires
a Transportation research area knowledge level of 30. The device has an
experimentalsuccess numberof 5. The
walking speed of a colossus in miles
per hour is three times the device's
Reliability, and it can lift a weight in tons
equal to its Reliability.

Operation
Anyone with a Piloting skill of 2 or
better can easily operate a steam colossus. Otherwise, it is a Formidable
task of Agility to avoid crashing the
machine into things or falling to the
ground. In normal use, the colossus
requires a crew of two--one tends the
engines while the other pilots the craft.
The pilot operates the arms. The engineer also repairs damage and fights
fires caused during combat. Each
weapon also requires a gunner.
Combat: Combat with a steam colossus is conducted in much the same
manner as aerial combat, on a grid of
200-yard hexes with 30-second turns.
Turn Sequence: The turn sequence
is the same as for aerial combat, as
described on pages 102-107 of the

basic Space: 1889 ruiebook or in Sky
Galleons of Mars.
Movement: Each colossus has a
number of movement points equal to
one-fifth of its speed in miles per hour.
A colossus spends 1 movement point
to enter a hex. A machine may change
its facing by 60 degrees each time it
moves, or can remain in the same hex
and change facing by expending 1
movement point per 60 degrees of
change.
Collisions: If one steam colossus
runs into another, damage is determined according to the normal Sky
Galleons collision rules. It is possible
for a colossus to collide with an aerial
vessel at Very Low altitude. Acolossus
may also run into various inanimate
objects by mischance.
Trees have Hull Size 1; buildings
have one size level per story;and rocks
and cliffs have Hull Size 6. In situations
where the collision rules specify a Loss
of Trim result, substitute a knockdown,
as described below.
Climbing:Toclimb an incline,a steam
colossus must spend 1 additionalmovement point. Going downhill requires no
extra effort. A colossus cannot go up
cliffs and is destroyed by falling down
them.

Attacks
A steam colossus can attack three
ways-withguns, hand-to-hand,orwith
thrown objects. The Steam Soldier
model is armed with a one-pound HRC
and two 30-caliber Gatling guns. The
Steam Worker carries a single 1 "
Gatling.
Gun Combat: Gunfire is resoled as
described in the aerial combat rules.
Hits are resolved normally, and damage is rolled on the damage tables on
the following pages.
Hand-to-Hand Combat: Unarmed
attacks by a steam colossus are resolved in the same manner as a gun
attack. Eacharm has a maximumrange
of zero hexes and hits on a roll of 5 or 6.
Arms have a Damage Value of 2 and a
Penetration of 0. Each arm can only
attack every other round, and a colossus cannot attack with both arms at
once. Acolossus cannot make hand-tohand attacks against humans on foot,
but can attack aerial craft at Very Low
altitude.
Thrown Objects: A colossus with
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Steam Soldier

Steam Worker

two functioning arms can throw large
objects, such as boulders or logs, at
opponents. The colossus must spend
one turn picking up the object and cannot attack at all that turn. The object can
be held until used, but a machine holding something cannot attack hand-tohand.Thrownobjects have a maximum
range of two hexes, and hit on a roll of
6only. They have Damage Value 2, with
Penetration 1. Thrown objects automatically cause a knockdown (see below).
Against opponents on foot, thrown
objects are nearly useless. They do
normal damage to buildings and inanimate objects. Against aerial flyers,
thrown objects cause a Loss of Trim
critical hit instead of a knockdown.
Armor and Penetration: Armor follows the existing aerial flyer rules. The
following components are considered
to be normally protected by armorcrew, magazine, controls, and boiler.
Guns can be armored. The Steam
Soldier's one-pound HRC is in an armored mount, as is the Steam Worker's
Gatling gun.
Small Arms Fire: Attacks by antipersonnel weapons are resolvednormally.
Note that most colossus crew positions
are protected by armor, making small
arms largely ineffective.

Dmage
When a steam colossus is hit by any
attack, roll 1D6 and consult the following table. Results markedwith an asterisk are identical to those in the basic
aerial combat rules.

Hits
RON
1
2
3
4

5
6

Result
Crew
Arm
Arm
Gun*
Body
Critical

Crew: The shot kills a number of
crewmembers equal to the DV of the
firing weapon. The player controlling
the colossus determineswho is ki1led.A
colossus without an operator cannot
move or use its arms. One without an
engineer canfunction normally,butthere
is nobody to repair damage and fight
fires.
Arm: One of the colossus' arms is
44
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Once Kurita has gassed the houserendered inoperable (roll a die to determine which arm). Anything being car- hold, he proceedsto the workshop and
ried in that arm is dropped. If a colossus starts up the Steam Soldier, chugging
off into the night. He has arranged to
has no functioning arms, reroll.
Body: The hull of the colossus ab- meet a Japanese merchant ship at an
sorbs the damage. If no body hits re- isolated cove on the California coast.
Kurita plans to take the steam colossus
main, reroll the damage.
Critical: Roll 2D6 on the Critical Hits back to Japan, where it can be duplicated by engineers, producing an invinTable, below.
cible army of steel giants.

Critical Hits
Roll
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
tO
11
12

Result
Magazine*
Controls
Boiler*
Legs
Knockdown
Fire*
Knockdown
Legs
Magazine"
Controls
Boiler*

Controls: The control compartment
is hit. The operator is killed, and the
craft cannot move until another crewmember (if any) can take over. It takes
one turn for someone to take over the
controls.
Legs: The legs have been hit. The
machine's speed is reduced by the DV
of the firing gun. A colossus whose
speed is reduced to 0 automatically
suffers a knockdown.
Knockdown: The colossus has been
knocked over and must spend the next
turn getting up. During this time, it can
neither move nor fire weapons.

GOLOSSrP;&THEFT
After the adventurers spend a long
and fascinating day playing with the
steam colossus, the group returns to
the main house for a grand dinner.
MacRoss has ordered a case of champagne from San Francisco, and the
party becomes very merry indeed. At
last, in the wee hours of the morning,
everyone staggers off to bed.
Gas!: Once everyone is in bed, the
houseboy, Hiroshi Kurita, will spray
some of Fleet's sleep gas into each
bedroom.
The gas has a Reliability of 4. A
character must make an Impossible:
Observation roll to be awakened by the
sound of the gas, then an Impossible:
Endurance roll to hold his breath long
enough to get out of the room.

OF THE TITmS
Unless one of the party members
managed to avoid the effects of the
sleep gas, the first anyone in the ranch
house will learn of the theft will be at
dawn, when one of the hands comes
racing in. "Mr. Fleet! Mr. Fleet!Yer castiron man's beentook!" Characters making a Difficult: Intellect roll will notice
that Kurita is gone, as well.
Cut to the Chase: Fleet will immediately propose going after the stolen
colossus. Since there may be trouble,
he suggests taking the Steam Worker.
If one of the player characters has a
Pilot skill of 3 or greater, Fleet will suggest that the PC operate the colossus.
Otherwise, Fleet will pilot the machine,
but he still needs a crew to man the
engines and guns. (If Fleet drives the
Steam Worker, the referee may want to
have a player take over Fleet's character for the battle with Kurita.) MacRoss
suggests that the pursuers use a shortcut through the mountains which Kurita
will not know of-"Saddle up, boys, and
head 'em off at the pass!"
High Noon: If the pursuers follow
MacRoss' suggestion, and make a
Routine: Mapping roll, they can indeed
intercept Kurita in the mountains. Naturally, he won't give up without a fight. If
a copy of Sky Galleons of Mars is
available, use the desert map for the
battle site; the contour lines represent
different altitude levels.
Rocks and other things to throw are
freely available.
Because Kurita is operating the
Steam Soldier by himself, he must fill all
the crew positions and must switch
betweenstationsfromturntoturn.While
in the pilot's seat, he can move and
attack with the arms; in the gunner's
station, he can use one gun. So even
though the Steam Soldier is more
heavily armed than the Steam Worker,
the odds will be about even.

CONCLUSION
If the PCs manage to thwart Kurita's
attempt to steal the Steam Soldier, they
will have earned Fleet's gratitude. He
will certainly invite them to see all his
inventions in the future (and will probably get them involved in more adventures). Once the press gets hold of the
story, the player characters will earn
some Renownpointsfor foiling the plot.
American characters will earn a point
for Heroism and a point for Service to
the Nation; foreigners will only earn a
point of Heroism. NiacRoss will offer a
more practical reward-a 10% share in
the royalties from the steam colossus,
divided evenly amongthe adventurers.
Of course,the Japanese government
will probably remember the characters
in the future, as well.

Tom Fleet
(Green W C )
Tom Fleet is only 17 years old, but he
already has an international reputation
as an inventor. Raised in a San Francisco orphanage, he was a voracious
reader and began tinkering with machinery at an early age. His first patent
was for a steam turbine, now widely
used in industry. At age 15, he perfected a solar boiler design which the
Cunard Interplanetary Line adopted for
its ether flyers. Since then, his yellowpress reputationas the "Boy Wonder of
the Far West" has made him shy of
publicity.
Motives: Knowledge, Adventuresome, Honest.
Appearance: Fleet is a tall, lanky
adolescent, with a mop of tousled red
hair and a freckled face. He almost
always wears oil-spotted work clothes.
Fleettends to be bashfularoundstrangers, particularly women.
A tfribute
Str: 3

Ag!:

4

End: 2

Inl:

6

Chr: 3
Soe: 3

Skills
Fisticuffs 2, Throwing 1,
Close Combat qbashing)
Stealth 3, Mechanics 4
(steam)
Wilderness Travel 1 (foraging)
Observation 6, Science 4
(physics), Engineering 4
(naval architecture), Gunnery 1 (machineguns)
Eloquence 2
Riding 2 (horse), Piloting 1
(steam colossus)

Research Areas: Transportation 31,
Biochemistry 16, Ether 6, Metallurgy 7,
Precision Machinery 8, Power Production 18, Combustion 8.
Inventions: Steam colossus (Reliability 5 ) ,sleep gas (Reliability 4), solar
boiler (Reliability 6), torpedo (Reliability
I ) , steam turbine (Reliability 6) and
ether propellor (Reliability 5).

Wiiroshi %(udta
(Expe~eneed
WC)

Appearance: Kuritais small and slender, though agile and wiry. He pretends
to be humble and a bit stupid, and
speaks garbled broken English while
undercover.

Attribute
Str: 3

Skills
Fisticuffs 2,
Throwing 1, Close Combat 3 (edged)
Agl: 5
Stealth 4, Mechanics 2
(steam), Marksmanship 3
(pistol), Crime 2 (lockpicking)
End: 2
Wilderness Travel 1 (mapping)
Inl: 4
Observation 4, Science 1
(physics)
Chr: 4
Eloquence 3, Linguistics 2
(English, Chinese), Theatrics 2
Soc: 3
Riding 2 (horse), Leadership 1, Piloting 2 (steamships)
*In the United States or Australia,
treat Kurita's Social Level as 1 (due to
anti-Japanese prejudice).

Hiroshi Kurita is the houseboy at the
Harmony Ranch-he has worked there
for six months. Hiroshi does the cooking, cleaning and laundry in the big
house, and tends the garden. He is also
a lieutenant commander in the Imperial
Japanese Navy, sent to find out what
new inventions Fleet is working on.
Once his charade is over, Kurita will be
revealed as a well-trained, highly intelligent man, extremely dedicated to his
mission.
His English is actually quite goodhe was educated at Cambridge.
Kurita has been brought up to view
disgrace as worse than death, so he will
Robert "'OTei9
MaeRoss
fight to the death if his mission is at
( T r ~ n eW
d C)
stake.
"Tex" MacRoss hails originally from
Motives: Loyal (to Japan), AggresPittsburgh, where he made a fortune in
sive, Proud.

the coal business. MacRoss encountered Fleet while in San Francisco and
quickly saw the boy's astounding talent. He became Fleet's friend and patron. MacRoss handles the business
side of things, leaving Fleet free to
invent.
Motives: Mercantile, Steady, Boastful.
Appearance: 'Tex" MacRoss is a
large, cheerful man, who dresses in
colorfulwestern-style clothes. Because
his hair is going thin, he wears his white
10-gallonhat everywhere, even at dinner.

Attribute
Str: 4
Agl:

3

End: 2
Int:

3

Chr:

5

SOG: 4

Skills
Fisticuffs 3,
Throwing 2, Close Combat 2 (edged)
Stealth 2, Mechanics 2
(steam), Marksmanship 2
(rifre)
Wilderness Travel 1 (mapping)
Observation 2, Science 1
(physics)
Eloquence 5, Bargaining
5, Linguistics 1 (Spanish)
Riding 3 (horse), Leadership 3, Piloting I (sailing
ship) Q
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he island itself is beautiful. The terrain includes thickforests,
dense swamps, an artificial stream, beaches and a large hill. The
terrain has been sculpted and modified for film work, with cleverly
concealed access paths, camera platforms, and so forth all over
the island. There is also a lodge (left over from when the island
akai Corporation (which was involved in the rather was owned by a development corporation that went bankrupt)
odd combination of film making and robot produc- and a mockup town (for filming). Numerous animals live on the
tion) and Weymouth Artificial Minds (which special- island, most of them originally imported and none of them
ized in advanced computers and robotic brains) dangerous.
recently merged to form Makai-Weymouth Robotics (M-WR). With the resources made available by the merger,
Lodge
M-WR was able to complete development of a highly advanced
The lodge was constructed by adevelopmentcorporation that
fluid-matrix robotic brain. Realizing that the exceptional power laterwent bankrupt and was originally intended as a tacky resort.
and compactness of the new brain made it ideal for application When the Makai Corporation purchased the island, the lodge
in military and police robotics, M-WR began aproject to develop was refurnished in a tasteful manner to house movie crews and
a combat robot body suitable for the advanced brain. The body actors.
was quickly completed, and the new brain was installed.
The building is a wooden structure and is well constructed.
The robotics field is highly competitive, and the executives at
Floor 1 :The lounge/entrance contains comfortable furniture
M-WR realized they would need to do something dramatic to and is decorated with high-quality photographs from various
draw attention to their new product.The movie-makingbranch of films done by MC. The office once served as the front desk and
the corporation came upwith aplan. They decided to conduct the administrative office for the lodge. It is now used as a multipurtests for the robot on the island they used when making many of pose room (i.e., it has served as everything from a storage area
their films. The robot would be put through its paces in a variety to a martial arts training room).
of terrains, including a full-scale mockup town. The specialThe first floor also includes 12 rooms of equal size, each
effects division of the company set to work preparing an array of equipped with a small bathroom, one or two beds, and standard
weapons that would demonstratethe robot's capacities while at room furnishings. Important guests will be housed here for the
the same time providing the requisite drama and flash. The final test.
touch was the decision to invite several entertainment industry
Floor 2: The second floor includes a kitchen with the latest in
notables to the demonstration.
food production equipment; a dining area with tables and a bar;
a small movie theater with the latest in movie-showing equip
GE'II'nNGTHE BCS IEWOLnD
merit; and a deck with tables, a bar, and an outside dance floor.
M-WR is out to make a name for itself and is planning quite a Transparent shields can extend around the deck in case of poor
show. The rumor mill has been cranking steadily, including weather conditions.
reports that there will be atest battle between acombat robot and
a'own Moekup
a group of captured Kafers. Another story asserts that the robot
The town mockup consists of wooden and plastic "buildings"
will be battling a genetically engineered Godzilla-like monster.
The more sensible rumors state that there will some kind of test designed to simulate a modern town or city area. The buildings
involving a combat robot, but it will be facing off against more are easily modifiedto represent everything from the center of the
conventional opponents.The entertainmenttabloid mediaclaims Boston combat zone to colony towns on Aurore. The buildings
that numerous entertainment notables will be present at the are solid enough to support people and equipment. Some of the
buildings have interiors, but most are hollow shells with interior
testing.
How the PCs get involved will depend on their professions. supports. The town is currently set up to represent a section of
PCs with military or security experience can be hired as guards a modern city.
or as opponents for the robot. Those with medical experience
.iW
can get jobs on the medical team. PCs with scientificorengineering backgrounds may be sent to investigate the test or may have
Guests are transported to the island by VTOL aircraft, which
been invited to observe. Media PCs may be invited to cover the land on the pads near the lodge. The guests begin to arrive on
test or may have invited themselves. PCs who are big in the the morning of the day before the test, with the press arriving
entertainment industry may be invited to lend their status to the slightly earlier than the others. There will be quite amediacircus
event. Or an unsuspecting group of PCs may even have been on the island, and the events will be well covered in the
shipwrecked on the island.
entertainment media.
Once all the guests and media arrive, the guest of honor will
be brought in. A utility light transport will land on a pad, and
IS
The island is located in the South Pacific (exact location left to corporate guards will trot out and form a double line. Then the
This adventure is intended for an experienced group of PCs.
Whatbegins as an enjoyable excursion to observe the testing of
a new robot on a charming South Pacific island turns info a
nightmare of machine-engineered death.
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Autonomous Combat Unit Model 300 (ACU M-300) will walk out
to face the media. Numerous posing sessions will be staged with
the celebrities, and the machine will be interviewed by various
news agencies. The ACU, with software designed specially for
the occasion, will do verywell during the interviewsand will come
off as if it actually has a personality.
When the day's mediacircus is over, the ACU will returnto the
transport, which is serving as command posVlaboratory/maintenance shop for the test. Once the ACU goes back into the aircraft,
the crowd will head to the lodge. Portable shelters have been set
up for the press and for the corporate personnel (the celebrities
get the rooms in the lodge).
After everyone has had achance to rest, a briefing will be held
on the lawn. The project director, Don Weymouth, will give a
speech, thanking everyone for coming, and will tell severaljokes.
Then he will outline the tests the ACU will go through:
The first test, scheduled for morning, pits the ACU against a
corporate security team in the woods. The second test takes
place in the swamp and has the ACU matched up against an
American military team. The third test is set in the town mockup
and involves a NYC SWAT team. A final "test" is a mock battle
with the celebrities.

CURIOUS
After the briefing is dinner and a party. Everything goes well,
except for one curious incident.At least one PC witnesses afight
between Weymouth and Jeff Wilson, one of the M-WR robotic
experts. Weymouth appears to berate Wilson, then takes something from his pocket and throws it to the floor. Wilson drops to the
floor and quickly scoops it up. The two men then notice a media
team approaching,and Wilson takes the opportunitytoslipaway.
If the PCs check the area where the thing was dropped, they
will find a drug capsule, labeled T-7F9, lying in the corner.
T-7F9, known on the streets as "smart," is a medical drug used
to treat injuries to the brain and some forms of mental illnesses.
Smart sells for Lv200 for four doses on the street.
The substance also adds 2 points to the user's Intelligencefor
an average of three hours (roll 1D6). Taking more than one dose
in 24 hours can create extreme paranoia and homicidal tendencies.

as programmed, but it will be using live ammunition and will be
programmed to kill.
After Wilson departs, the ACU acts upon its orders to seal of
the island. It uses one of the robot cargo handlers (use the
statistics for the transport 'bot in Nyotekundu Sourcebook,
page 46) to plant explosives in all the aircraft on the island. The
ACU orders a second robot to take a powerfuljamming device
into the woods, moving continuously to prevent anyone from
fixing its 1ocation.Athird robot carriestheACU1smunition reloads
to a secure place and leaves them there.

T m S IS A TEST
The next day, the ACU is brought to the test area in the woods
aboard a heavy truck, while the observers andcorporatesecurity
team go aboard Swift Songbirds. Most of the celebrities stay at
the lodge to watch the test on the video monitors, but some ride
out to see the action live.
The exact moment the test is to begin will be marked by the
explosive destruction of the aircraft and the activation of the
signal jammer. There is no way off the island (short of building a
raft or swimming), and all radio communications are out.
The ACU begins the first test by attacking the members of the
corporate security team (who are armed with harmless test
weapons). The ACU remains in each test area until it has killed
everyone in the area (it will not pursue people leaving the test
area). It will only attack if it is attacked while going from test area
to test area. The ACU will reload its weapons at its supply dump
whenever they are less than half full.
After it finishes off thewoods test, theACU heads to theswamp
to attack the American military team there. If the team members
are not warned, they will be sitting ducks in the swamp.
TheACUthen proceedstothe town mockupto facethe NYCSWAT
team. The police will also be sitting dudts if not warned in advance.
The ACU interprets the fourth test as requiring it to kill
everyone on the island. It will not stop killing until it runs out of
targets or is itself destroyed.

IFINSH

If the PCs save the day, they will be heroes and will be well
rewarded by M-WR. They may also be well rewarded by the
media and the celebrities present (they may even get a role in a
movie or a guest appearance on a video show).
Task: To avoid the side effects of "smart":
If the PCs blow it, and any press or media stars survive, their
Difficult. Endurance. Instant.
Referee: For each dose over one, increase the task difficulty failure will be known worldwide (maybe even beyond).
If the ACU is contained with minimal carnage, M-WR's image
level. If the roll fails, the userwill become paranoidand homicidal
(the intensity of the paranoia and homicidal mania, and how the will be slightly stained, but repairable. If there are excellent film
userwill respond, are left to the referee). Theeffects last until the shots of the battles involving the ACU, a hit movie will be made
around the footage (all participantssigned over their film rights,
drug wears off.
of course).
If the ACU does a great job at butchering people, especially
BIG MfIS
After leaving Weymouth, Wilson goes to the utility light trans- people with'real weapons, the military will be very interested in
port. He ingests several "smarts," thinking he is taking a mix of the unit.This way, the company's public image will be rather bad,
pain killers and tranquilizers. He realizes his mistake almost but it will have numerous lucrative contracts (andthus will be able
immediately-but it's already to late. The overdose drives him to buy a new image).
into extreme paranoia and homicidal mania, but his mental
processes are extremely efficient.
ACU M-300
Wilson becomes convinced that everyone is out to get him,
The Autonomous Combat Unit Model 300 is the cutting edge
and he decides to reprogram the ACU. His alterations include of autonomous robotic combat units. Its most important feature
instructions to replace the test ammunition with live ammo, seal is its fluid matrix brain (FMB), which gives it excellent data
off the islandand kill everything on it. Before Wilsoncan complete processing capacities. The brain enables the unit to recognize
his reprogramming,the drug makes him so paranoid that he runs targets, make plans and strategy, and effectively implement its
away into the swamp, where he slips into apool and drowns. The plans. While the Model 300 is not self aware, it functions almost
partially reprogrammedACU will therefore go through the tests as well as a trained human soldier.
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The body consists of a powered advanced alloy skeleton
encased in advanced composite armor. The unit is powered by
an advanced battery. The head contains advanced sensors,
including radar, visual (IR, telescopic and light enhancement)
and audio. The torso contains the FMB, the battery, two integral
gauss rifles (treat as FAM-90s with 400-round clip and no
grenade launcher) and two missile launchers. One missile
launcher holds two light antiaircraft missiles (treat as Guiscard
Martels), and the other holds two light antivehicle missiles (treat
as Guiscard Blindicide-9). Eachhandcontainsextendable blades
(treat as bayonets).The hands can also strike as clubs in melee
combat. The right arm contains aQuinn Darlan MK4-A1 PGCW.
Crawl: 2m Walk: 15m Trot: 30m Run: 50m Power Supply:
Internal rechargeablebattery Power Duration: 36 hours Sensor
Range: 10km (+2) Signature: 1 Armor Value: 12.
The ACU M-300functions as aVeteran NPC in combat. The ACU
uses the combat walker combat rules (Equipment Guide, pages2829), with the following change: 0perator:The FMB is hit. It is treated
as having a life level of 10 for the damage it can take.

CORPOntA'II'E PERSO

L

These NPCs are worried and try to avoid combat.
4 Executives: Including Don Weymouth. Treat as Green
NPCs for combat purposes. The executives are busy trying to
find a solution to the problem at hand.
5 Engineers and Technicians: Originally six. Treat as Green
NPCsfor combat purposes.These NPCs try to break through the
jamming in order to call for help.
6 Guards: Treat them as Experienced NPCs for combat
purposes. They are armed with Mueller-RiveraF-19s. They will
do their best to protect the interests of M-WR.
10Others: Staff, workers, etc. Treat them as Green NPCs for
combat purposes.

rnDU
30 Media Personnel: Mediapersonalities,cameraoperators,
reporters, etc. Treat as Green NPCs for combat purposes. The
media NPCs are in the thick of things, looking for good shots and
interviews. They often get in the way of efforts to stop the ACU.
20 Media Stars: They include movie actors, musicians and so
forth. Treat as Green NPCs for combat purposes. The behavior
of the stars varies. Most of them, recognizing their ineffectiveness in this situation, lookforsomeplaceto hide. Others demand
that they be removed from the island immediately. Some even
see the situation as a great opportunity for publicity and get
involved (most likely dying and endangering others since they
are incompetent without special effects, stunt people and retakes to make them look good). These publicity seekers can be
used to annoy the PCs and interfere with their plans.

TESTING T

S

All the test teams try to get to their weapons once they realize
what has happened. They then do their best to control the
situation.
Corporate Security Team: Eight Experienced and one Veteran NPC, wearing full-bodied inertial armor. They have nineAS89s and nine Arno Five Fifteens in their quarters.
American Military Team: Ten Veteran NPCs wearing inertial
armor vests. They have 10 RorttmanLk-1s and 10Traylor Model
57s in their quarters.
MYC SWAT Team: Eight veteran NPCs wearing full-body
combat armor. They have four DunArmco close assault guns,
three FAM-90s and one FTE-10 in their quarters. Q
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It's 1999. America's inner cities are torched by riots and ruled by drugs. Wars
seethe in the deserts and jungles of the third world. Techno-terrorists up the
mte against the fallen superpowers and corporate giants. Only the tough
survive-and you're one of them ...
Millennium'sEndisa progressiveroleplayinggame basedontoday's fast-pacedtechno.hriller fiction and movies. The rules are innovative, highly realistic, and easy to use.
letailed supplementary informationcovers changes in technology, society, and politics
2ver the remaining years of the millennium.
'A creative blend of realitywith just the right amount of fiction and technology ...a game
hat offers as much as games twice its price" -White Wo# Magazine.

:very GM's dream in one neat package. The Screen puts all the tables and information
leeded for combat, damage resolution, and vehicle use in one handy place. On a
separate sturdy, laminated card are all of the previously publishedbody maps, plus a
~ ~ nofcnewones--overthirty
h
in all. Also included is a 24-pagesourcebook containing
nformationon politics and news events in 1999, pre-generatedNPCs, new equipment,
VPC and vehicle record sheets, new character sheets, and stats on dozens of new
tehicles and over fifty new weapons.

3lackEagle operatives are the most respected troubleshooters in the rocky post-coldNar world. This package, containing two sourcebooksfor players and GMs alike, can
ielp your character live up to that reputation. The TacticsandlnvestigationsHandbook
:overs the how-to's of infiltrating high-security office blocks, conducting jungle opera.ions, interrogating informants, plus other tricks for getting the job done quickly and
keeping your character alive. The
Operations Policy Handbook covers
BlackEagle company policy on operations, contracts, support, and benefits.
Covers becoming a cell leader, getting
that badly needed legal help, and talking L&P into buying you an infantry
fighting vehicle. Plus an Operative ID
card, stickers, and more.

Millennium's End RP Game System (011-000) 144p. $14.95
dillenrium's End GM Screen and 1999 Datasource (Oll-W?) $11.
3lackEagleBlackEagle Operative's Kit (011-003) $14.95
Yyw don't see Millennlum'aEnd
st yourgame store, askfor it. Or
:ontact:

Chameleon Eclectic Entertainment
P.O. Box 10262

Blacksburg, Virginia 24062-0262

703.953.1658

HiceDiaspsra (2920A795222-E)

34511%

qln one of the bitterest blows of the Black War yet to befall the Diaspora Sector, Solomani forces launched an attack on
Hice's class A starport using thermonuclear weapons. This attack completely destroyed the starpoa and, it is believed,
killed a substantial portion of Hice's populace.
IAccording to a source in Margaret's Navy, Hice was not a target because of any inherent value, but rather because of
its location near the Solomani frontier and its high-quality starport. "It was like a dagger pointed right at their operations in
the Promise and Khulam Subsectors. We had been staging forces out of Hice right in their front yard to keep an eye on their
activities and threaten any movementsthey made. By removingHice, they've improvedtheir ability to operate unhindered."
BTentative estimates by local Travellers' Aid Society officials indicate that Hice will now be listed as X795122-E.

lExe~1~Diasporab
(2729B169896-F)

112%

YOff icials of the Exeter Federated Shipbuilderstoday announced the establishmentof a new programlo ease the burden
of commerce raiding that has plagued the war-tom Diaspora Sector. The naval architects of Exeter's several noted shipbuilding firms will cooperate in creating sets of standardized, simplified plans for the conversion of commercial ships to
military purposes, which will be distributed throughout the Diaspora Sector, but without the usual architects'fees attached.
TPeople and organizations should be aware of this project so that they can take advantage of it, and it's crucial that they
are aware that there is no additional cost involvedto using tHese plans," said spokespersonAndelin Taro. 'The use of these
plans should allow savings from standardization which will permit the optimal use of this Sector's already strained resources," she continued.
!When asked how Exeter's yards could afford to distribute these plans, which will create business for competing shipyards, Taro explained, "We can't afford not to. The trade situation in this Sector must be stabilized. The destruction of
existing shipping does not create a greater demand for the construction of new hulls. On the contrary, it destroys any ability
to generate the money to pay for new construction, and that's bad for everybody, because there is no trade."
qlln addition to simplifying the arming of existing vessels, this programwill encourage the completion of surplus incomplete starship hulls as military vessels for use by local governments and starmerc units. A number of hulls have been left
uncompleted because of the bankruptcy of their original buyers, and because they are unsuitablefor the dangerous environment currently characterizing the Diaspora Sector. Typical of these are the over two dozen unfinished Type M Liners
throughout the sector, conceived for a peacetime market, now abandoned in the face of the continuedfactional raiding and
piracy.
!The Federated Shipbuilders hope to have the full set of plans available in six months. They will then be distributed to
all worlds requesting them, with the only cost being that of data shipment expenses to the destination world.

157-1125
qlzirunkariish today published its eagerly anticipated biannual report on the actuarial state of the lmperium. While many
observers were hoping that the massive megacorporation might have been able to statistically identify the beginnings of
some positive trends, the news was bleak, and was accompanied by an announced raising of insurance rates by the giant
Vilani megacorporation.
YThe most sobering portion of the report was the extensively documented estimate that Imperial mercantile shipping
experienced an 18% drop in aggregate tonnage during the period 001-1123 to 365-1124. These figures are in spite of the
shipbuilding rates during the period, and show the maintained ferocity of the Rebellion.
YThe figures are thought to show another Wend as well. In terms of total number of merchant hulls, the numbers only
dropped 14O/0 during the same period, showing that larger high-value merchant hulls suffered in proportionto their size, not
their numbers. This is believed to reflect the rising effects of piracy, because pirates pick their targets based on perceived
value and risk. Commerciallosses due to general warfare during the Rebellion have not shown this bias toward destruction
of tonnage. Instead, tonnage and numerical losses were within 1% of each other during the first six years of the war. The
term "hulls" in this report is a specific term used by megacorporate insurers Zircnkariish and Hortalez el Cie to refer to
spaceships and starships together, rather than the distinguishing term "ships" which refers only to jump-capable starships.
qlThese loss figures were not the worst ever; that honor belongs to the 21% tonnage and 22% hull number drop in the
1119 report covering the period 001-1117 to 365-1118. However, these record figures are artificially high because the
shipbuilding rates during that period had not built up to full mobilization levels. In fact, this years' figures are quite bad
enough to have prompted Zirunkariish to announce a 20% increase in starship insurance rates. The reasons cited for the
increase are the increased risk of loss, reduced overall revenue base, the fragmented political structure preventing accurate assessment of risk or enforcement of payment, the rise of piracy, and the decrease in size of the average ship, resulting
in reduced economies of scale and capacities for sen-defense.
$[These rate increases are of a similar magnitude to those that Hortalez et Cie is rumored to be studying.Q

In its projection of the technological
future, Shadowrun incorporates virtual
reality, cybertechnology and simsense,
amongother elements. One would think
that this vision of the future would include robots as well. Alas, it does not.
This article seeks to fill that hole by
providing rules and guidelines for including robots in Shadowrun. This is
only a framework--it is up to the referee
to implement the rules in a manner that
fits his particular campaign.

HISTORY
Robotsfirst came intouse inthe late 20th
century intheformof cntdeindustrialrobots
used in production. tt wasn't untilthe dawn
ofthe21stcenturythatrobots
effective and gained full acceptance in the
industrialworld.
As breakthroughswere made in computer/cybertechnology, they were soon
also applied to the field of robotics. The
two industries fed off of one another's
innovations, and as a result, many corporations that became involved in matrix technology and cyberware developed robotics divisions.
The VlTAS plague in 2010 gave robots the boost they needed to gain corporate acceptance. The lower-class,
poverty-stricken and super-exploited
workers who hadfueled productionwere
decimated by the plague mostly as a
result of their poverty. A new, cheaper
labor force had to be found to replace
them, and many corporations found the
answer in robots.
Goblinizationand the second wave of
the VlTAS plague once again fueled the
corporate motion toward robotics as a
means to solve the labor shortage.
Unfortunately, the push toward robotization that took place in 2010 and 2022
came to a disastrous end in 2029, when
the computer crash immobilized most
automatic production. Further paranoia

was seeded when the corps realized
how vulnerable their robotcontrolling
computer systems were to renegade
deckers and rival corps. It was only six
years later, when IC became a solid
feature of matrix systems, that robotics
resumed an important role in corporations and society.
In the early half of the '40s, Aztechnology developed and used many robots in conflicts in Mexico and the
Yucatan. Mostwere scouts, lightly armed
and designed for intelligence ratherthan
combat. However, rumors of robot tanks
and air drones caused quite a panic in
the international community. Fear that
high-tech, mechanizedarmiescoukllead
to wars without casualties for the most
advanced nations ledto a UNdecision in
2045 that made the construction and
production of robots for use in military
combat a violation of international law.
Of course, most countries continued
R&D of military robots.

ROBOW IPJ 2058
Security: Robotsenjoyedwidespread
use in the security fiekl until the dawn of
magic. That brought invisibility, astral
sensing and powerful yet undetectable
weapons that compromised the effectiveness of security robots.
Two other reasons explain why robots
did not replace humans in securitywork.
Firstwas the threat of a malfunctionor
programming gap compromising security. It was difficult to prepare robots for
every situation, especially how to respond to the illogical and irrational behavior quirks inherent in humans.
Second, the vulnerability of computer
systemsto the outside influence of deckerspresentedmanyproblems.Thethreat
of someone gaining outside control of
security robots led corporations to guard
theirsecuriity nodeswith expensive, highquality IC. Some robots are buitl with

independentcomputersystems,butthey
are extremely expensive and may lack
enough computer power to handle all
situations adequately.
Regardless of the disadvantages, security robots are used by most major
corporations to augment their internal
security. They don't sleep, collect a paycheck or possess human flaws like delayed reaction or conscience. Incidentally, these same characteristics make
robots prime candidates for dirty work
like assassinations and warfare.
When asecurity robot encountersand
identifies an intruder, it automatically
triggers an alert through its connection
with the matrix. A decker in the system
can block the alert signal in the same
manner it would block an internal alert.
Industry:Robotsareusedextensivelyin
the productionof goods. Mostfactories are
automated with simple industriil robots
designedto performveryspecificfunctions.
With morecomplicatedwork, robots do the
menial or dangems tasks to free up their
human parlners for more detailed work.
For example, robots are used extensively in agriculture. They plant, continuously monitor large crops, perform crop
maintenance (fertilizing, etc.), and harvest. A flesh-and-blood crew is kept on
mainlyto solve problems, andto monitor
and maintain the robots.
The biggest advantage of robots is
that they can work in high-risk situations
that are dangerous to humans. They
can handle toxic chemicals and radioactive material. They are also used in
mining, chemistry and exploration. Robots are an essentialpart of life in space.
Such robots are either solely controlled
by humans or hooked up to systems
protected with black ice.
Domestic: Domestic use is limitedto
the households of the wealthy. Those
who can afford it usually use security
robots and possibly janitorial models.
Robots have not yet been devebped for
other chores, mostly because the enormous cost of designing and producing
such robots is not economically feasible. Besides, no corp has yet to design
a robot that can successfully cook anything but the most basic meals.

ROBOI['%GSGOMPAE6IES
That there is a great amount of money
to be made in robotics is a fact realized
by many companies, each specializing
in one or more fields. These are detailed
on the following pages.

-
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ATT (U.K.): lndustrial robots.
Ares Macrotechnology: Security robots.
Aztechnology: Security and industrial robots. Also covertly constructs
counter-security and military robots.
Federated Boeing: Industrial robots.
Currently developing robot-controlled
aircraft.
Fuchi: Industrial and corporate robots. Also constructs military robots.
Mitsuhama: Although not involved in
Solo: Solo robots are not directly
the actual production of robots, Mitsuhooked
up to computer systems, inhama manufactures many of the delistead
relying
on their own computer
cate electronic parts that go into them.
brain to operate. While some may interRobotic T'eckunologjies Ine. act with a larger computer system, they
In addition to the corporations listed are able to make their own decisions.
above, this new corp specializes in ro- Solo robots are self-contained, complex
andmobile. Household, militaryandmost
botics.
Home Office Location: Seattle, security robots fit into this category.
Renegadedeckers may not be able to
UCAS.
control
solo robots through the matrix,
PresidentICEO: Harlan Carson.
but
they
can cut the robots off from the
Chief ProductslServices: Design,
computer
system so they cannot relay
construction, and service of industrial
data
or
trigger
alarms. Solo robots may
and security robots.
have
limited
thinking
power or gaps in
Business Profile: One of the original
their
programming
that
makes them
members of the famous Echo Mirage
unable
to
react
to
situations
properly.
team, Carson founded RTI in 2032 as a
The
parameters
of
these
flaws
is up to
means of applying his extensive knowlthe
referee.
edge of computer systems and electronNote that both types of robots can be
ics. In less than 20years, he has brought
adapted
for rigger control.
the corporation through economic turmoil to international success. lndustrial
USE
espionage has been a real problem for
It
is
suggested
that
characters
be proRTI, notably the Aztechnology "informahibited
from
acquiring
robots
for
pertion coup" of 2038, but stricter employee
sonal
use.
Limited
availability,
and
overscreening and better employee benefits
have solvedthese problemsadequately. whelming purchase and maintenance
RTI is one of the leading producers of costs should be stressed, in any case.
Anributes: Robots have the vehicle
agricultural robots and is responsiblefor
attributes
of Speed (in meters per commany of the advances made in that
bat
action),
Body, Armor and Signature.
market.
Reaction is used to determine initiative.
Skills: Robot skills are always very
ES OF ROBOW
The two main types of robots are specific (i.e., Build Radio, Wash Windows, AK-97).
system and solo.
Sensors: Differenttypes includevideo
System: System robots are linked to a
CPU or SPU that regulates their operation (thermographic, km-light, magnification),
and translates their data. Most system ro- audio (highlbwfrequency,amplification),
bots are immobile, simple machines de- voicelpattern recognition, motion sensigned for specific functions, but the cat- sors, and any special sensors integralto
egory also includes maintenance, agricul- the robot's duties.
Weapons: Note that this category intural and light secunty robots.
The major problemwith system robots is cludes not only mounted armaments of
that they can be controlledby anyone who security robots but also the limbs and
can break into the computer system. Thus, equipment mountedon normallybenign
any robot-controlling node will always be robots that could be reprogrammed or
guarded by some form of IC. Any form of directedto attack. Becauseof their comsecurity system robot will be slaved only to plex targeting systems, robot attacks
receive a -2 modifier. Buitl-in
the CPU.
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recoil compensators negate the effects
of recoilfromautomaticweapons. Large,
on-board ammo hoppers alleviate most
reloading problems.

LE STATISTICS
The robots that follow are examples,
and this catalog is by no means complete. It is highly suggested that the
referee develop his own robots to fit the
needs of his campaign or scenario.

RTI Light A&bot

Xu34

Body: 4.
Reaction: 3.
Speed: 12.
Armor: 2.
Signature: 1.
Skills:Any agriculturalskills appropriate to its specific work; usually a specialization of Botany.
Sensors: Video (thermographic).The
robot is also able to analyze plant
samples for disease and growth, soil
nutrients, and humidity.
Weapons: Stomplkick (5S4), pesticide spray (3S3).
ription: The X-34 is a five-foot-tall,
spider-like robot that walks on six legs. An
extendableprobeis W e d under its body.
Notes: This is a system robot. The only
time an agiitlural robot wouM come into
play is if someone took control of iithrough
the guiding computer system or if the PCs
accidentally got in its way.

h e s WaLehdog
Light Seeulrjiky Robot
Body: 6.
Reaction: 8.
Speed: 16.
Armor: 4.
Signature: 3.
Skills: Perception (7), Ares MP-LMG
(6), Grenade Launcher (6).
Sensors: Video (thermographic,magnification), audio, voicelpattern recognition, motion sensors.
Weapons: Ares MP-LMG (5S3), grenade launcher (gas grenades).
Description: This robot looks like a
hovercar with no windows. It is in fact a
small hovercraft. A large spotlight is
mounted in the "grill."
Notes: This is a system robot used to
guard the perimeter of large corporate installations. Uponencounteringan unidentified person, it will ask for identifition in a
crisp,electronic voice. lf the identifitionis
not valid, the robot will deny the person
access andwarn himof the consequences

of trespassing. If the person attempts to
pass or attacks, the robot:will immediately
pattern recognition, motiondetectors.
set off an alarm and attack.
Weapons: GE Vindicator minigun
(5S3), lngram smartgun (5S3).
hdeehnsloery Varrmasd
Description: The Hellion is vaguely
Lighd; Seeupiiw Ei&obo.l;
humanoid in shape.
Body: 8.
Wes: The Hellionis a solo robot. lt can
Reaclion: 8.
punch for 8M2 damage, but may not kid<.
Speed: 8.
Armor: 5.
~ ~ c ~ L P ~ o W8rb0d
~ o ~ s T
Signature: 4.
Body: 14.
Skills: Perception(5),IngramValiant(6).
Reaction: 7.
Sensors: Video (thermographic), audio, voicelpattern recognition.
Speed: 15.
Armor: 8.
Weapons: lngram Valiant (5S3).
Signature: 6.
Description: The Vanguard is vaguely
Skills: Perception (61, Target Identifihumanoid in appearance.
Notes: This robot is either system or cation (7),Vindicator Minigun (8), Pansolo, depending on the measure of se- ther Assault Cannon (8).
Sensors: Video (thennographic, magcurity desired. Although it has arms and
legs,the Vanguard cannot executephysi- nification), voicelpattern recognition,
motion detectors.
cal attacks.
Weapons: Vindicator minigun, Panther assault cannon.
RTI Hellion
Description:The Warbot looks like a
High SeeuAky Robot
streamlinedtank about the size of a car.
Body: 12.
Reaction: 8.
Notes:Warbots are solo robots, usually
programmedfor specific missions. Adual
Speed: 10.
armament will vary amrding to purpose.
Armor: 7.
Signature: 6.
Obv'wsly, Warbots are highly illegal, and
kngths
Skills: Perception (8),Vindicator (8), Aztechmlogywillgotoext~rdinary
lngram (8).
to protect its secret. SZ
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The Building Complex Series presints o fully detailed environment in 25mm scale. The Corporation Buildina is desionedto be
used with role-playing
in both the e
i ar and-far future.
-gamesset
.

COP POP^tr'0nBuilding
"This, Gentlemen, is your target." The
image appeared in the holodisplay and
began to rotate as the briefer gestured
towardthecriticalareas.TheCorporation
has left some sensitivehardwarebehind.
You and the Alert Team will be going to
retrieve that equipment. "There are
seven levels,with main points of entry
beinghere,here,andhere." Youshouldn't
have any problems getting in, though.
The opposition hasn't reached this area
yet." Which hadto meanthatthey'rethere
already. The question is, how many?
#I
011 $11 2.95

vtner Products Available for

s

MEGATRAVELLER
01 5 - Gazelle Close Escort
#I01 6 - System Defense Boat & Shuttle
#I 01 7 - Empress Marava
#I 01 9 - Subsidized Merchant
#lo21 - Lab Ship

#3001 - S.S. Virginia
#so02 - U.S.S. Hampton
330-ton Gazelle Class
close Escort

-
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long, and 17feet wide. It has atop speed of 320 mph, cruising
speed of 305 mph and range of 500 miles.
uringthe CentralAmerican conflicts,the limitationsof
SDP: 165.
the AV-4 in a battlefield situation became evident. It did not
VTA 10: The VTA 10 Hellion is a mid-sized attack aircraft,
mount enough weapons, and it provedto be an easy target for with a length of 38 feet and a width of 15feet.As with the other
well-equipped ground troops. An aircraft was needed that VTAs, it mounts a 20mm cannon. The Hellion can be loaded
provided heavy-firepower close support in terrain where with two racks of Hell Blazer or AMRAAM missiles and 38
conventional attack helicopters could not operate. In 2006, rockets in two large weapons pods, or it can carry 76 rockets
the VTA was designed and built to serve this function.
in four large weapons pods. The VTA I 0 has a top speed of
350 mph, cruising speed of 340 mph and range of 564 miles.
SDP: 185.
I he VTA is constructed with a carbon-fiber composite
airframe, giving superior structural strength while be/ng as
light as conventional aluminum. The aircraft uses Bishop
II VTAs are lightly armored, including the cockpit
Turbines' high-thrust jet engines and variable pitch exhaust windows.The carbonfiber of the aircraft andthe impact plastic
ducts to remainairborne and maneuver in very tight quarters. of the windows have an armor value of SP 25. The ffelljon's
To move forward or backward, it swivels the exhaust vents in fuselage is further armored to a value of SP 40.
the opposite direction from the way it wants to go. To turn, air
Cosl: The cost of these aircraft, unarmed, is: VTA 2:
is sucked into the tail boom by an enginedriven fan, then 2,700,000 euro; VTA 6: 3,200,000 euro; VTA 10: 3,600,000
directed out through a vent on one side or the other.
euro. Pluggedoperation for both pilot and gunnerlnavigator is
Because there are no rotors, the VTApilot does not have to possible. Fitting costs 50,000 euro per station. Autopilot
be concerned about catching tree limbs or hitting buildings upgrades are available, each costing 5% of the aircraft cost.
with the blades, and there is less problem with eddying air This program flies at +2 Pilot.
currents caused by down-draft. The VTA is able to hover just
within the treetopsor land extremelyclose to a building,things
a helicopter would be unable to do.
IIvariations of VTAcarry the same types of weapons
VTAs are crewed by two people-a pilot and a gunner/ load, though in different configurations.
navigator. Cockpit displays are equipped with the latest in
20mm Cannon:The seven-barreled 20mm gun mounted
electronicsforbothtarget acquisitionand ECM.Visual aidsfor underthenose is capable of firing at two speeds-either 1000
pilot and gunner include a terrain-following radar, infrared or 3000 rounds per minute. It can be set to fire in bursts of 10,
emissions sensors and low-light capability. Targets are ac- 30, 60 or 100 rounds. A full load of 20mm ammo is 23,000
quired by use of auto-stabilized sights locked into the heads shells. With the target acquisitionsystem of the VTA, this is an
up displays in the crew helmets. A laser guidance system for extremely accurate weapon, with a range of 1750 yards.
the VTA's ordnance is also operated in this manner. Note that
Mark 19 Automatic Grenade Launcher:The Mark 19 is a
though the crewmembers are each able to operate all of the 40mm grenade launcher capable of firing 60 rounds per
aircraft's systems alone, it is much more efficient for one to minute from a belt-fed system. Mounted on the VTA 2 as an
pilot the VTA and one to acquire and hit targets.
antipersonnel and ground-support weapon, it has proven to
be devastating in this role. The Mark 19 has a range of 50
yards to 1.8 miles.
I hree types of VTAare currently in use. Severalvariants Hell Blamer Missile:The Hell Blazer is the new-generation,
of each type are beingproduced,butthe generalperformance air-toground missile, derived from the old Hellfire AGM. As
of each variant is the same.
with its predecessor, it can be guided by laser painting from
VTA 2: The smallest version is the VTA 2 Protector. With a the aircraft or from a unit on the ground. Unlike the earlier
length of 29 feet, six inches, and a width of 15 feet, one inch, missile, however, the Hell Blazer also has an integral infrared
the Protectoris idealfor use inthe close spaces of acity. Thus, guidance system on-board that gives it a self-guiding option.
the aircraft is used mainly by police and corporate security This AGM has a flight weight of 98.8 pounds, a length of 64
throughout the world. This craft mounts a seven-barreled, inches and a body diameter of seven inches. It quickly builds
20mm cannon under its chin. It carries either two racks of Hell to a speed of 1.2 Mach. Range of the Hell Blazer is 4.5 miles.
Blazer or AMRAAM missiles (four missiles per rack) or 38
AMRAAM Missile: AMRAAM is a medium-range, air-to-air
rockets in two large weapons pods on pylons. In some missile. It is designedfor muhitarget designation, and mounts
Protectors, the 20mm gun is replacedwith a Mark 19 auto- a TWS (track while scan) system, giving AMRAAM a launchmatic grenade launcher. The Protectorhas a top speed of 331 and-leave capability. The gunner is able to fire several mismph, ctuising speed of 320 mph and range of 315 miles.
siles at the same time and have them engage multipletargets.
This missile has a flight weight of 335 pounds, a length of 12
SDP: 150.
VTA 6: Used in the quick-response role, the VTA6 Invader feet and a body diameter of seven inches. The speed of the
has a 20mm gun in a remotechinturret. It normallycarries four AMRAAM is approximately Mach4. Range is about 40 miles.
TOW-Ill or AMRAAM missiles on racks and eight rockets in a
TOW-Ill:The newest generation of antitank missile is the
small weapons pod. The aircraft also has two door-mounted TOW-Ill. The missile is basically the same as theTOW-II, but
miniguns for use when troops are carried. The Invader can with improved guidance. This new system no longer needs to
transport upto eight armored soldiers. It is 41 feet, four inches be wire-guided, though this is still an option of the weapons
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officer, and wire-guiding ensures a hit. TOW-Ill uses an
internal radar-tracking system to allow complete self-guidance during flight, and thus has a fire-and-forget capability if
thewire iscut. FlightweightoftheTOW-Ill is50 pounds, length
is 55.1 inches and body diameter is seven inches. Flight
speed of this missile is still relatively slow at 625 mph. Range
is 200 yards to one mile.
Rockels/Weapons Pods: VTAs mount weapons pods of
rocketsaswellas missiles.These are tube-launched,unguided
rockets employed against either ground troops or installations. Flight weight of each rocket is 45 pounds; length is 48
inches; and body diameter is 3.5 inches. Flight speed builds
to Mach 1.5 in 2.2 seconds. The range of this type of rocket is
1.5 miles.

Sitting Duck

u h a n e y left Hartz Securities after a team she was
ferryingfailed to complete its job, and the company neededto
erase all evidence of its involvement. Another gunship was
sent out, but failed to succeed in shooting her down. Though
not the bloodthirsty maniac the company describes, Chaney
has become a "disgruntled employee" and will shoot obvious
Hartz operatives on sight.
Chaney is holed up in a warehouse in the combat zone.
Unknown to the characters, Chaney made another stop before
landing at the warehouse and now has some troubleshootersof
herownto protectheruntilshe can get out of town.There arethree
members of this group, two of them Chaney's friends. These
people are very experiencedat what they do.
Chaney's goal is only to stay alive and get away. If approachedcarefully, she and her friends may be convinced to
leave quietly. In this case, the VTA would be recovered, and
the players would have succeeded enough to be paid. If
attacked, however, Chaney and her friends will use the VTA
on the characters. Smart players will avoid this at all cost.
This ship is a basic version of the Invader, but it does not
have afull load of fuel or weapons. Fuel, and thus range, is at
one-thirdcapacity. There is only one large missile (a TOW-Ill)
on its rail, and the rocket pod is empty. The 20mm cannon has
a full load of shells.
If the referee feels that the possibility of a fully functional
VTA is too much for the characters (or too tempting), keep it
on the ground. Perhaps it was damaged in the escape and
can't fly (but the 20mm gun is still devastating). If the PCs do
steal the aircraft, Hartz will not hesitate to shoot them down.
The referee can modrfy the scenario to fit the abilities of the
characters.Atoughergroup mayfindthat Chaney haslandedinthe
warehouse area because it istheturf of a boostergangshe knows.
Gang members wouM protect her in addition to her other friends.

The characters are hired to work for police, serve as
corporate troubleshooters or act as available patsies. Their
assignment is to go into the combat zone to search for Kaena
Chaney, who recently had a dispute with her employer, then
disappeared. The company, Hartz Securities, has arranged
for this mission to find her.
According to the briefing, Chaney suffered a mental breakdown and is experiencing paranoid delusions. Records show
that she was exposed to a biological agent while serving in
Central America, and this is thought lo have caused her
condition. She is believedto be alone and holedup inthe ruins
of a warehouse area. The only problem is that she took her
vehicle with her when she left-an armed VTA 6.
Hartz Securities is willing to pay 1000 euro each, either as
a straight fee or as a salary bonus, to find Chaney and, more
importantly, secure the aircraft before she uses it on the
public. The characters need not fly the VTA to complete their
mission, just secure it and wait for the company to arrive to
take possession. Those with AV-4 Pilot skill will be able to
operate the craft, however, at '12 skill level (round up).
NA G
INT 6, TECH 7, REF 9/11, COOL8, LUCK 3, ATT 6, EMP 918,
The company's main interest is the return of the VTA.
Capture of the rogue pilot would be appreciated as it would MA 9, BOD 9.
Age: 24.
allow interrogation. Thus, a small bonus will be offered for
Cyberware: Reflex boost, vehicle plug, processor wldata term.
capturing Chaney alive. Killing Chaney wouM save the comSki//s:+2 Combat Sense, &Athletics, +8Awareness, +4/
pany some work, but no bonus is offered. Destruction of the
aircraft would at least help solve a security problem, but would 6 VTA Pilot, 94Rifle, +4/6 Heavy Weapons, 4-44 Stealth, +4
earn the PCs only half their pay.
Martial Arts, +2 Streetwise, +2 Melee Weapons, +2 VTA

n
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Tech, +2 English, +2 ShadowIDitch.
Chips:+3Aircraft Pilot, Switch Hitter, +3 Rotorwing Pilot, +3
Drive.
Gear: Light mesh suit (SP 14), armored Y-shirt (SP 101,
SPAS 12-gaugeshotgun with 50 shells, HUD helmet with IR,
low light, radio and range finder.
Chaney was bom in Hawaii and grew up on the streets in the
slums of San Francisco.Shejoined the army as away to escape,
and it was there that she kamed to fly the VTA. She parlayedthis
skill intn a job when she got back from CentralAmerica, andwas
dong well until the current situation occurred. Chaney believes
strongly in loyalty, and the aciion taken by her employers has
shaken her quite a bit. Though not a particulally vengeful person,
she would like to see the company pay in some way.

tool kit, med kit, cellular phone.
A true fixer, Boz is the man you want to see if you need
anything, especially cybernetics. He has many contacts
throughout both the city and the region he uses in his
business. Boz is usually the man who does the talking and
makes the deals for the group. He is currently arranging for
Chaney to work for another corporation-one that will protect
her (and maybe use her to embarrass Hartz).

'%

EPOmIfr)

INT7, TECH 3, REF9112, COOL 10, LUCK 8, ATT 7, EMF)
612, MA 8, BOD 9.
Age: 33.
Cybenvare: Reflex boost, sensory boost, boost master,
cyberoptic (r) with targeting, image enhancement and thermographic, smartlink, nasal filter, cyberaudio with phonelink
INT 8, TECH 10, REF 9112, COOL 8110, LUCK 4, A l T 5, and scramble, cyberarm(1) with armor, enhanced antibodies.
Skills:+5 Combat Sense, +
7/22Awareness,
I
+13Athletics,
EMP 10/5, MA 10, BOD 9.
Age: 29.
+10 Martial Arts, +9112 Rifle, +8/15 Heavy Weapons, +7
Cyberware:Processorwith speedware, vehicle plug, smart ShadowIDitch, + 6 Melee Weapons, +4 Intimidate, +4 Streetlink, cyberoptic (r) with image enhancement and targeting, wise, +2 Drive.
GeacFlak vest and pants (SP 20), armored T-shirt (SP 10)
cyberoptic (1) with thermograph and targeting, cyberarm (1)
with 12-gauge shotgun and armor, cyberlegs (both) with Kevlar helmet (SP 20), H&K MP5SD with smartlink and 120
rounds, H&K CAW with smartlink and 50 shells, H&K G6 with
armor, biomonitor, enhanced antibodies.
Skills: +4 Combat Sense, 4/11 Pistol, +10 MartialArts, +8/11 150 rounds, fighting knife, cellular phone.
Bladepoint is a former cybersoldier. She has spent most of her
Pistol, +6 Stealth, +6 Thief, +5 Drive, +4 Cybertech, +2
life in the army doing jobs the government would rather not admit
Streetwise.
Chips: +3 Japanese, +3 Medtech, Switch Hitter x2, +3 to. Though she is very good at these missions, ihe army finally got
its fill of the trouble she got into otherwise and forced her out. She
Corporate Etiquette.
Geac Armored duster (SP 18), armored T-shirt (SP lo), hardly knows Chaney, but the pilot is Trump's friend and so is she,
Kevlar helmet (SP 20), .45AMT hardballerwith smartlink and andthat is enough. Bladepointis inthe businesssolely forthe rush
40 rounds, H&K CAW with smartlink and 50 shells, CAR 15 it brings-the only time she feels alive is during a job. R
with 120 rounds.
Trump grew up as a seabome n o m a w m e would say
pirate-before he joined the army. After two enlistments, he was
dischargedandbeganlifeas afree-lancesolo. Hesoondiscovered
the problems that meat had in dealing with metal in combat and
beganto seriously installcyberware. Hecurrently has delusionsof
becoming acorporate executive,thoughthe closest he'll protkbly
ever get is corporate bodyguard. Trump is very loyal to the few
people he calls friends. Chaney is one of these.

''B0Z9'
INT 9, TECH 9, REF 9112, COOL 9/11, LUCK 7, ATT 217,
EMP 1016, MA 8, BOD 8.
Age: 29.
Cyberware: Processorwith speedware, cyberoptic (r) with
image enhancement,targetingand thermographic, cyberoptic
(1) with micro/telescope, microcamera, and Times Square
marquee, nasalfilter, seismic detector, cyberaudiowith selective sound, phonelink, scrambler, bug detector, and microrecorder, smartlink, enhanced antibodies.
Skills: +5 Streetdeal, +10 Awareness, +9 Athletics, +7
Stealth, +6 Thief, +5 Motorcycle, +4/7 Pistol, +4 Persuasion1
Lie, +3/6 Rifle, +3 Sieetwise, +3 Human Perception, +2 Melee
Weapon.
Chips: +2 Heavy Weapons, 4-3 Wardrobe and Style, +3
Drive, +3 Japanese, +3 Medtech.
GeacArmoredT-shirl (SP lo), Kevlar helmet (SP20), C-41
automaticwithsmartlink,cookiecutterand30rounds, Kendachi
monosword (rainbow colored), neuro cuffs, mono cuffs, basic

DSF205 LEGIONAIRES I (MARINES)
assault weapons, laser cannon
DSF210 LEGIONAIRES !I (MARINES)
assault & laser carbines, pldols
DSFIOO THE HITCHHIKERS
DSF175 SPACE ADVENTURERS

DSF3W OFFICERS (male/female)
DSF305 MARINES l
DSF3tO MARINES II
DSF320 MARINE SNIPERS
DSF350 MANTA MISSILE LAUNCHER
DSF150 STARSHIP CREW
DSFIBO SPACE POLICE

THIS IS JUST THE BEGINNING
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modifiedfor use in whatever city the referee
hile at home one evening, one of the
PCs receives acallfrom LarryJames,
an old friend from college. James
sounds very nervous. "There have
been some weird things at work lately,
and I think I'm involved. I need your
help." If asked for more information,
he'll say that ''the phones cannot be
rusted" and insist that the characters
visit him personally.
If the charactersgo to James' house, they
see a dim blue glow coming from his study,
where he is working on his computer terminal. As they approach the house, they hear
a loud pop and see a blinding flash from his
study. The study window shatters, and they
hear a brief scream, then silence.
If the PCs run in to investigate, they see
James' lower torso, blackened by fire, fall
over from his chair. His upper torso is missing. The computer monitor has exploded,
and the window has not just shattered, but
that has been torn out of its frame. Sanity
rolls should be made for all, costing 1D6
SAN if failed, and 1 SAN if successful. If any
PCs make a Luck roll, they notice a faintly
glowing bluefiguredisappearintothe bushes
next door, but any attempt to find the figure
will result in failure.
Anyone investigating the computer will
notice that the monitor has exploded and
melted into slag, but the computer's CPU
and disk drive are still intact. Anyone opening the disk drive will find a 5'14" diskette
marked "NEW PROJECT" on the label and
the emblem of the Graves Software Company, James'employer. The PCs may notice
that the disk has strange bumps on its surface, each bump apparently corresponding
to the points of a pentacle.

They may be charged with obstruction of
justice and be forced to pay bail to be set
free, if the referee feels malicious. Otherwise, the forensic report quickly leads the
police to believe the characters could not
have killed James.
PCs will be questioned by Detective Reginald Stiles, the man in charge of James'
case. He does not believe that the characters killed James, but he thinks they know
more about the killing than they are admitting. He will try to intimidate them and will
advisethem to stay within the city limits until
this matter is solved.
The night of James' murder, a series of
bizarre killings strikes the town. According to
the papers, four people were killed that
night, in the same manner as James, with
the only remains being the lower halves of
the bodies. This knowledge will cost the
players 011 D3 SAN when they realize that
whatever killed James is on the loose and
still hungry.
The attacker is the Shape Demon, which
assumed James' physical form after devouring him and embarked on a killing spree
on the city streets.

DISrnrnE
If the characters have the disk, anyone
making a First Aid roll will recognize the
bumps as being dried blood, apparently
treated with sealant. Exactly why they are in
afive-pointed pattern is a mystery, although
it is a fairly obvious guess that it has some
occult significance.
The PCs can load the disk onto another
computer (any IBMcompatible computer
will accept it) and look at the programs. The
opening screen shows the symbol and the
name of Graves Software, along with the
menu:

CRYSTAL COMPENDIUM
A Collection of New-Age Software
1.Horoscope Generatcw:
2. Biorhythm Tracker.
3. New Age Encyclopedia.

Police cars, fire trucks and an ambulance
quickly arrive on the scene, and the PCs are
Horoscope Generator and Biorhfihm
questioned by authoriities. If the characters
have not hidden the disk to avoid having it Tracker: If the characters select either the
confiscatedby police, havethem make Idea horoscopeor biorhythm programs, they must
rolls to figure this out. If they still have not make successful Computer Use and Occult
hidden the disk, it will be taken by police. If it rolls to use them properly (they may comis taken from the person of a PC, the whole bine their skills to do so). These programs
lot of them will be rounded up as suspects in function exactly as they are supposed to,
James' murder and will be held for24 hours. with nothing unusual happening.

By Patrick Sheats
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First Floor, Graves Software

New Age Encyclopedia: The New Age
Encyclopedia is more interesting. It is actually a database of occult terminology, and it
has a great deal of information on NewAge
philosophy and modern magic terminology.
It is organized alphabetically, and selecting
a letter key will show a page of headings in
the database. If the characters investigate
the database thoroughly, have them make
Cthulhu Mythos rolls to recognize some
unusual and rather disturbing words--such
as "Azathith," "Elder Sign," Nyarlathotep,"
and others-although the entries are not as
detailed as a good occult tome would be.
The New Age Encyclopedia on this diskette
can be considered a Mythos book, with a
Knowledge modifier of +3%, a spell multiplier of XI,
and a cost to SAN of -1 D4.
ProgrammingStruclure:Anyone investigating the programming structurewithComputer Use will notice nothing unusual about
the programs. However, if a PC checks the
diskette's directory thoroughly, have him
make an idea roll at half value. If successful,
the character notices that the programs do
not take up as much memory as is indicated
by the directory readout, and that asubstantial block of memory is occupied by an unlisted program. Without more sophisticated
equipment, the character will be unable to
examine this program, and the program
cannot be run from the language interpreter.
Any computer programmer will know that it
is probably run by some password, but what
that password is is unknown to the PCs.
The missing program is the key to the
mystery, although the PCs will probably not
realize it yet. The hiddenprogram is run from
within the database program-the letter "Sn
must be selected, then the words "Shape
Demon" must be keyed in. When this is
done, the computer monitor will become a
gate, and a Shape Demonwill appear, glow64
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ing with the colors of television static. It will
slowly bulge out of the monitor until it suddenly forms a huge, toothy maw and attacks
the person sitting at the terminal. The bite, if
successful, will consume the user's upper
half, and the demon will leap out of the
monitor and assume the form of a devoured
victim. Meanwhile, the gate (and the monitor) will be consumed in flames, although no
other objects in the room will be damaged.

STIGATIONS

a dagger and had their hearts cut out. Further research (another Library Use roll at '12)
will reveal that Arthur Graves had been
confined to a local mental institution for
awhile, although no details of his illness are
available. Graves was released from the
institution nine years ago.
The PCs may wish togodirectly toGraves
Software and talk with Arthur Graves. If they
do, hissecretary informsthemthat Graves is
out of town on business. If they snoop around
the building, see Graves Software below.

lnformation on Graves Software is easily
found in business periodicals. A fledgling
ATTACK
software company, it has risen quickly in
Duringthe day, ascharactersmove around
stature, recently receiving contracts for de- town, they are followed by hirelings of Arthur
velopment of software for defense projects. Graves. There are four of them, each armed
Its reputation is built on its line of advanced with silenced .45 automatic pistols. If they
languageinterpreters,such asGravesPascal think they are being followed, the PCs must
and GravesC, and operating systems such make a Spot Hidden roll at '12 to notice the
as G-DOS. The company also makes sev- car tailing them.
Eventually, the PCs are attacked by the
eral entertainment programs, and its New
thugs, who use their pistols, only resortingto
Age software collection is a best-seller.
Information on Arthur Graves is more hand-to-hand combat if necessary. If one of
difficult to come by. Although he is the owner the thugsf alls in combat and cannot escape,
of Graves Software, very little else is known he will kill himself with his pistol. If one of the
about him, and he has refused to grant thugs falls unconscious and cannot be resinterviews with business magazines. If the cued, one of the other thugs will kill him.
After four rounds of gunplay, another car
characters look for his name in the local
papers (this requires successfulLibrary Use arrives on the scene, and a figure gets.out
roll at 'Iz), they will find that Arthur Graves and starts to shoot at the thugs from the
has had a checkered past. He was appar- hood of the car. The figure is Detective
ently brought in for questioning about a Stiles. He has called for backup, as well as
string of murders that occurred seven years an ambulance, which should arrive within 10
ago. He was eventually released, but the rounds. Once the combat is over, Stiles
murders remain unsolvedto thisday. Graves checks with the characters to see if they are
Software was created shortly after his re- all right and administers first aid to any who
need it. He also takes the PCs to the station
lease.
The murdersthat Graves was questioned for questioning.
about involved the disappearances of five
people, four men and a woman, who later
SOFrnrnE
After another evening of questioning by
turned up in a shallow graveon theoutskirts
of town. All of them had been murdered with Detective Stiles, the characters are finally

Gums

released. But as they make their exit, they
are seized by police infront of the station and
taken to police cars waiting on the street.
Detective Stiles is nowhereto be seen. They
are roughly forced into the cars and are
taken to Graves Software.
Graves Software is in a small, two-story,
glass-and-stone office building on the edge
of town. Anyone investigating the earlier
Graves murderswill realize that the building
is sitting on the exact spot where the bodies
were discovered seven years ago.
Lobby: The lobby is largely bare, except
for the plants around the wall-length windowpanes and the polished granite security
desks. At least one guard is always present
at each desk. Guards are part of Graves
Software and are not from a private security
agency, which is rather unusual for such a
small office.
In fact, all the security agents are derangedfollowersof Graves, and willobey his
orders to the letter. Otherwise, the guards
are like normal corporate security guards,
although they never show flashes of humor
orfriendliness.Whenthe PCs are broughtto
the building, the guards'job is to ensure that
they do not leave.
Office of the Security Manager: In this
office is a desk, a threedrawer file cabinet, a
security monitor and acomputerterminal.Atthe
bottom of the file cabinet is a locked drawer
containing secret dossiers on most of the programming staff, includingafileon James which
contains a note that he has been selected for
''the new project." The drawer also contains
dossiers on the PCs, although these are very
thin. In the top drawer of the desk is a 9mm
Parabellum pistol.
Security Office: Four guards are usually
seated at security stations, monitoring every
room by security camera, except the
restrooms, which are monitored by audio
sensors only. Insidea locker against thewall
are eight M-16A2s and four lthaca shotguns. Each of the assault rifles has six clips
of ammunition. All security guards have a
key to this locker, although it will take awhile
tofind the right key, sincetheguards have at
least 20 keys each.
Data Processing (DP): This is where
permanentandtemporary employeestranslate datafrom papertocomputerdisk. Within
this room are several cubicles. Within each
cubicle is a small desk covered with papers,
as well as a computer terminal.
At the east end of the room are two off ices
belonging to the data processing manager
and assistant manager. There is nothing of
interest here.
There are also some DP cubiiles on the
upper floor. The recent increase in businessfor
the company has meant a temporary increase
in the DP staff. These new employees have
been placed upstairs, although they still report
to the DP manager downstairs.

Lunchroom and Kitchen: This is a typi- Liber Ivonis, which can be recognized by
cal employee lunchroom with tables, chairs any character making a successful Cthulhu
and a counter at the far end connecting the Mythos roll as being a powerful and evil
room with the kitchen. There is nothing of piece of work. In Graves' filing cabinet, a file
labeled "New Project" gives details on the
interest here.
Meeting Rooms: There are three meet- spells Enchant Disk, Summon Shape Deing rooms. The room on the first floor is the mon, Bind Shape Demon and Gate.
Computer Lab: This room is accessible
largest, having a small wet bar. Othewise,
they are all straightforward meeting rooms, only through the airlock on the east wall. It is
each with a large table and several chairs. filled with computer terminals and large tables
Mail Room and Copy Room: This is covered with pieces of electronic apparatus,
where the company's mail is processed, as circuit testers, disassembled disk drives, etc. A
well as where the employees come to have couple of monitor housings on one table are
photocopies made. A counter separates the somewhat molten, very much like the monitor
mail room from the copy room. Two employ- found inJames' roomwhen hedied. Inacorner
ees work in the mail room during the day, of the room, well away from any magnetic
handing out the mail and doubling as copier storage media, are four magnets, weighing
technicians. Six photocopy machines are about one-haHpound each. Otherwise,there is
located in the copy room. There is nothing File of interest in this room.
Wlainframe:This room has an airlad. Inside
else of interest.
Sales: These rooms are where the man- is the company's mainframe computer, a unit
ager and assistant manager of sales work. the length of a car and about four feet high.
There is nothing of interest in these rooms. There is nothing else of interest in the room.
The computer is the repository for all the
The managers know nothing of the "new
company's business files and projects unproject."
Programming: These are the offices of derdevelopment, includingthe "new project,"
the programming staff. Programmers work which is stored under the file name SHAPE
in here when they are not working in the and is embedded with enormous security
computer lab. Each room contains a desk, subroutines. To gain access to this file, PCs
file cabinet and computer terminal.
may access the mainframe through any
One of the d i e s dosest to the meeting terminal in the building.They will have to find
rooms is marked "Larry James" on the door. In a Shape file by using Graves' logon code
that room, and in the two other offices nearest and password, then accessing the file itself
it, diskettesmarked"NEWPR0JECT"lieonthe with a special password. Otherwise, loading
computer desks. These are incomplete por- thesefiles with another logonwill requirefive
tionsof the diskwhich
the PCs found at
James' home. These
disksaredevoidofany
bumps on their surfaces. Otherthanthis,
there is nothing unusual inthese o f f i i .
-$$
Reception: This is
the reception area for
Graves' office. A receptionist sits at the
deskduring business
hours. There is nothing unusual here.
Arthur Graves'
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Office: This room
containsa largedesk
facing the double
doors from the reception area, plus a
four-drawer filing
cabinet and a computerterminal.Other
than this, the office
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ers on the desk are
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GAMES ON CALL

Second Floor, Graves Software

to the lab, and suddenly the door bursts
open. A security guard stands before them,
except he has holes in his torso ringed with
spots of glowing blue static. His eyes are
also glowing blue.
This is no ordinary security guard! It's the
original Shape Demon, determined to return
to its home dimension by killingGraves, who
enchanted the disk that summoned it.
The figure launches itself at Graves, who
will run to the corner of the room containing
HEED C
The police who hold the characters cap- the magnets and picktwoof them up. Graves
tive are fakes sent by Arthur Graves. When will then engage in hand-to-hand combat
the characters are brought to Graves Soft- with the creature. As the PCs try to free
ware, they are immediately taken to the themselves, they see Graves and the Shape
computer lab. As they are escorted through Demon writhing on the floor, with Graves
the building, they see that it is completely slowly gaining the upper hand as he uses
emptyof personnel. Inthelab,ArthurGraves magnets to pull away shards of energy from
is standing in front of a row of desks with the Shape Demon as the creature tries to
computerterminalson them. In his hand he tear away Graves' flesh with various mouths
holds four disks, identical to the one the that form from its body.
Eventually, Graves succeeds in plunging
p1ayersfound.A~the players are strapped to
chairs in front of the computer terminals, one of the magnets deep into the demon's
Graves inserts the disks into the disk drives body, causing it to disperse completely in a
of the computer terminals in front of them, cloud of electronic particles. Graveswill then
try to reach the computer switch to activate
grinning at the characters as he does so.
Before he is able to turn the terminals on, theterminalswiththe enchanteddisks,holdhowever, he is interruptedby the breaking of ing off the party with his 9mm pistol.
M Graves succeeds, the computers will
glass downstairs. As the fake police head
out the doors toward the stairs, Graves activate. After the internal memory check,
slowly walks toward the switch that will acti- the programs will load and activate the sumvate the terminals, saying, "You may now moning program. Five new demons will apask any questions you have. Since you will pear and attackanythingthat they can find in
all soon be dead, I will be happy to provide the room. Graves will attempt to make a
hasty escape. The players may use the
you with answers."
At that point, gunshots and screams erupt electromagnets against the demons, if they
from the hallway outside. One of the PCs will wish.
noticethat his bindings are not secured very
well. He can use the distraction to free his
GONCIL%TSIIC)N
If the PCs succeed in stopping Graves
hands (with a successful DEXx5 roll), undo
his foot bindings (another DEXx5 check), before he unleashes the demons, or if they
and free a second PC (another DEXx5 defeat the demons before the creatures
check). The sound of a scuffle draws closer escape form Graves Soflvvare, each PC
consecutivesuccesses with Computer Use.
The whole process will take 10 minutes, and
if any of the rolls are failures, another 30
minutes will be required before a character
may start again. The file contains all the
programming codes for the enchanted diskette, as well as notes on the enchantments
required to make spells work, just as the file
in Graves' filing cabinet.
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should receive 1D l 0 SAN, with I D2 SAN for
each demon defeated in combat.
M the characters then destroy the disks
and all the files containing the summoning
programs, they will gain another ID6 SAN
each.
Asthe action windsdown, DetectiveStiles
arrives on the scene with several policemen.
The characters are interrogated briefly, then
released. If they have been cooperative,
they will have made a friend in Detective
Stiles and a possible ally in future adventures.

A4.RT

GmWS

STR 11,CON 12, SlZ12, INT18, POW16,
DEX 16, APP 14, EDU I8, SAN 0, Hit Pts 12.
Skills: Accounting 20%, Bargain 50%,
Credit Rating 60% Computer Use 95%,
Cthulhu Mythos45%, DriveAutomobile50%,
Fast Talk 50%, Handgun 60% Hide 60%,
Library Use 40% Occult 90%, Read Latin
60%, Read English loo%, Rifle 40%, Sneak
60%, Spot Hidden 70%.
Spells: Enchant Disk, Summon/Bind
Shape Demon, Gate, Contact Nyarlathotep,
Contact Hound of Tindalos, Dread Curse of
Azathoth.
Arthur Graves is atall, slender man with a
long, almost elfin face. He has short black
hair and piercing blue eyes. He wears a
business suit almost constantly and speaks
in a very punctual manner, never showing
flashes of emotion except when he is working directly on some Mythos-relatedprojeci.
At that time he becomes quite animatedand
talkative, although nobody understandswhat
he says.
Intelligent but unstable since he was a
child, Graves was always a loner. Computers became his friends, and he still enjoys
working with them. He also bears a burning
hatred of the rest of humanity for harsh

treatment of him during his youth.
A long-time follower of the occult, Graves
managed to obtain a copy of Liber lvonis
during his adventures. He went to college
and learned Latin in orderto understandand
translate the work. Using the spells gleaned
from that book, he managedtocontact Nyarlathotep, who saw in Gravesthe opportunity
to unleash a new horror upon the Earth. R
was NyarlathotepwhogaveGravesthe spells
required to enchant disks and summon
Shape Demons.
His contacts with the Mythos have made
Graves into a complete sociopath with delusions of grandeur. He believes that Nyarlathotep has chosen him for some special
destiny, and he has pursued his new project
with total commitment. He will destroy anything that interferes with his dreams of becoming a powerful wizard.
He is not stupid, however. Graves will
mask his intentions among others, trusting
noone.Although he is not afriendly man, no
one (save Detective Stiles) believes him to
be a madman. Since he came under suspicion in the serial mu.rders seven years ago,
Graves has been the perfect citizen, avoiding even traffic violations. His company has
given generously to charities, and he is
known as astern butfairemployer. He wears
a mask of civility in orderto achieve his ends.

R E G I N f i D STIWS
STR 15, CON 15, SIZ 15, INT 14, POW 9,
DEX14,APP ll,EDUI2,SAN65,HitPts15.

Skills: Dodge 55%, Dive 60%, Fast Talk
55%, First Aid 50%, Handgun 75%, Hide
50% Law 65%, Library Use 50%, Listen
70%, Spot Hidden 70%, Sneak 65%, Mechanical Repair45%, NightstickAttack60%,
Nightstick Parry 45%, Occult 35%, Psychology 30%, Track 45%.
Spells: None.
Reginald Stiles is a classic police detective. With a typical build, a paunch and a
receding hairline, he is apictureof the burnedout city cop. He was originally assigned the
serial murder case seven years ago, but
could not find enough evidence on Gravesto
press charges. Since that time, he has gone
on to solve several other cases and has
performed well enough in the line of duty to
earn two commendations from his department. Nevertheless, hisfailureintheGraves
casedisturbshim, and thiscase willgive him
the opportunity to put Graves in prison for
good.
Stiles is a man who believes strongly in
justice. He will not harass the characters
unless he feels that such acts will serve the
greater good of putting Graves behind bars.
He will try to pressure the characters into
giving information, then bargainwith them to
assist in his investigations, but he will not
press charges against them unless they
commit blatantly illegal acts. He feels some
kinship with the PCs, seeing them as pursuing the same goal as himself. If the characters betray him, however, he will not rest until
he sees them punished.

SECmIIFPI GOONS
POLICE
STR 14, CON 12, SIZ 12, INT8, POW 10,
DEX 13,APP 12, EDU 10, SAN 0, Hit Pts 12.
Wlls: Law 40%, First Aid 40%' Fast Talk
600/0, Handgun 60%, Submachinegun 50%,
Rifle 50%, Fist Attack SO%, Knife Attack 40%.
These men are all from the fringes of
society, taken in byArthurGravesand trained
to be his personal group enforcers. Like
him, they are sociopaths, and they conceal
their true desires l o maim and kill in order to
better serve their master.

STR 32, CON 15, SIZ 12, INT 17, POW
15, DEX 14, EDU -, Hit Pts 35.
The abilities of the Shape Demon are describedinlhearticle"MadnessFromtheMythos"
in Challenge 60. This particular demon will
roam the streets from the time that it is unleashed until the climax of the adventure.
If any of the characters wish to find the
demon before then, they will have a 5%
chance of encountering the creature (not
cumulative).
if the characters do find the demon, however, they will be severely handicapped in
combat unlessthey know aboutthedemon's
peculiar weaknesses. L?
For more on Shape Demons and enchanting computer disks, see "Madness
from the n/lyhos"by Patrick Sheats in Challenge SO.
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breached beyond its ability to self-seal.
However, the ship does have power,
and the sensor suite is still operational.
The rebels are in obvious need of
help. Sensors reveal a strong power
source only 12 kilometers distant in the
direction of some close-by mountains.
Gee, how luckycanyou get? Repulsoriift
vehicles are useless, as there is virtually no atmosphere. The PCs will have
to trek across the moon's surface on
foot in vacuum suits.
When the group gets within six kilometers of the power source, the moonscape becomes much rougher and broken, with rocky debris strewn across
the surface. Allow each PC a Moderate:
Perceptiontask to realize that this area
has suffered saturation bombardment,
although they can't tell how long ago it
occurred (this task is Easy for characters whose backgroundincludes lengthy
military service).
Two kilometers farther, the characters stumble upon the rear fuselage
and sublight drive of a crashed ship,
fighter in size. A Difficult: Technology
task identifiesthewreckas aZ-95 Headhunter. A Moderate: Perception task
also reveals the fact blaster fire had
penetrated the hull and heavily damagedthe sublight drive.The fighterdidn't
crash; it was shot down.

WPROAGH
Upon reaching the site of the power
source, the rebels see what is obviously a fighter-size launch bay protruding from a low cliff-face. Though the
ship shows the scars of bombardment,
the inset bay doors don't appear to
have been breached. A bulbous projection near the bay, obviously for flight
control, has been seriously breached,
the jagged, torn metal visible from the
plainbelow.An approach is much easier
fromthefarside, as it is agradual slope.
On the other side of the facility is a
garage entrance which has been severely breached, with an intact personnel airlock nexi to it. Outside the airlock
are humanoid footprints. The prints
show that a number of humanoids entered (a Moderate: Perceptiontasksuggests the number was between six and
lo), but there is no evidence that anyone exited through the lock. Leading
away from the garage is a set of large
tire tracks from a ground vehicle. The
tracks obliterate the footprints about 20

meters away. These prints and tracks
are pristine-clear and unmarred by micro-meteors, suggesting that they are
quite recent.
If the rebelsfollowthe tracks from the
garage, they find an abandoned cargo
hauler (similartotheTrast A-A5 speeder
truck from the Rebel Alliance Sourcebook (page 11O), but with six oversized
wheels) tucked away in a large, shallow
draw one kilometer distant. Allow each
PC a Moderate: Technology task to
identifythe modelas one manufactured
for the Army of the Republic during the
Clone Wars. The truck is sitting amidst
the landing gear prints of what was
probably a larger-sized light freighter.
The truck can be started and driven by
the rebels.

BME
Without equipment and in vacuum
suits, scaling the 40-meter cliff to the
launchbay doors would be both difficult
and risky, even in very low gravity. If
they do reachthedwrs (suchas through
the use of speeders), the PCs are unable to open the bay's blast doors, and
the shattered flight control room does
not present a clear, safe opening to
enter. This leaves only the air lock and
garage door as sources of entrance.
Insidethe base, life support is operational, as is artificial grav plating in the
floor. However, throughout the base,
two-thirds of the lighting has been shot
out, creating dark corners and eerie
shadows. Cameras cover all primary
rooms and doors, but half are not functioning.
Armoy: The walls here are lined
with blaster racks, but all are empty.
Several crates have been smashed,
their contents gone. If the rebels look
through the debris, an Easy: Search
task reveals three loose grenades and
eight blaster power packs (these are
still charged, but will not fit the rebels'
weapons).
Command Center: Gainingentrance
to the command center requires a Very
Difficult: Security task (or the use of
explosives).
Piledon the floor here are 39 corpses.
Clothing remnants suggest that some
are military, but most are civilian.
Corpses on the bottom are obviously
decades old. An Easy: Medicine task
reveals that those on top are about a
year old.

Also piled here are about 100 weapons, ranging from blaster pistols and
rifles to a couple of old repeating blasters. Most are old and have slightly less
damage value than current equivalents
(blaster pistols have 3D-t-2 instead of
4D).
A security station includes a bank of
video screens showing various locations throughout the base, though half
are blackedout. All bulkhead doors can
be locked from here.
Anyone checking sensors will find
power sources at 12,18 and 20 kilometers distant. These are crashed vessels. Also, high radiation levels are detected only 30 kilometers distant. If the
rebels investigate, they find a two-kilometer crater, withdebris from a starship
scattered for thousands of meters
around the crater (the Myrkos).
The following information can be
gleaned from computer logs: The base
is the Tembora Research Station. Because enemy forces were active in the
region, the dreadnaught cruiser Myrkos
was placed in orbit over the base, taking precautionsthat onlythe ship'scommand and officers were aware of the
location of the Tembora moon. Enemy
forces discovered the base and attacked. Myrkos, severely damaged,
plowed into Tembora and was destroyed. Apparently, enough damage
was inflicted upon the enemy that they
could not resume bombardment, or
perhaps they believed that the base
was destroyed. The last log entry is an
alert from the lab section that "KLR-B1"
was not responding to commands and
was threatening the robotics team
leader.
Tembora is a small moon, 1200 kilometers in diameter. Surface gravity is
roughly 0.15 standard.There isvirtually
no atmosphere. Duringthe tumultuous
years of the Clone Wars, many planets
changed hands or sufferedsevere bombardment. Army Weapons Research
Dept. chose to build research facilities
in remote areas to maintain secrecy
and avoid destruction from random
bombardment. Rogue planetoidswere
even better--especially if they were
officially uncharteredand weren't going
to cross a star lane for several years.
Tembora was such a planetoid. When
Myrkos plowed into Tembora, the impact altered the moon's course only
slightly. Aconcerted search would have
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marked KLR-BP
through KLR-B4.
All are empty.
Fabrication
Lab: The skeletal
remains of six humans are found
here. The lab contains some very
valuable fabricating machinery and
metal stocks.
Garage:The v e
h i e door has literally been
to
pieces. However,
the debris has been
cleared away from
the entrance (more
footprints). Looking
insidewhile using a
light source reveals
that part of the garage roof collapsed
unberthebmanl-

found the rouge moon, but, amidst the
chaos and destnrction 04 the wars,
Temborawas lost.The stationwas probably assumed destroyed.
Common Area: Scattered throughout this area are 31 skeletal corpses.
Blaster bums can be seen everywhere,
the blackened spots interspersed with
the browned splotches of dried blood.
Piled on the floor in the galley are
three fresh human corpses, all partially
dismembered. An Easy: Medicine task
reveals that the corpses have been
dead for roughly six lo 10 hours.
A red panel light next to the door to
fight control indicates that there is no
pressure beyond the door.
'Droid Lab: Piledon the floor here are
four fresh corpses-three human and
one Twi'lek. One of the humans is a
female, and she had been horribly dismembered. An Easy:.Medicine task reveals that the corpses have been dead
for roughly six to 10 hours. Scattered
around the lab are the old, skeletal remains 03 12 other humans. Along one
wall are four 'droid krthing stations

Scattered on the deck around the
shuttle are the skeletal remains of six
soldiers.
Labmmpaer Room:The computer
system is still operational. A perusal of
its databanks reveals the plan of what
was then the Army Weapons Research
Dept. to develop the KLR series of
combat 'droid, designed to have the
highest suwivabilityof any combat 'droid
then in use. Extensive records show
video recordings of battles between
KLR-61 and older 'droids, followed by
analyses of KLR-Bl's tactics and strategies. The last entry entered is as follows:
"It is possible that the whole KLR
software programming may have to
scrapped. The combat software programs we designed to make the KLRs
the most cunning and efficient 'droids
on the battlefield are flawed. KLR-61 is
proving unmanageable. He is somehow bypassinghis programming limitations and circumventing system-manipulation failsafes. He has injured two
to be roughly six ve- technicians and killed a third. Units B2
hicles inside, but through 64 have already been deactirrtostarede~tk~ed,vated after only receiving initial system
partially or mostly trials. Only B1 remainsto be shut down,
buriedundertonsof afterwhich we will attempt tocorrect the
software glitches. Were we to leave
One vehicle ('identi- these 'droids active, it is very possible
cal lo the tnrdc described in Approach, we'd end up with mechanical psychopaths on our hands."
above) has&eredcosmetkdamageonly
and is operational.
M d Suite: When the rebels open
There is a clear spot close to the door this door, they are assaulted by the
large enough for a ground truck. Apath stench of burnt flesh. Strapped into a
has also been cleared from the clear surgicalcouchis a naked human malespot to the garage door in the inside far still alive, for the time being. The flesh
wall. The far door is locked.An indicator has been burned off his foot to the
light shows that the compartment on ankle, leaving only charred, blackened
the other side is pressurized.A Moder- bone. Blistering burns cover other porate: Security task will bypass the auto- tions of his body. Lying on a counter is
matic lock, but opening the door will portable plasma torch. The human is
result in rapid decompression of the unconscious and not likely to live long
without medical attention. Fortunately,
pressurized compartment.
medical stocks are full, including 32
Mngar:Whilethe hangar is inte
med-packs. (Theses packs are delighters and shuttles, a light freigM
cades-old,
the medicines and diagnosberth inthis bay. Locatedhere are two 2-95
fighters and one hyperspace shuttle. The tics not up-to-date. If a character uses
fighters show extensive lasercannondam- one of these packs, increase the Medicine task difficully by two. An Easy:
agetothe IwIIs,andthe
Medicinetask reveals that these packs
destroyedwithexpbs
also beenusedonthe shuttieto destroythe are less effective).
After being treated, the human becomes conscious (though his condition
is still incapacilated--he could very well
miliary forces during the time of the Cbne die tomorrow). He tells the rebels that
he is Gillon, a crewmember on the Maid
Wars.

of Sentjiie. Gillon describes how the
Maid barely avoided a crash, then sat
down lo investigate the base. "i was
one of four men sent in first for a recon.
We found the old 'droids in the warehouse, but the three in the lab were the
valuable ones. The rest of the crew
came in to get them while we four
continued our recon. When we got to
the common area, we were attacked by
one of those big 'droids. It-it sh-shredded my buddies-just tore them apart!"
(Unknownto Gillon, the KLR 'droidnicknamed "Killer"-returned to the
warehouse just as the crew finished
loadingthe other KLR 'droids. The 'droid
managed to drop four, but the rest escaped in the truck. They aren't likely to
return. Killer then dragged the four casualties to the lab, where he finished off
the woman, who was only wounded.)
Primary Air bock: The outer door is
intact and unlocked. Surveillance camerascoverthedoor from multipleangles,
but all were destroyed by flying debris.
Passing through the air lock, the rebels
find a ready room. The room is a mess.
Dozens of vacuum suits litter the floor,
all gashed and torn.811 electronic equipment that was slowed here has been
smashed.
Upper Air Lock: A red panel light
next to ladder leading up to a ceiling
bulkheaddoor indicates that there is no
pressure on the other side of the door.
The door has automatically locked because of the pressure difference. (Adometer passage leads to an airlock atop
the cliff, which was destroyed in the
bombardment.)
Vehicle Access: Lying next to the
small personnel door are the skeletal
remains of three humans. The portions
of their dried skins that didn't rot still
cling to their brown, stained bones. An
Easy: Medicinetask revealsthe causes
of death-bone charring on two indicates blaster fire, and nicks along the
rib surfaces of the third indicate a blade
weapon. A Moderate: Knowledge task
reveals the uniform remnants to be of
the style worn by the Army of the Republic during the Clone Wars.
Mlarehouse: Stored here are dried
consumables--enough to last 70 people
six months. Also stocked here is agood
supply of of starship parts (for older
vessels, though they can be jury-rigged
and modified for use in up-to-date systems).

There are 23 undamaged but obliviously deactivated combat 'droids lined
up in a neat row. Allow each PC a
Moderate: Technology task to identify
the 'droids as models that were old
even at the lime of the Clone Wars.
Several stacks of bins contain dismantled combat 'droids. Some. bins
contain undamaged, though obviously
used, 'droid components, while others
contain body chassis and components
that have been destroyed by blaster
fire.
Parked in front of the door leading to
the garage is a wheeled forklift truck,
operational.

ENCO
RmG
"KILLElhtn
The first encounterwillbe an ambush
in the warehouse or in the common
area, dependingon whichway the rebels
go first. If the characters have not already encountered Gillon or any fresh
corpses, then Killer has automatic surprise, allowing him two free haste actions without lowering his die codes. If
the rebels are in the warehouse, Killer
will strike from behind a stack of crates.
In the common area, he will strike by
smashing through a wall from a bunk
room.
Killer is extremely fast, moving at the
speed of a sprinting human. He will
strike quickly and ruthlessly, using haste,
using all three weapons in a single
round when he can, and firing his repeating blaster multiple times each
round.
In the first encounter, Killer will move
rapidly through the rebels, engaging
them for no more than three of four
rounds, then exit the room through the
door the rebels entered through. If the
PCs attempt to leave the base, Killer
will disengage doors from panel controls and wedge themshut, drivinglhem
deeper into the base. Killer will use the
same hit-and-runtactics in all encounters, with about an hour between altacks.

finish their search of the base. There
are plenty of parts stocks to repair either their old vessel or a new one they
have laidclaimto. Andthe consumables,
weapons, fabrication equipment and
23 'droids are valuable salvage. The
base itself could be of great value, as it
is obviously unknownto the Empireand
won't cross another star lane for two
years.

m R - B1 ""E7nr,L]GR9
Developed during the later stages of
the Clone Wars, the KLR series combat
'droidwas designedto employ the most
sophisticated 'droid tactical programming and have the highest survivability
of any combat 'droid of its time. Unfortunately, the KLR-B prototypes were
flawed. Followinga raidon the Tembora
Research Station, KLR-B1went rogue
and murdered all base personnel.
Since the lime of the Clone Wars,
small starships haveperiodicallylanded
or crashed on Tembora as the rogue
moon crossed interstellar space lanes.
Surviving crewmembers who crashed
close enough to make it to the base
served as Killer's only source of entertainment.
At first, he simply murdered them.
But he quickly learned that toying with
them and drawing out their deaths was
much more satisfying.
Killer was created using the 'droid
creation rules from the Star Wars Rules
Companion. Because of his role as a
primary MPC, he was created using the
building dice allowed a PC character
'droid. His improved skills reflect the
value of 93 skill points earned in his
technical tryouts and in previous encounlerovera periodof decades aboard
the station.
DEX 3 0 Blaster 7D Melee 5D

KNO I D
MEC I D
PER 3 0 Hidelsneak 4 0
STR 5D (+5D additional armor)
TEC ID Security 3D

GEmmG OFF
THns ROCK

Equipment: Locomotion (two legs),
photoreceptors, radar, macrobinoculars
The playersare likelytousethe Force, (internal), comlink, audio membranes,
explosives and ambush (after knocking heavy graspingarm, vibroblade, blaster
out cameras) to eventually get the best carbine and repeating blaster. (The
of the 'droid. Or they can jury-rig some- grasping arm, vibroblade, and blaster
thingfrom Cracken's RebelFieldGuide. carbine are all in one arm. The repeatWith Killer destroyed, the rebeh can ing blaster is the other arm). SZ
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mated for life. If one Penitaldies, the other follows almost instantly.
TOXBDON
Tronack: This organism operates through the base of the spine,
The re-awakened Toxodon, or giant rhinoceros, has swiftly
providingthe character with an automatic active defense for Intimi- established itself along the stretches of land near the base of the
dation, Test of Wills or Interrogation attacks against the character. Andes. Toxodons are generally aggressive herbivoreswho hunt by
The character can perform a normal action in the same round he means of hearing and smell.
These large creatures have poor eyesight, which explains their
rolls for an active defense against any of these three attacks, in
effect providing a specialized flurry. This does not affect additional tendencyto charge with an attemptto impale and trample any living
flurries, such as those proscribed by the encounter line of a Drama things smaller than themselves.
DEXTERIW 12
Card. The Tronack can survive three such uses before it dies.
Dodge 16
Unarmed Combat 16
STRENGTH 18
TOUGHNESS 16
PERCEPnON 12
The transformations which accompanied the Akashan's return
Tracking 15
MIND 4
resurrected many extinct South American species. Animals not
Survival 12
seenfor hundreds of years (and some never seen by humans) now
roam freely across the continent and swim in neighboring oceans.
CHARISMA 2
SPlRlT 4
For example, Orestias Cuvieri were the native fish of Lake
Titicaca which were wiped out by the deliberate introduction of
Intimidation 18
Possibility Potential: None
Great Lakes trout. With the coming of the Akashans, all existing
Natural Tools: Horn, damage value STR+3/21; trample, damtrout have transformed into Orestias. Unlike the original flatheaded
fish which grew to 30 centimeters, these new fish are much larger, age value STR+4/22
reaching lengths of up to a meter. They are thus proving to be an
DONrnY
abundant food source.
The donkey eats just about anything and requires little waterNot all animals now seen among the Andes are native to Core
a perfect "pack horse-for the mysterious continent. Smarter than a
Earth, however.
horse, a donkey does not follow commands it considers stupid or
foolhardy, which is the basis for it being labeled as stubborn.
GrnPTOLBONT
Remains of Gylptodonts have previously been found by arche- Donkeys are suitable as riding animals (they average about 20
ologists, and nowthe huge Mohani-bredarmadillos are once again kilometers a day, assuming 10 hours of riding) and attack only in
roaming the tropical forests of Brazil. With a body shell reaching a self-defense. Donkeyscan carry a measure of weight equal to their
height of over one meter and a length of two meters, these Strength.
DEXTERlTIl 10
lumbering behemoths are taxing the naturalfood supply in orderto
Dodge 12
keep their stomachs full.
Gylptodonts are as nasty as the famed wild boar, and they
Running 13
STRENGTH 12
alternate physical attacks with a Spirit vs. Spirit attack. The creature
Climbing 12
uses its hate-filleddisposition as a weapon against an opponent's
TOUGHNESS 10
Faith or Spirit.
PERCEPTION 8
The results are read as stun damage. This is adeliberate act, but
MIND 5
it is not directed by intelligence, as the spiritual assault is always
CHARISMA 2
focused on the current attacker.
SPIRIT 4
Gylptodonts continue to fight after they are effectively dead,
Possibility Potential: None
ignoring any damage until they suffer seven wounds or until the
Natural Tools: Bite, damage value STR+3/15; hoof, damage
combat ends.
If aGylptodont survives an attack, only after thescene endsdoes value STR+4/16
wound damage take normaleffect. Thus, at the end of an encounter
in which it suffered four wounds, the Gylptodont finally dies.
'DEXTERITY 10
Unarmed Combat 20
Swimming 12
STRENGTH 15
TOUGHNESS 19
PERCEPTION 8
Tracking 10
Trick (12)
MIND 3
Test (12)
Survival 6
Willpower 8
CHARISMA 1
SPIRIT 14
Intimidation (14)
Spiritual Attack 21
Possibility Potential: None
Natural Tools: Claws, damage value STR +2/17

Creatures
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Vehicles:
3 Kelson Support Vehicles: Piloting 5,
Gunnery 4
2 Thors: Piloting 5, Gunnery 3
k
Piloting
3 Warrior H - 7 ~ i a c Helico&ers:
5, Gunnery 4
Infantry: Three platoons of rifle-armed
foot infantry.
Kenseng 4 is an excellent example of what mankind can do to a world. Centuries
Installations: Each building has a turret
of war and misuse have turned vast areas into desolate wastelands. But even with 40 points of armor. Each turret is armed
though Kenseng 4 is no longer a nice place, it still attracts visitors. Of course, with an ACl5 with 20 shots.
Setup: The infantry units are set up on
Kenseng 4's 'Mechfacloriesgenerally aftract the kindof visitors we can do without.
Map 4. The rest of the defending units may
umerous Clan raiding forces were sent to attack lnner be set up anywhere on Map 3 or Map 4.
Sphere 'Mech factories during the course of the Clanlnner Sphere Conflict. One targeted 'Mechfactorywas
one of Kerek Arms' production facilities, located in an
e sand has become
The Low Desert is
area known as the Low Desert. This region was saturated with industrial chem'wls, and the various reactions have
desolated by centuries of warfare and environmental abuse, Great- createda materialthat is slippery and unstable. The shiiing of the sands
ing atreacherousfield of battle on which the brand new KerekArms inthe wind alsogenerates acharge in the particles (duetothepresence
'Mechs were to get their first taste of battle.
of chemicals, alloys and other materials) that is discharged when
something metal (like a 'Mech) contacts the sand. In game terms, all
ground vehides receive a +I modifier on their Piloting rolls and lose I
G M E SEmP
Turn over the CityTech and BattleTech maps so the white hex movement point when in clear terrain due to the sand.
sides are showing. Lay each map side by side (like a normal setup,
only upside down). The maps are designated as Map 1,2,3 and 4
WCTORY
(respectively), numbered from left to right.
C0mB;THONS
Rubble counters should be distributed on each map, with the
The attackerwins by destroyingthethree hardened buildings (the
number of rubble counters increasing on each map (Map 1 has the 'Mech factory facilities), and the defender wins by preventing the
least, Map4the most). If desired, elevation markers can be used to attacker from fulfilling the victory conditions.
create sand dunes (construction paper works nicely).
On Map 4, three hardened and two heavy buildings should be set
‘p!J-5K "k,LQW
JACKET'
up near the center of the map, within two hexes of one another. The
Produced by Kerek Arms, the Yellow Jacket incorporates highly
hardened buildings are the production facilities, and the heavy advanced technology into its design. Its XL engine provides it with
buildings contain the offices and living quarters.
a high ground speed at a low cast in weight ,and its endo-steel
internalstructure also saves weight. Tacticaldoctrinecallsfor Yellow
Jackets to operate in groups of three (a "Tri-Jn), and they are often
A'H"kACMER
A Clan raiding force is the attacker.
supported by Mosquitos (which also operate in triads).
CapabilHk The Yellow Jacket's high speed and laser armament
Command Star:
1 Man 0' War: Piloting 3, Gunnery 2
its role as a reconldeep raider 'Mech admirably. The
e
1 Mad Cat: Piloting 3, Gunnery 3
s it to penetrate deeply into enemy territory, and its
h
laser armament gives it the combat endurance raiders require.
IRyoken: Piloting 4, Gunnery 3
Variants:This new 'Mech has no mass-producedvariants. There
2 Black Hawks: Piloting 4, Gunnery 4
were several prototype models with varying armaments (one was
Fire Star:
armed with two medium pulse lasers and a large laser), and a
1 Loki: Piloting 4, Gunnery 3
prototype might turn up on the battlefield.
4 Vultures: Piloting 4, Gunnery 3
Recon Star:
Mass: 25 tons
Chassis: Endo Steel
5 Koshi: Piloting 4, Gunnery 4
Setup: The attacker sets upon Map 1.All units must be within 10
Power Piant:200 XL
hexes of the left side of the map.
Jump Jets: None
Armoc Deftech 7
DEFENJD'ER
Armament:
The defending forces are composedof Kurita RegularArmy units
8 Defiance B3M medium lasers
and workers from the 'Mech factories.
Manufacturer: Kerek Arms
Command Lance:
Communication: TrueTalk 4
1 Marauder: Piloting 4, Gunnery 3
Targeting and Tracking: SureKill5
Typ: YJ-5K "Yellow Jacket"
1 Thunderbolt: Piloting 4, Gunnery 4
2 Grand Dragons: Piloting 5, Gunnery 4
Tons
Fire Lance:
Tonnage: 25
25
1 Archer: Piloting 5, Gunnery 3
Internal Structure:
1.25
1 Catapult: Piloting 5, Gunnery 3
Engine: 200 XL
4.25
2 Trebuchets: Piloting 5, Gunnery 4
Walking MPs: 8
Running MPs: 12
Tri-VJ Unit:
Heat Sinks:
0
3 Yellow Jackets: Piloting 5, Gunnery 4
10 [20] Double Heat Sinks
Tri-M Unit:
Armor Factor:
88
5.5
3 Mosquitos: Piloting 5, Gunnery 4

By Michael C. LaBossiere
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Head
Center Torso
WL Torso
WL Arm
WL Leg
Weapons and Ammo:
Med. laser
Med laser
Med laser
Med laser
Med laser
Med laser
Med laser
Med laser
Heat sink (double)

Internal Structure
3

Armor

EIEEISON SWPORT WHICLE

Designed as a support vehicle by Kerek Arms, the Kelson is
8
designed to play two types of support roles for Mosquito and Yellow
6
8/4
Jacket 'Mechs.
4
8
In its first role, the Kelsonservesas afiresuppoflvehicle. Its large
6
12
laser and two LRM 5s provides il. with the required long-range
Loc
Critical
Tons
firepower.
CT
1
1
In its second role, the Kelson serves as a supply carrier. H can
CT
1
1
carry up to fourtons in its internal cargo bay and far more in special
RT
1
1
containersthat can be connected to the hull. Kelsonstypically carry
1
LT
1
two tons of LRM 5 ammo and two tons of sensitive repair equipment
RA
1
1
in the internal bay, and carry less delicate items on their outer hulls.
RA
1
1
A typical unit of Yellow Jackets, Mosquitos and Kelsons will be
LA
1
1
composed of three Yellow Jackets, three Mosquitos and three
LA
1
1
Kelsons.
RT
3
1
Capabilities: The Kelson's high-efficiencyfusion energy gives it
the power it needs to keep up with its 'Mech partners and the ability
MS-5Q "MOSQUITO"
to carry substantial amounts of cargo without becomingtoo slow. its
Producedby KerekArms, the Mosquito incorporateshighly advanced missile and laser armament enables it to engage light 'Mechs and
s XL engine provides it with a high ground vehicles with a reasonable chance of victory.
technology into its design. W
Type: Kelson Support Vehicle
speed at a b w cost in weight, and its endo-steel internal structure also
saves weight. Tacticaldoctrinecalls for Mosquitoesto operate in groups
Mass: 35 tons
of three (a "Tri-M") Mosquitosare often usedto support Yellow Jackets.
Chassis: Standard
Capabilities: The Mosquito was designed to provide long-range
Movement Type: Hover
support for its smaller cousin, theyellow Jacket. The unit's four LRM-5s
Power Plant: Fusion
Manufacturer: Kerek Arms
enable it to perform this job admirably, and its high speed and laser
Communication: TrueTalk 4
armament enable it to engage effectively in close combat.
Variants: This new 'Mech has no mass-produced variants.
Gunnery System: SureKill4
Mass: 35 tons
Tons
Chassis: Endo Steel
Kelson
Type:
Power Plant: 245 XL
Movement l j p :
Hover
Jump Jets: None
Tonnage:35
35
Armor: Deftech 7
Cruise Speed:
8
Armament:
Flank Speed:
12
4 Defiance B3M medium lasers
Engine:
Fusion
5.25
4 Long Arrow LRM-5s
Control:
1.5
Manufacturer: Kerek Arms
Heat Sinks:
10
Communication:TrueTalk 4
Internal Structure:
3.5
Targeting and Tracking: SureKill 6
Turret:
0.7
Type: MS-Q5 "Mosquito"
Armor:
96
6
Tons
Location
Points
35
Tonnage:35
Front:
26
Internal Structure:
1.75
UR side:
20
Engine: 245 XL
6
Back:
10
Walking MPs: 7
Turret:
20
Running MPs: 11
Weapons and Ammo:
Facing
Tons
Heat Sinks:
0
LRM 5
Front
2
10
LRM 5
2
Front
Armor Factor:
112
7
Large laser
Turret
5
Internal Structure
Armor
Small laser
Turret
0.5
Head
3
8
Small laser
Turret
0.5
Center Torso
11
1616
Body
1.5
LRM ammo (36)
RIL Torso
8
12 4
Cargo
Body
4 42
RIL Arm
6
11
WL Leg
8
14
Weapons and Ammo:
Loc
Critical
Tons
Med laser
RA
1
1
Med laser
RA
1
1
Med laser
LA
1
1
Med laser
LA
1
1
LRM 5
RT
1
2
LRM 5
RT
1
2
LRM 5
LT
1
2
LRM 5
LT
1
2
2
LRM ammo (48)
CT
2
LRM ammo (12)
RT
1
0.5
8
12/4

Star Wars Death Star Technical Companion
review by Craig Sheeley Star Fist review by
David L. Pulver.

an
West End Games.
$15.00.
Designer: Bill Slavicsk.
96page sourcebook.
With this sourcebook, West EndGameshas
decided to tackle the largest "dungeon" in
gaming history. I was impressed (and skeptical) when Iron Crown tackled the Mines of
Moria. The Death Star puts that project to
shame.
The author does a good job of covering the
enormous station, splitting up the sourcebook
into sections covering the history of the station,
construction, technical stats and interior. He
rather cleverly accomplished the difficult task
of detailingits surface and floor plans by establishing that "the Empire is a master of modular
technology design." "While we may only detail
a small section of the massive Death Star
within these pages," he asserts, "areas with
similar functions will be very similar in design.
In other words, one hangar bay looks like any
other hangar bay aboard the battle station."
Using this system, the book details "city
sprawls," moduiarsectionsof the Death Star's
surface that handle shield generation, fire
power, vehicle bays, etc. Other specialty sections are covered security sections, command
centers, engineering holds, TIE fighter bays,
"superlaser" (planet-smasher beam) fire control centers, even the Emperor's throne room!
As usual, very technical maps are providedfor
each section-after all, the information would
hardly be useful without maps.
Furtherchaptersdetailthe not-so-smallarmy
of troops and armada of ships carried aboard
the battle station, complete with troop vehicle
and ship stats, and NPC stats for several
featured NPCs. There is even a chapter on the
Alliance's evaluation of the Death Star's past
performance and what allowed the Alliance to
destroy the first one (the background in The
Star Wars Role Playing Game is supposed to
be set between Star Wars and Return of the
Jedi, roughly right after The Empire Sfrikes
Back).

gIJS'kWICATI8N
The author even covers the most important
question and most severe ailidsm of the whde
concept of a book detailing the Death Star: Hey,
didn't Luke Skywalker give it a terminal case of
proton indigestion?After all, the whde mashuga
went BOOM at the end of Star Wars. .And the
second one was fragged before it was completed
in Retum of the Jedi. So why have a book on
76
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something that no longer exists?
Ah. Maybe the Empire has scdeddown the
Death Starto something that doesn'ttakequite
so long to build. After all, the Torpedo Spheres
are roughly based on a small-scale Death Star
design. Throw a miniature Death Star at the
player characters and see how they fare!
Or just keep the book around as a curiosity.
It's still useful--remember, the Empire is the
past master of modular technology. The Death
Star's components were constructedfrom designsalreadyusedbythe Empire-iwasstruck
with the similarity between the layouts in the
Death Star and those in the Imperialplanetary
fortress detailed in the Star Wars Sourcebook.
If you need a detention level on planet Boola 4,
just take out this book and flip to page 68.
There's your detention block, laid out in a fullpage map. Need a medical bay? A turbolift
nexus? A hangar bay? Turbolaser tower? All
those and more are in this book. In that regard,
the book is a very handy reference source for
maps and installations of all kinds. Of course,
it includesthe usual Lucasfilmillustrationsand
art, atthough there is some very nice new
artwork as well.

FUWS
Of course, it's not perfect. There are some
minor flaws, the most important being a complete lack of any quick information systemthere is neither table of contents nor index! I
find this unprofessional as well as irritatingyou have to thumb through every page to find
what you're looking for. Personally, I wouldn't
have minded one less picture if Icould have a
table of contents.
The other minor flaws were mostly subjective. I thought the dimensions for the Death
Star were too small, preferringthe round number of 160 km ( I 00 miles) to the stated girth of
120 km. But, I haven't gotten out Return of the
Jedi, a set of calipers and a calculator to
calculate the exact figure (by comparing the
Death Star's curvature to the length of the
Executor when the command ship crashes),
so 120 km sounds as good as 160 km.
I hate the designation "superlaser" being
appliedto the main weapon. What it does is far
beyond the purview of laser weapons and is
thoroughly in the rangeof antimatterweapons,
but that doesn't matter.
I still loathe the inefficient, senseless, multiple-branch military system set up by the exSPI author of the Imperial Sourcebook and
used as a base for the forces occupying the
Death Star, but at least this book glosses over
the subject, spending a minimum of time on it.
The sourcebook has the identities of Admiral Motti and GeneralTagge mixed.Tagge was
the one who was riding Lord Vader and got
such a pinch. Admiral Moni was never even
identified-the gent on the other side of the
rebel who was protesting about rebel capabili-

ties was addressedas "commander" and never
named.

EVfiuA1[‘ION
These were the things that struck me wrong
about this book-trivialities. Aside from the
lack of any index or table of contents, the
bmk's very good. Irecommendit to Star Wars
fans and referees, as well as peopleinterested
in a fairly good treatise on the "ultimate power
in the universe."

Star Fist
Steve Jackson Games.
Pflce: $19.95
Designer: Steve Jackson
Two-player game of tactical combat. Intermediate complexity.
It'sApril17,2153.The outnumbered miners
of the asteroid belt are losingthe revolt against
Mother Earth. In desperation, they create Star
Fist, a mobile asteroid-fortress, and launch it
at the Tenan Spaceyards in EarthlMoon orbit
in a bold punch that the belters hope will
cripple Earth's industrial supremacy and give
them alast chance to win the war. Protectedby
ionic shields and drone defense globes, bristling with partide beam turrets and missiles,
and boasting two secret weapons, the Star
Fist is hoped to be unstoppable. It's up to the
battleships, cruisers, destroyers and fighters
of the Tenan Space Force to prove them
wrong.
StarFistcomes with two scenarios, centering on separate attacks by the space forces as
they attempt to cripple the Star Fist. It takes
about three hours to play a single scenario.
Each turn represents an hour. The hex scale is
unfortunately unspecified, while every counter
represents a single spacecraft or missile. The
map is laminated so ship and missile vector
arrows can be drawn on it using the crayon
provided.

~
4 SYSTEM )
The highlight of the game is its movement
system. This is a two-dimensional vector systern, realistically simulating Newtonianlawsof
motion. The vector movement system forces
both players l o think about their attacks three
or four turns in advance, since once a ship has
accelerated up to speed and is moving in a
given direction, it takes just as long to reverse
course as it did to speed up. As a result, you
feel that you are commanding spacecraft, not
airplanes or battleships.
The Star Fist itself doesn't moveit's an
immobilepoint aroundwhich theTenan squadron and the fist's own missiles and interceptors
maneuver.This givesthe game avery diff erent
feel from Steve Jackson's earlier "unbeatable
machine"game, Ogre, as well as adding some
"terrain" to a space map.

As the rules book acknowledges, the system is based on GDW's classic Triplanetary
(a version of which was also used in the
original Traveller game). But Star Fist a d s a
few extra wrinkles to this hallowed system,
especially some very cunning game mechanics to keep ships from drifting off the map or to
return them back into play if that does happen,
plus a clever rationale to discourage excessive speed.

GCIW%BAT
While maneuvering around the map is fun,
the Terran player's real goal is to destroy the
Star Fist's weapon system, with victory based
on how many systems are destroyed relative
to the casualties suffered. The fist's many
weapons, sensors, missile bays and shield
generators are displayedon asix-by-sixgrid of
installations. When the Terran player inflicts
damage, he rolls 206 to determine which grid
square was hit. A nice touch is that the grid is
on a laminated card-when an installation is
hit and destroyed, the Star Fist player simply
crosses it out with the crayon provided.
Actually getting a hit is tricky. Terran ships
have one or two light or heavy particle beams.
The closerthe range, the higher the hit chance
and the better the chance of scoring a "close"
or "precise" hit, which gives the Terran player
a choice of which installation to damage.
But Star Fist is not an easy target. Before
the fist can be hit, its outer force screens must
be battered down, and these screens can
regenerate every turn!The Terrans will want to
try for a "precise" hit by firing from point-blank
range, but this requires penetrating a threetieredglobeof missile satellites.And thecloser
the Terran ships come to the fist, the easier it
is for the fist's missiles and particle beam
turrets to him them.
Toward the middle of the game, with the
Terran fleet closing for the kill, Star Fist's
weapons are blastingTerran shipsout of space
every turn. While theTenan player is limitedto
particle beams (and in some scenarios, rnissiles) the rebel player gets beams, missiles
andtwo specialweapons--the warper and the
nova gun.
The nova gun is especially deadly, firing
balls of plasma that move across the map
each turn, annihilating any ship in their path
and damaging anything that comes too close.
The nova balls don't maneuver, but they are
excellent weapons for breaking up Terran formations and disrupting the best-laid attack
plans, as Ilearned at my cost in my first game.
The warper is a tractor-beam that can pull
one ship or stack of ships in any direction,
altering its vector.This is nastierthan it sounds,
since askillful rebel player can use the warper
to pull a ship into the Star Fist defense globe or
a nova, or worse, can alterthe courseof a nova
bolt to plow through several Terran vessels at
once!
Whilethese specialweapons are fearsome,
the rebel player can't use everything at once.
Each turn, Star Fist must carefully allocate
energy betweensixdifferentshields,thewarper

and nova gun. The rebel player seems to have
plenty of energy at the start of the game, but
soon has to make nail-biting compromises,
especially if the Terran player attacks sirnultaneously from several directions.
In addition to attacking Star Fist itself, shipto-ship combat can take place between the
rebel interceptors and missiles and theTerran
vessels. With as many as 30 spacecraft on the
map at any one time, don't look forthe detail of
Renegade Legionor Car Wars. Nevertheless,
combat is surprisingly tactical in flavor, far
more so than the original Triplaneiav or than
Ogre. For instance, Terran ships aren't (usually) destroyed by a single hit--a hit can do
temporary or permanent damage to either
drive or one of the ship's weapons, with damage tracked on laminated erasable record
sheets. There is quite a lot of chrome--rules
for ramming (both other ships and the Star
Fist, and a crippled ship can still inflict damage!), the Star Fist's requirement to drop a
single shield before launching fighters and
missiles, Terran in-flight repairs, and lastchance point-defense against missiles. Every
Terran ship is named, so you know that you are
sending the cruiser Asmodeusto its death, or
that the battleship Canopus just rammed the
main shield generator complex. Fun!

installations that survive-so far so good, but
the paragraph of the Rebel Victory Points
section has damage to Star Fist's hardened
installationsbeing addedtorebelvictory points!
This appears to be aty
subrractedfrom the rebel victory points!
Another minor problem is that the rules for
Star Fist's interceptors refer the reader to the
Terran movement rules, but these contain
special cases for ship movement on the first
and secondturn of the game, enabling them to
start with higher-than-normal vectors. It is unclear whether or not these apply to rebel
interceptors later launched from Star Fist (as
opposed to those starting the map). The way
we playedit, these special cases did not apply,
so interceptors launched from the fist began
with a vector of 0 and could maneuver immediately. (Before writing this review, Icontacted
Steve Jackson Games, who confirmed that
this was the correct interpretation.)
Last, while it's nice that a marker was included to draw vector lines, the pale yellow
crayon provided is hard to see in poor light
even on the black map sheet and is almost
impossibletoreadwhen usedto markdamage
on the record sheets. And mine broke in half
midway through our first game. I recommend
using a black or red grease pencil instead.

FUWS

EVALUATION

Inthe first few turns, the needto drawvsctor
lines for as many as 30 units is very awkward
and slows the game to a crawl for the Tenan
player. Perhaps fewer (more poweriul) Tenan
ships would have been a better choice. The
rules suggest using stacking to ease congestion, but even in the first two turns this is virtual
suicide in the face of a nova gun or missile
attack. Fortunately,thegame is bloody enough
that after five or six turns the number of units
become manageable1
There are also a few minor rules ambiguities.The rules for rebel victory points havethe
rebel gaining points for each of Star Fist's

None of these problems seriously hurt the
game. Starfist is enjoyable andoffers afeast
oftactical options, giving it considerablereplay
value. The nature of the movement system
rewards advance planning and gives a real
feel for space combat fleet tactics, and I found
mysetf wanting to play it severaltimes totryout
very different strategies.
With its atmospheric detail, tactical feel,
quality game components and wealth of exciting "chrome," I recommend Star Fist to anyone who enjoys science-fictionwargarnes. Ks
one of the best tactical space combat games
I've seen-and certainly the most realistic.

Challenge Classifieds, Managing Editor; Box 1646,Bloo
Classified Ads
Challengeacceptsall gamingrelated classified ads, subject to
the amount of space availableand
good taste. Challenge does reserve the right to refuse any ad.
Challengewillnot be heldliable
for errors occumng in advertisements. If you find an error in your
ad, please send a corrected version to Challenge.
Classifiedads are free, and run
for at least one issue, longer as
space permits. Any reasonable
length is accepted, but all ads are
subject to editing. Please type
ads.
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Write to receive our rate card.

NEED PLAYERS of Dark Conspiracy, Cyberpunk or any Palladium game (Riftsis okay but hard
to run). Have experienced GM.
Write to Nick Christenson, 2191
Spinning Sheel, Cincinnati, OH
45244. (61)
CAR-PGa Inc., a nonprofitorganization. is lookina for dedicated
who wan'i to advance the
hobby through positive public
awarenessanddefensefromcensorship. To join or to receive k w
informative literature, write to
CAR-PGa, 111 E. 5th., Bonham,
TX 75418. Please endose 52G
postage. (61)
PLAYERS WANTED for a Living
Steelplay-by-mail game. Swords
and Alpha team members are
neededto secure a base of power
on the planet Rhand. Forinformation, please send aSASE to David
Peters, 5422 Pine Glen Road, La
Crescenta, CA 91214. (60)

fantasy PBM set after a catadysmic war of magic, contact Matt
Johnson, 625 W. Malvem, Fullerton, CA 92632. (59)
BATTLETECHplayer looking for
worthy opponents in theSan
cisco Peninsula area. Interested
parties please write to J. M. Hiatt,
832 N. HumbltSt. It1 ,SanMateo,
CA 94401-1439. (58)

ran-

ATTENTION RENEGADE LEGIONNAIRESI Playtesters
needed for scenarios in any or all
RenegadeLegiongame systems.
This is real playtesting!I will send
scenarios and a questionnaireto
fill out and send back. Criticism
and suggestions are welcome. If
your group is running out of scenarios to play, this is perfect for
you. For more information, contact Christopher King, Box MWC1847, 1701 College Ave.,
Fredericksburg, VA 22401-4666.
(56)
VAMPIRE HUNTERS, this is the
PBM for you! I am starting a Rifts
Vampires PBM. Contact me for
information and special custom
character sheet. Matthew Johnson, 625 W. MalvernAve., Fullerton, CA 92632. (56)
STATE COORDINATORS and
local representatives wanted for
the Committee for the Advancement of Role-Playing Games.
Send a SASE to CAR-PGa International HQ, Attn: W. A. Flatt,
Chair, 8032 Locust Ave., Miller,
IN 46403. (56)
HISTORY OF THE IMPERIUM
WORKING GROUP (HIWG) is a
Travellerdub spanningfromAustralia to Finland, active in Traveller development. Members receive the bimonthly Tiffany Star
newsletter. Write to Ed Edwards,
1410 E. Boyd, Norman, OK
73071. (54)

GAMINGVIAELECTRONICBBS
under way and seeking playersSF game and fantasy game. Will
start more games if GMs volunteer. Call SKYLAND BBS in Asheville, NC at (704) 254-7800 24008-N-1 anytime. Log on as yourself
(no handles), explore the BBS,
check out the games running.
Free. (59)

WRITER would like to contact
players and designers for history
of the hobby. Older players, second-generation garners and
women are of particular interest.
Write to J. Cambias, 18 Georgetown Ct., Durham, NC 27705. (54)

lAMSTARTINGa TalislantaPBM.
If you are interested in a unique

SHADOWRUN PLAYERS wanted inTempe/Scottsdale,AZ area.

IL61702-1a6

Please contact Peter Wimmer at
2646 Champlain Ave., Tempe,
AZ 85281. (54)

AirIRaR, etc. For list, send SASE
to Paul Sanders, 612 S. Patton
Ct., Denver, CO 80219. (61)

COMBINED ARMSCOMMAND
DEClSlONgrouplookingfor University of Florida, SFCC and any
others interestedin an extended
miniatures campaign. Contact
Harold Medicus, PO Box 936,
Micanopy, FL 32667. (54)

LARGE COLLECTION of used
games in goodcondition: SF, Dungeons & Dragons, Cyberpunkand
GURPS games, and some outof-print TSR products. Contact
Matt Johnson, 625 W. Malvern,
Fullerton, CA 92632. (59)

BA TTLETECH 'Mech Warrior:
Reports of our death have been
greatly exaggerated! Samos'
Swordsmen, formerly the Federated-Commonwealth 472nd
RCT, is seeking any new sibko
which is ready for a Trial of Position. Those who survive the training course will be invited to participate in our Cerberus Campaign in the Outworlds Alliance.
Are you Star Commander material? Seyla! Anyone interested in
along-running, experienced roleplaying campaignshouldcontact
Swordsmen RecruitingCommand, c/o KhanGunther Bellows,
Route 2, Box 157, Micanopy, FL
32667. (54)

ITEMS FOR TRAVELLER, Star
Wars, Star Trek, Twilight: 2000,
2300 AD. Also a number of nonRPGs. All in good condition and
at cheap prices. All must go before my wife burns them. Send
SASE to Fred Kiesche, 123
Rachel Court, Franklin Park, NJ
08823. (57)

I AM STARTING a Rifts PBM.
For information and special customcharactersheet, contact Matthew Johnson, 625 W. Malvem
Awe., Fullerton, CA 92632. (54)
STATE COORDINATORS and
local representatives wanted for
the the Committee for the Advancement of Role-Playing
Games. Please send SASE to
CAR-PGainternationalHQ, Attn:
W. A. Flatt, Chair, 8032 Locust
Ave., Miller, IN 46403. (54)

VINTAGE TRAVELLER ITEMS,
wide magazine selection: Space
Gamer, S&T, F&M. Diverse mint
gamecollectionmust go:civil war,
roleplaying, science fiction,
AD&D, WWII-Ill. Priced to sell.
For list, write to Andrew Pierce,
7825 SW 57th Ave., Apt. C, Miami, FL33143. (61)
MARTIAN METALS 15mm miniatures for Traveller, all in original blister packets. K'kree,
Zhodani, SwordWorlds, Darrian,
Citizens, Patrons, Striker Force,

TRAVELLER information exchange. I wish to trade photocopies of out-of-print T~aveller
books, supplements, adventures,
fanzines, articles, etc. Please
send a list to Larry Davis, H-8
Casa Grande Dr., Liverpool, NY
13090. (61)
GDW'S Rebsllion Sourcebook
(MqaTravatlw) or ICE'SSpacemaster modules or sourcebooks.
Iwill trade for Twilight: 2000 material (first and second sditions)
or TSR's Top Secretgame material. Contact Kurt Searfoss, 708c
NE Ball Drive, Lees Summit, MO
64063. (57)
KALISZ TOWN-GUIDEwith map
(original in Polish). Iwill trade for
a fair copy of Black Madonna.
Arne Rassek, Berliner Str. 23,
3005 Hemmingen 1, Germany.
(56)

STILL SEEKING Sewritv Leak
and Third lmperiom fakines.
Originals or photocopies. Willing
to pay all copt and postage costs,
or trade for other materials. Contact RichardArtis, 151 G. Meadow
Place, Hope, IN 47246-9441. (61)
RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK
RPG and all adventures. Willing
to pay reasonable price. Contact

Patrick Morgan, 3905 Northern
Lights Drive, Pocatello, I D 8 3 X i 5934. (61)
ANY PROFESSIONAL or personal work, article, background,
etc. dealing with Star Treks
Vulcans or any similar pacifist/
logicallscientifically advanced
race in any science-fiction RPG
(Transhumans,etc.) Pleasewrite
to Jean-Francois Virey, 17 rue
St. Andre, 59800 Lille, France.
(61)
ANY AND ALL FGU Space Opera supplementslrnodules, including the following star sector
atlaslsourcebooks: The Galactic
PeoplesRepublic, The Hiss, The
SikozantBelt. I will buy or pay for
photocopies. Contact M. Yount,
PO Box 1744, Corbin, KY40701.
(61)
LASERBURN rules, scenarios,
miniatures. Send any information to Paul Sanders, 612 S.
Patton Ct., Denver, CO 80219.
(61)

TRAVELLERS'DIGESTG, 7,11,
12 and 14: Alien Module 8 :
Darrians; 101 Robots. Ingwdto
mint condition. Send information
to JeffWharton, 21 15l12Schaefer,
Saginaw, MI 48602. (61-63 only)
BRITISH BA TTLETECH fans
who have copies of MekTek issues 4 andup. Willing to swap for
purchase.Pleasecontact Michael
Bolda, 1183 Violet St., Atlantic
Beach, FL 32233. (59)
CLASSICTRAVELLER material.
VanguardReaches, The Beyond
and SORAG by Paranoia Press,
and Glimmerdrift Reaches and
Ley Sector by Judges Guild.
Would also like any issues of the
Journal of the Travellers' Aid
Society. Preferoriginalsb u t g d
photocopies okay. Please send
list, prices and condition of items
to David Feltmeyer, 7535 Dale
Ave., St. Louis, MO 63117. (58)
CHALLENGE 32, 35 AND 38
(Star Wars material). Will pay
decent price for either photocopy
or original. Write to KurtSearfoss,
708c NE Ball Drive, Lees Summit, MO 64063. (57)
ISSUES 1 AND 4 of the Journal
of the Travellers Aid Society,
and issue 1 of High Passage,
either originals or photocopies.
Send details to Mark Clark, 598
Thompson Station Road, Newark, DE 19711-7520. (56153)
COPY OFTHE NearStarList(all
pages) from 2300 AD. Also Atlas
of the lmperium and MegaTrav-

eller Journal 1. Will pay reasonable price or trade MTJ 2, MT
World5uilders'Handbookor cop
ies of articles from JTAS (5-24) or
Ghallenge(25+j. DavidJohnson,
11150 Beamer Roadtf291,Houston, TX 77089. (56)
CYBERPUNK, BattleTech or
Shadowrun sets for individuals
who are incarcerated. Funds are
extremely low, so payment may
not be possible. If you are willing
to donate any of the above starting sets, please send them to
Benjamin Donovan, #882123, Indiana State Farm, 1500 West US
40, Greencastle, IN 46135-9275.
(56)
PARTICIPANTS for a Shadowrun, Cyberpunk, etc. APAzine.
Please write for information to
Niko Wieleba, PO Box 10097,
Glendale, CA 91209-0097. (561
51)
LOOKING FOR THE GAME (or
supplement)which features Larry
Niven's Ringworld. Ican remember seeing the cover in 1985. If
you know where I can find it---or,
better yet, have a copy-please
contact me. Benjamin J. Rogers,
902 Fulton Ave., Hannibal, MO
63401. (54)

MOTIVE, an Amateur Press Alliance (APA) which covers all
aspects of the RPG hobby, is
looking for new members. Members contribute to and receive a
(+I-)200-page, bimonthly APA.
RPGs most often covered are
MERP, HERO System, Twilight: 2000, CoC, Shadowrun
and BattleTech. Please write to
Wayne Peacock, 190 Reed St.,
Athens, GA 30605. (60)
THESWORD6: BLASTER, a new
publication detailing games and
groups in the Atlanta, GA, area, is
now available. Covers all aspects
of roleplaying and boardgames,
including reviews, poetry, game
schedules, group contacts and
more. For information, please
contact Jeff Leggett, 2102-B
Wexford Dr., Norcross,GA30071.
(60)
ETHER ILLUSTRATED NEWS,
a Space: 1889 newsletter. For
additional information, please
contact Tom Gray, 101 Hackberry, Apt. 1503, Clute, TX
77531. (59)
INQUISITOR- Warhammer
4OK newsletterlforum for expe4enced players. Eq.1vehicle design, open forum, scenarios,

Q&A, army caic. worksheets,
unit stat cards and more! Inquisitor, PO Box 14485, Santa
Rosa, CA 95402-6485. (58)
GALACTlCANARCHYis a PBM
game of explorationandconquest
set after a protracted dvil war.
Two to30 players vie for controlof
the universe, with up to 70 artifacts, 700systemsand1000fleets
in one game. Write to Anarchy By
Mail, PO Box 873, Allen, TX
75002. (57)
TRANSACTIONS of the Royal
Martian Geographical Society is
a quarterly publicationdevoted to
roleplaying in the Victorian age,
with a primary emphasis on the
game Space: 1889. Each 20page issue features several adventures, detailed descriptionsof
NPCs and equipment, and background articles on late-19th-ntury history and culture. Please
send an SASE to TRMGS, c/o
Mark Clark, 598 Thompson Station Road, Newark, DE 19711
7520. (W53)

-

MELBOURNE TIMES: Newsletter providing background material for the Earth Colonies campaign. Featuresinclude news service, world briefs, character
sketches, corporateportfolios, politicalanalysis,cultural eventsand
more. Subscribers and contributors send SASE to Melbourne
rimes, c/o DavidJohnson, 11150
Beamer Road##291,Houston,TX
77089. Overseas include three
IRCs. (56)

ship spreadsheets available in
WK1 (IBM)fomat on 5.25"disks.
(52)
SPINWARD TIMES-anew fanzine dealing with the merchant
and economics in MegaTravelIer. Also included are adventures, medical data, news and
equipment. Write to Spinward
Times, clo AG Games, 823 Ponsard St., Brossard, Quebec,
CANADA J4W 1W1. (51)
SIGNAL-GK-New, exclusive
MwaTravellw fanzine. Adventurein DagudasuaagSector!Each
issue will detail a subsector, a
particular race and planets. At
least two adventures in each issue. Signal-GK-A call for help; a
call to adventure. Recognized by
HIWG. Write to Jay Campbell,
The Sanctuary, 45 Fairfield,
Hebden Bridge, West Yorks, UK
4x7 6JD. (51)
JUMPSPACE--A new fanzine exclusively for PRegaTrcavsllsr. Includes adventures, equipment,
news, players' tips, fiction, and
much more. For additional details, write to Jumpspace, c/o AG
Games, 823 Ponsard St.,
Brossard, Quebec, CANADAJ4W
1Wl. (51)

SS& V(Starships, Starports & Vehicles) is a fanzine that covers the
areas listed for MqaTravdlw. It
includes one article, with the rest
devoted to designs. AR (Alien
Rea1ms)is aquartedy fanzine covering aliens in MsgaTravaller.
Currently, two issues are available. Write to Bryan Borich, 3890
50th St., San Diego, CA 921053005. (53)

1WISH TO ESTABLISHa fanzine
dedicatedto Warhammerfantasy
roleplaying enthusiasts. Interested parties should reply to Rick
Taylor, c/o Der Chroniken Kaiserlich,916S. Booker, Little Rock,
AR 72204. (53)
ABA PROCEEDINGS. Exclusively MegaTravdlerfanzinecovering Vland Domainand all areas
coreward and spinward. Each issue includes 1+ starshipof T L l d
(no TL15). Issues 12and 13were
10 and 12 pages. For more information, contact Clayton R. Bush,
PO Box 119, Limon, CO 80828.
Send letter-sized SASE for list of
available HlWGdocuments.Star-
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Don't miss Challenge 62, which includes our special
conventions insert, available in July.

One of the USAF's most deadly units goes into the merc
businessin "Spectres in the Sky."Anddon't miss 'Things Got
Weirder" for Mere: 2080.

MEGA
Eliminate a pirate base in "Into the Gap." And explore
"Itasis," a prime porl of call as Imperial control in the sector
collapses in the face of Vargr attacks.

Corusn~mcu
"Kafkan:Thehumanthirst for knowledge. Who knowswhat
gleaming heights it may lead us to---or what dark abyss.

2300 AD
Join the fight against piracy in "Catch as Catch Can."

SPAGE:
1889
Unravel the mystery of the "Monastery of Tasharvan."

h~
Morn!
Plus Shadowrun fiction by Michael A. Stackpole, and
Cyberpunk 2.0.2. O., Shadowrun, Star Wars, Call of Cthulhu,
Star Trek,Ahens, High Colonies, BaltleTech and much more!
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3.7
SubAfrican! (Space: 1889) ...........................................3.5
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Join The

MegaTraveller 2:TM Quest For The Ancients is sciencefiction role-playing. An infinite universe, filled with fantastic
possibilities, awaits exploration. With over 100 distinctive
worlds to visit, awesome adventures, perplexing mysteries
and bizarre aliens, MegaTraveller 2 makes you the hero or villain -of an interstellar epic only your wildest imagination could conceive.
Based on the classic role-playing system from Game
Designers Workshoe MegaTraveller 2 explores a popular
theme from the RP s ~llustrioushistory: the fate of a quasimythical race of superbeings who vanished 300,000 years
ago. Can you and your team of intrepid explorers discover the
answers, and save a dying world, in time?
For IBM-PCTTandyIcompat~bles.
For the latest information on release dates and availabilities, call
Paragon Customer Service at 412-838-1 173,9 am to 5 pm EST, weekdays. 0 1991 Paragon
Software and Game Designers Workshop. MegaTraveller 2: Quest for the Ancients is produced
under license from Game Designers Workshop.

Features a graphic intensive, icon-driven interface.
Revolutionary, three-level zoom inlzoom out feature.
Innovative new role-playing engine lets characters speak
for themselves and automatically perform tasks they
do best.
Advanced character generator supports male or female Human or Vargr - characters. Choose from over 100
skills and abilities.
* Non-player characters have distinctive personalities and
unique objectives. State-of-the-art graph~csand
animation bring each encounter to vivid life.
Exciting interstellar combat and navigation sequences put
you at the helm of a powerful starship.
Intuitive combat, on ground and in space. Characters react
automatically and intelligently to crises, according to
abilities and firepower.

Marketed by Microprose Software, Inc. 180 Lakefront Drive, Hunt Valley MD 21 030 (301) 771-1 151

A Complete overview hsf the deadly Claw Jgde Falcon!

insignias & uniforms!

EXCLUSIVE
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